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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation consists of two parts.  Part I proposes a new approach to modality, 

abductive modal realism.  Part II proposes a new version of physicalism, abductive 

physicalism.  The parts relate in that abductive physicalism presupposes abductive modal 

realism. 

     Abductive modal realism holds that inference to the best explanation (i.e. abduction) 

grounds some and any justified belief about mind-independent necessity and possibility.  

This approach avoids the disadvantages of extant approaches to modality.  Specifically, 

unlike extant approaches, abductive modal realism accepts real, mind-independent 

necessities and possibilities without employing a modal epistemology that fits these 

poorly. 

     Abductive physicalism holds that we should adopt abductive modal realism, that 

abduction favors physicalism, and thus, that we should adopt physicalism.  Although 

standard a posteriori physicalism accepts the latter claims, it sees appeals to abduction as 

exceptions to an otherwise non-abductive modal epistemology.  Abductive physicalism, 

contrariwise, sees abduction as the arbitrator of modal disputes quite generally.  This 

difference allows abductive physicalism to avoid problems that plague standard a 

posteriori physicalism. 
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contrariwise, sees abduction as the arbitrator of modal disputes quite generally.  This 

difference allows abductive physicalism to avoid problems that plague standard a 

posteriori physicalism. 

     Again, Part I develops abductive modal realism and Part II develops abductive 

physicalism.  Because each part includes its own introduction, what follows simply 

explains why the debate over physicalism is chosen as the test case for abductive modal 

realism and then proceeds directly to Part I. 

     Physicalism is chosen as the test-case for abductive modal realism for several reasons.  

Most personally, my interest in modality originated in fascination with the mind-body 

problem, which is the greatest challenge for physicalism.  Accordingly, debates 

surrounding physicalism have helped to shape my thinking about modality.   

     The choice of test-case, however, is not merely autobiographical.  The mind-body 

problem is inherently among the most interesting applications of modality.  Debates 

about particular modal claims are inescapably interesting to philosophers qua 

philosophers.  We are fiercely interested, for example, in whether water is necessarily or 

merely contingently H2O.  Outside of philosophical contexts, however, this issue evokes 

little enthusiasm, even among philosophers.   

     This lack of enthusiasm should not surprise us.  As I have shifted from accepting to 

rejecting to accepting this claim, many times over, my ordinary experiences with water 

have been roughly the same.  Of course, when believing that water is not necessarily 

H2O, I may be disposed to say that water lacks causal efficacy or is not a natural kind.  

When believing that water is necessarily H2O, my dispositions may differ.  These 
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dispositions, however, even when exercised, have no deep and lasting impact on how I 

ordinarily experience the world. 

     Conclusions about mind, however, have such impact.  It seems to matter, at times, 

even in ordinary life, whether ours minds, particularly our conscious minds, are physical, 

whether our experiences are nothing more than our bodies.  Perhaps it seems to matter 

because, if consciousness is not physical, then we have some reason to think that it lacks 

causal efficacy, and thus, our experiences of the world, others, and ourselves are not what 

we feel they are.  Perhaps it seems to matter because if consciousness is physical, then we 

are nothing more than our bodies, but we seem to think that we are.  Perhaps it seems to 

matter for other reasons.  Whatever the reasons, the modal status of our conscious minds 

seems to matter in a way that is not wholly intellectual. 

     Modal claims about consciousness, then, seem to be more significant than many 

modal claims, than corresponding claims about water and H2O, for example.  Perhaps this 

is why Terry Horgan has thought that Saul Kripke’s (1972) famous conclusions about the 

necessary a posteriori “get their bite” only when he applies them to the mind-body 

problem.  Perhaps this is why the mind-body problem is a sub-discipline in philosophy 

while other modal claims are often treated together. 

     History provides an additional reason to apply any new approach to modality to the 

mind-body problem, and thus, to physicalism.  Some of the most interesting discussions 

of modality are discussions of the mind-body problem.  Such discussions are offered by 

Plato Aristotle, Descartes, Smart, Chalmers, and Bealer, among many others.  What 

follows, I hope, continues this tradition. 
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INTRODUCTION 

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to help students understand necessity, philosophers often invoke bachelors.  We 

ask students to imagine a married who man is otherwise a quintessential bachelor.  When 

students agree that such a person is not a bachelor, they realize that bachelors must be 

unmarried, are necessarily unmarried.  They realize that, however messy and unfaithful a 

married man may be, he is no bachelor.  Imagination, it seems, plays an important role in 

elucidating necessity. 

     In order to help students understand possibility, philosophers often appeal to chordates 

(creatures-with-a-heart) are renates (creatures-with-kidney).  We first note that, as a 

matter of fact, all chordates are renates.  We then ask students to imagine, nevertheless, a 

chordate that is not a renate.  When students agree that such a creature is imaginable, they 

realize that chordates might not have been renates.  They realize that, even though they 

will never encounter a chordate that is not a renate, chordates are not necessarily renates.  

Imagination, it seems, plays an important role in elucidating possibility as well. 
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     Such appeals to imagination are not merely pedagogical.  Imagination plays an 

important role in drawing many conclusions about necessity and possibility, about 

modality.  Consider, for example, Putnam’s (1975) famous argument that water is 

necessarily H2O.  He asks us to imagine a world very similar to ours but in which the 

watery stuff has a different chemical structure, which he abbreviates ‘XYZ’.  He then 

asks us to judge whether XYZ is water.  When we are inclined to answer negatively, we 

conclude that water is necessarily H2O.   

     Such Twin Earth thought-experiments are a tool for testing imaginability in order to 

draw conclusions about necessity and possibility.  If a situation is imaginable, we 

conclude that it is possible.  If a situation is not imaginable, we conclude that it is not 

possible, and thus, its opposite is necessary. 

     This use of Twin Earth thought-experiments is a staple of current philosophy.  In 

philosophy of mind, Chalmers’ appeal to his zombie twin, which supports mind-body 

dualism, is an example (Chalmers, 1996).  In philosophy of language, Burge’s arthritis 

case (1979), which suggests the importance of deference in reference, is an example.  In 

ethics, Horgan’s and Timmons’ (1991, 1992a, 1992b) Moral Twin Earth, which argues 

against Boyd-style ethical realism, is an example. 

     Of course, we often use imagination to draw conclusions about necessity and 

possibility without appealing to Twin-Earth-style thought-experiments.  Consider, for 

example, Kripke’s argument that Margaret Truman is necessarily the daughter of Harry 

and Bess.  Kripke notes that, although we can imagine various aspects of Margaret’s life 

having been different, “what is harder to imagine is her being born of different parents” 
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(1972, 112, my italics).  This immediate failure of imaginability leads Kripke to conclude 

that “anything coming from a different origin would not have been this object” (1972, 

113).  Such direct moves from imaginability to conclusions about necessity and 

possibility (i.e. about modality) are as commonplace in current philosophy as appeals to 

Twin Earth. 

     This use of imagination, moreover, is not new to philosophy.  Socrates famously 

attempts to undermine claims that such-and-such is essential to some philosophically 

important property by asking interlocutress to imagine certain situations.  From 

interlocutors’ success or failure at imagining the proposed situation, Socrates draws 

conclusions about the essential natures of, inter alia, justice, mind, and the good.  When, 

for example, Callicles claims that pleasure and good are the same, that pleasure is 

necessarily good, Socrates asks him to imagine a situation in which courageous and 

cowardly warriors experience equal amounts of pleasure during battle.  Since Callicles 

agrees both that being courageous is good and being cowardly is bad and that the 

scenario is imaginable, Socrates concludes that pleasure is not necessarily good, and 

Callicles agrees (if only to end the conversation). 

     This use of imagination as a guide to modality, the moves from imaginability to 

possibility and un-imaginability to impossibility, can be thought of as standard 

philosophical practice.  Sidelle describes the practice as follows: 

It is a commonplace in philosophical argument to reject a proposed criterion for 

something by claiming that one can imagine the condition failing to hold in the 

presence of that for which it is supposed to be criterial . . . Similarly, claims to 
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necessity are supported by judgments that we cannot imagine what it would be 

like for the proposition in question to be false. (1989, 87) 

 
     Although this practice of using imagination as a guide to modality is standard, one 

wonders why it works.  Why does imagination provide a guide to necessity and 

possibility?  Why can we close our eyes and learn about necessity and possibility simply 

by thinking?  Why does what we can imagine matter at all? 

     The simplest answer to these questions, which is associable with empiricism, proceeds 

(quite roughly) as follows.  Necessity and possibility are not part of the world out there, 

as it were, but rather, are mere mental phenomena.  Perhaps, for example, modality 

amounts to nothing more than relations among ideas.  Imagination is the act of combining 

ideas.  The relations among these ideas determine which ideas we can combine.  So, 

imagination provides a guide to modality because modality determines what is 

imaginable.  More generally, since necessity and possibility are merely mental 

phenomena, since they are mentally constituted, we should expect mental acts (like 

imagining), to provide a guide to them. 

     This empiricist answer may explain why imagination provides a guide to modality, 

why we can close our eyes and learn about necessity and possibility simply by thinking.  

This empiricist answer, however, seems to be deeply misguided.  When one says that 

electrons necessarily have negative charge, we do not think of her as asserting merely 

that we think about electrons in this or that way.  We think of her, instead, as claiming 

that, regardless of how we think (talk, conceive, imagine, intuit, etc.), electrons 

necessarily have negative charge.  The statement ‘electrons necessarily have negative 
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charge’ purports that there is something out there, as it were, such that that thing itself 

(the electron as it is independently of us) necessarily has negative charge.  More broadly, 

many of our claims about necessity and possibility (i.e. many of out modal claims) seem 

to be about real, mind-independent necessities and possibilities (cf. Hawthorne, 1996; 

Peacocke, 1999).  Since this empiricist answer insists that necessity and possibility are 

mere mental phenomena, it fits poorly with this intuitive semantics for modal claims. 

     If necessity and possibility are mind-independent phenomena, however, then one 

wonders again why imagination provides a guide to them.  Sidelle expresses the concern 

succinctly: 

As long as we think of this [appeal to imagination] as the methodology of modal 

inquiry, we have good reason to accept a conventionalist view about necessity 

[according to which necessity and possibility are mere mental phenomena].  For if 

one thinks that there are real necessities, that, for instance, things have essences 

quite independently of how we think or talk about them, then the role of 

imagination in modal inquiry will seem quite mysterious.  Not only will it seem 

implausible that imaginability entails possibility, but it will be unclear why we 

should even think that there is a relation of good evidence.  (1989, 88) 

 
     Sidelle’s concern is powerful.  If the world includes mind-independent necessities and 

possibilities, then these obtain independently of the ways we think (talk, conceive, 

imagine, intuit, etc.).  Given this independence from our minds, it would be “quite 

mysterious” if our imaginings reveal necessities and possibilities, just as it would have 

been quite mysterious if our imaginings had revealed the molecular structure of water.  

Accordingly, one who relies on imagination to draw modal conclusions has prima facie 
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reason to think that necessity and possibility are merely mental phenomena, that modality 

resides in our minds, as it were. 

     We now confront a dilemma.  We seem to learn about necessity and possibility 

through imagination.  The intuitive semantics of modal claims, however, conflicts with 

the simplest explanation (i.e. the empiricist explanation) of why imagination provides a 

guide to these.  Peacocke (1999) describes this dilemma as a particularly poignant 

instance of the Integration Challenge, which is a generalized from of Benaceraff’s (1983) 

challenge for mathematical knowledge (given Platonism).  More specifically, the 

Integration Challenge is “the challenge of providing, for any given domain, a 

simultaneously acceptable metaphysics and epistemology” (2002a, 636).   

     The challenge becomes most poignant when we have a desirable epistemology and 

metaphysics such that neither suits the other.  Accordingly, the challenge is poignant for 

modality because (i) the intuitive semantics for modal claims suggests that necessity and 

possibility are part of mind-independent reality but (ii) imagination, the default modal 

epistemology, seems to be ill-suited to this ontology.  That is, although we seem to rely 

on imagination to learn about necessities and possibilities, which suggests that these are 

mental phenomena, the intuitive semantics for such claims suggests that these are mind-

independent phenomena. 

     When confronting the Integration Challenge, one has several options, including the 

following three.  First, one can rethink the fit between her favored epistemology and 

ontology.  An uneasy fit, after all, may be a good fit—just as a tightly fitted tongue and 

groove may be difficult to set but strong once fitted.  Peacocke (1999) takes this option 
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for modality.  Second, one can adopt a previously ignored ontology.  Kant’s Copernican 

Revolution (1781/1998) takes this option for modality, introducing his constructivist 

ontology, which holds that modality is constituted neither by mind nor world alone.  

Third, one can adopt a previously ignored epistemology.  Part I of this project takes this 

option for modality, suggesting that inference to the best explanation grounds some and 

any justified belief about mind-independent necessity or possibility, even if we can 

sometimes use imagination as an imperfect guide. 

     More specifically, Part I proceeds as follows.  Chapter 1 provides important 

background by characterizing a few central phenomena, including necessity, possibility, 

mind-independence, mind-dependence, and grounding.  Chapter 2 introduces and 

motivates extant approaches to modality.  Chapter 3 makes space for a new approach by 

emphasizing the shortcomings of extant approaches.  Chapters 4 and 5 suggest that no 

one has adequately addressed the concerns that drive us to this new approach.  Chapter 6 

then explores the new approach, abductive modal realism, suggesting that inference to 

the best explanation grounds some and any justified belief about mind-independent 

necessities and possibilities. 
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1 

________________________________________________________ 

BACKGROUND 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter provides background for Part I by characterizing three central phenomena, 

modality, mind-independence, and grounding.  The characterizations of modality and 

mind-independence should be somewhat familiar.  ‘Grounding’, however, is being 

introduced as a technical term. 

1. ‘Modal’ 

The phrase ‘modal claim’ denotes any claim that such-and-such is necessary or possible.  

Examples include claims that an object or property has (or does not have) a property 

necessarily, that a relation between objects or properties is (or is not) necessary, or that a 

sentence or proposition is (or is not) necessarily true.  Of course, modal claims need not 

invoke a form of the words ‘necessary’ or ‘possible’.  The claims <David could not have 

been a fried egg> and <Nixon might have been taller>, for example, are modal claims. 

     This specification of ‘modal claim’ only helps one who has some grip on ‘necessary’ 

and ‘possible’.  Unfortunately, as Pap (1958) suggests, ‘necessary’ and ‘possible’ may be 

too fundamental to specify in other terms.  We can characterize the phenomena that these 
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terms denote, nevertheless, in three ways.  First, we can emphasize related ordinary 

language expressions.  Second, we can distinguish three kinds of necessity and 

possibility.  Third, we can invoke possible-world talk. 

1.1 Ordinary Language 

Ordinary language includes several expressions that denote necessity and possibility.  

Expressions that denote necessity include, among others, ‘had to be’, ‘must be’, ‘had to 

have been’, and ‘must have been’.  Expressions that denote possibility include, among 

others, ‘could be’, ‘might be’, ‘could have been’, and ‘might have been’.  Such 

expressions allow us to express <Aristotle is necessarily bipedal> with ‘Aristotle had to 

have been bipedal’, ‘Aristotle must be pedal’, or ‘Aristotle could not have been other than 

bipedal’.  Such expressions allow us to express <Aristotle is possibly feathered> with 

‘Aristotle might have been feathered’, ‘Aristotle could have been feathered’, or ‘Aristotle 

might not have been un-feathered’. 

     This ordinary language reveals that modal claims come in at least two varieties.  The 

expressions ‘might be’ and ‘might have been’, for example, often denote different kinds 

of necessity.  Intuitively, the indicative expression ‘might be’ suggests something actual, 

that how things actually are remains (epistemically) open or that things could actually be 

different than we think they are.  ‘Aristotle might be feathered’, accordingly, suggests 

that Aristotle might actually be feathered, for all we know or, perhaps, that we can 

coherently think of him as being feathered.  Intuitively, the subjunctive expression ‘might 

have been’ suggests something counterfactual, that things are a certain way but could 

have differed, that things need not have been how they are.  The sentence ‘Aristotle 
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might have been feathered’, accordingly, suggests that Aristotle is not feathered but could 

have been feathered nonetheless.  Of course, one can use subjunctive language to express 

claims about how things could have been without supposing that they are not that way.  

In fact, one can defend the claim that Aristotle could have been bipedal by noting that he 

is, in fact, bipedal.  Often, however, subjunctive language expresses counterfactual 

claims, claims that counter the (actual) facts. 

     Prima facie indicative expressions seem to suggest something about us, that our 

epistemic state is consistent with the world being one way or another.  Subjunctive 

expressions, contrariwise, seem not to depend on us, not to depend on our ignorance of 

how things are or our ability to think of them as being one way or another.  Subjunctive 

expressions, instead, seem to suggest something about the world itself, that the world 

itself could have been one way or another.  Accordingly, subjunctive expressions are 

often said to express metaphysical claims, which are claims about the world itself, while 

indicative expressions are said to express epistemic claims, which are claims about our 

knowledge of the world.  Ordinary language, then, recognizes at least two kinds of 

necessity and possibility (at least prima facie). 

1.2 Kinds of Necessity and Possibility  

In fact, many philosophers recognize three main kinds of necessity and possibility: the 

epistemic (which maps roughly to indicative language), the metaphysical (which maps 

roughly to subjunctive language), and the natural (which maps roughly to a particular sort 

of subjunctive language).  Slightly less roughly:  
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• Epistemic necessities capture ways that we cannot help but think of the world as 

being; epistemic possibilities capture ways the world might actually be, for all 

we know a priori; 

• Metaphysical necessities capture ways the world had to have been; metaphysical 

possibilities capture ways the world could have been;  

• Natural necessities capture ways the world had to be, given our world’s laws of 

nature; natural possibilities capture ways the world could have been, given 

those same laws. 

It is worth characterizing each kind of necessity and possibility in more detail. 

     Chalmers (2002b) specifies epistemic necessity and possibility by appealing to an 

ideal reasoner and the a priori.  Roughly, an ideal reasoner is an idealized cognizer who 

has our concepts and unlimited (deductive) inferential capacities.  Roughly, a thought is 

ruled out a priori for cognizer c if and only if, independently of experience, c rightly 

finds that thought to be self-contradictory—i.e. if the thought is not metaphysically 

compossible for c.  Appealing to these notions, Chalmers holds that any thought that is 

not ruled out a priori for an ideal reasoner captures an epistemic possibility and the 

negation of any such thought captures an epistemic necessity. 

     The direct tie from necessity and possibility to the a priori helps to make sense of the 

label ‘epistemic’.  Since the a priori is not tied to creatures with our cognitive limitations, 

however, our actual reflective capacities may be an imperfect guide to the a priori, and 

thus, one still might find the label ‘epistemic’ odd.  Perhaps for this reason, Chalmers’ 

use of the modifier ‘epistemic’ is not widely used.  Some prefer the less epistemic, less 
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personal modifier ‘logical’ to denote (more or less) the same phenomenon.1  Because no 

terminology has emerged as standard, nevertheless, this project follows Chalmers.    

     Kripke famously characterizes metaphysical necessity and possibility in contrast to 

epistemic necessity and possibility: 

Sometimes [‘necessity’] is used in an epistemological way and might then just 

mean a priori . . . But what I am concerned with here is a notion which is not a 

notion of epistemology but of metaphysics, in some (I hope) nonpejorative sense.  

We ask whether something might have been true, or might have been false.  Well, 

if something is false, it’s obviously not necessarily true.  If it is true, might it have 

been otherwise?  Is it possible that, in this respect, the world should have been 

different from the way it is?  If the answer is ‘no’, then this fact about the world is 

a necessary one.  If the answer is ‘yes’, then this fact about the world is a 

contingent one.  This in and of itself has nothing to do with anyone’s knowledge 

of anything. (my italics, 35-36) 

 
     Whereas epistemic necessities and possibilities depend on something like how we 

think things are, or our (perhaps hypothetical) ignorance of how things actually are, 

metaphysical necessities and possibilities do not depend on us.  Metaphysical 

possibilities, for example, are ways things could or could not have been, even if we know 

just how they are, even given that they are a certain way.  Even though we know that 

(ceteris paribus) water freezes at zero degrees Celsius, plausibly it could have frozen at 

five.  Even though we know that ravens are black, plausibly they could have been striped.  

Whether we know what composes water, plausibly water could not have been composed 
                                                
1 Others (e.g. Plantiga, 1974, early Kripke), however, use ‘logical’ much as we will use 

‘metaphysical’.  (Frege would cringe to learn that even philosophers remain so far from his dream 

of one word for one concept!) 
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of anything but H2O.  Whether we know who Chris’s parents are, plausibly they could 

not have been anyone but who they actually are, say Cathy and Bill.  These examples, 

whatever one thinks of them specifically, suggest a general characterization: if such-and-

such is necessary (or possible) given the actual world’s current state, given that our 

world’s objects and properties are as they are, then such-and-such is metaphysically 

necessary (or possible). 

     Because such metaphysical necessity and possibility does not depend on us (e.g. our 

ignorance of how things are), philosophers often take metaphysical necessity and 

possibility to be part of the world itself.  Both in the above passage and throughout his 

subsequent discussion, Kripke, for example, seems to think of necessity and possibility as 

part of the world itself.  Accordingly, he claims that whether such-and-such is possible is 

not a mere epistemic fact, not a mere fact about what is a priori, but rather “a fact about 

the world” (36).  Perhaps this is why some call this sort necessity and possibility ‘real’. 

     Natural necessity and possibility are restrictive varieties of their metaphysical 

counterparts.2  Like metaphysical necessity and possibility, natural necessity and 

possibility do not depend on our thoughts of the world: natural necessity and possibility 

are necessity and possibility given that the world is a certain way.  Natural necessity and 

possibility, however, are more restrictive than their metaphysical neighbors in that they 

presuppose our world’s (plausibly contingent) laws of nature.3  They are necessity and 

possibility given that our world’s objects and properties are distributed as they are and 
                                                
2 Many call this sort of necessity and possibility ‘nomological’ or ‘nomic’.   
3 Those who think that our world’s laws of nature are metaphysically necessary (e.g. Hartshorne, 

1963) may reject the distinction between metaphysical and natural necessity. 
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given that our world has the natural laws it actually has.  Chalmers characterizes natural 

possibility succinctly: 

A naturally possible situation is one that could actually occur in nature, without 

violating any natural laws . . . a naturally possible situation is one that could come 

up in the real world, if conditions were right.  These include not just actual 

situations but counterfactual situations that might have come up in the world’s 

history, if boundary conditions had been different, or that might come up in the 

future, depending on how things go.  A mile-high skyscraper is almost certainly 

naturally possible, for example, even though none has actually been constructed.  

It is even naturally possible (although wildly improbable) that a monkey could 

type Hamlet.  We can also think of a naturally possible situation as one that 

conforms to the laws of nature of our world. (1996, 36) 

 
     Many think of metaphysical necessity and possibility as the most philosophically 

interesting kind.  Epistemic necessity and possibility may reveal only how we think of the 

world.  Natural necessity and possibility may reveal only how the world happens to be.  

Metaphysical necessity and possibility, however, reveal the deep nature of the world, 

reveal how the world must be, reveal what things are, not merely what they are like.  

Accordingly, as Bealer emphasizes in the following passage, metaphysical necessity and 

possibility most interests philosophers qua philosophers, or at least, qua 

metaphysicians—(in this passage, Bealer uses ‘necessary’ and ‘must be’ to denote 

metaphysical necessity): 

[The central questions of philosophy] are necessary in the sense that they call for 

answers that hold necessarily.  In being interested in such things as the nature of 

the mind, intelligence, the virtues, and life, philosophers do not want to know 

what those things just happen to be, but rather what those things must be, what 
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they are in a strong sense.  It is not enough that the virtue of piety happened to be 

what Euthyphro exhibited: a philosopher wants to know what piety must be. 

(1998, 204) 

 
     Bealer’s meta-philosophical thesis that philosophical questions demand necessary 

answers may be mistaken.  Insofar as necessity and possibility most interests 

philosophers, nevertheless, it is the kind of necessity and possibility that Bealer thinks 

philosophical questions presuppose; it is metaphysical necessity and possibility. 

     Because metaphysical necessity and possibility are typically taken to be the most 

philosophically poignant, henceforth, unless otherwise noted, ‘necessary’, ‘possible’, and 

their various forms will be short for ‘metaphysically necessary’, ‘metaphysically 

possible’, and their various forms.  The label ‘metaphysical’ and its various forms will be 

included only when clarity requires—e.g. when directly contrasting metaphysical 

necessity or possibility with another kind. 

1.3 Possible Worlds 

Our final characterization of necessity and possibility follows a philosophical tradition 

that traces to Leibniz.  This tradition characterizes necessity and possibility by appealing 

to possible worlds.  For now, we can think of a possible world as a maximally specific 

distribution of objects and properties.  Possibilities are ways some possible world is. 

Necessities are ways every possible world is.  Accordingly, a claim is possibly true just in 

case it is true in at least one maximally specific distribution of objects and properties (i.e. 

in at least one possible world), and a claim is necessarily true just in case it is true in all 

such distributions (i.e. in all possible worlds). 
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     One should note that possible worlds are possible ways for our world to have been.  

This restriction ensures that possible worlds capture metaphysical possibilities rather than 

mere epistemic possibilities.  For, unlike their epistemic counterparts, metaphysical 

necessities and possibilities are necessities and possibilities given actualities—although 

not given natural laws, unless those are metaphysically necessary.  

     In order to avoid confusing possible worlds with epistemic possibilities, let us follow 

Chalmers by using ‘possible worlds’ or simply ‘worlds’ to denote metaphysical 

possibilities and ‘scenarios’ to denote epistemic possibilities.  A scenario can be thought 

of as “a maximally specific epistemic possibility” (Chalmers, 2002b, 610).  Since an 

epistemic possibility is a thought that is not ruled out a priori for an ideal reasoner, a 

scenario can be thought of as a maximally specific coherent thought.  Accordingly, even 

if water is necessarily H2O, since we cannot know this a priori, the thought ‘some other 

chemical composes water’ is epistemically possible, and thus, some scenario verifies this 

thought; speaking more loosely, there is scenario where this thought is true.4 

     Importantly, this appeal to possible worlds is not meant to be metaphysically loaded.  

It is meant only to help clarify our use of ‘necessary’ and ‘possible’.  That is, we are not 

insisting that possible worlds are maximally specific distributions of objects and 

properties as opposed to maximally specific sets of sentences.  Our appeal to possible 

worlds, then, does not favor concretism (cf. Lewis, 1986) over ersatzism (e.g. Roy, 

1995), or even fictionalism (cf. Rosen, 1990).  Similarly, we are not holding that a claim 

is necessarily true if and only if it is true in all possible worlds as opposed to holding that 

                                                
4 For more on scenarios, see Chalmers (2002a, 2002b).  
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a claim is necessarily true if and only if it is true in virtue of our conventions (cf. Sidelle, 

1989) or in all recombinations of the actual world (cf. Armstrong, 1989).  The appeal to 

possible worlds is merely intended to help clarify our use of ‘necessary’ and ‘possible’ 

and allow us a useful way of talking; it is not meant to answer deep questions. 

2. Mind-Independence 

While specifying ‘modal’, ‘necessary’, ‘possible’, ‘a priori’, and ‘conceivable’, we 

contrasted the world itself with our minds.  This contrast marks an intuitive, 

philosophically important divide.  Similar distinctions include those between the mind-

independent/mind-dependent, the real/ideal, the non-mental/mental, and the 

external/internal.  Although most of us have some intuitive grasp of such distinctions, 

they are exceedingly difficult to specify. 

     A simple example, nevertheless, can get the ball rolling.5  Suppose that Cathy has a 

visual experience of an elephant and Bill has a hallucination as of an elephant.  

Intuitively, we think of Cathy’s elephant as residing in the world itself and Bill’s elephant 

as residing merely in his mind.  Of course, we do not think that Bill has a real elephant in 

his mind.  We think, instead, that Bill has an experience as of an elephant, an idea of an 

elephant, a (misapplied) concept of an elephant, or something along these lines.  We also 

think that there is nothing more to Bill’s elephant that his experience.  After all, where his 

                                                
5 The coming characterization of mind-independence ignores complications suggested by certain 

interpretations of quantum mechanics.  Specifically, on some interpretations, quantum mechanics 

suggests that non-quantum phenomena obtain only upon observation by a conscious observer.  

This suggests that all non-quantum phenomena are mind-dependent in some important sense.  

This complication will be ignored here. 
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elephant-experience ends, so does his elephant.  Cathy’s elephant, however, can out-live 

her elephant-experience, and thus, is not constituted by her experience.  At least, this all 

seems to be intuitive. 

     We often mark this intuitive difference between Cathy’s and Bill’s elephants as 

follows.  We call Cathy’s elephant ‘mind-independent’ and Bill’s elephant merely ‘mind-

dependent’.  We call Cathy’s elephant a part of ‘the world itself’ and Bill’s elephant 

‘merely in his mind’.  Let us adopt these terms (‘mind-independent’ and ‘mind-

dependent’) to mark this distinction. 

     At first approximation, one might characterize the mind-dependent as that which 

would not have existed had no minds existed.  Correspondingly, she might characterize 

the mind-independent as that which would have existed had no minds existed.  This 

characterization, however, (among other problems) mistreats artifacts.  Artifacts would 

not have existed if no minds had existed.  So, this characterization counts artifacts as 

mind-dependent.  We should be able to count artifacts, however, as mind-independent, in 

some important sense of ‘mind-independent’.  Although someone built this computer, for 

example, it certainly is not mind-dependent in the way that my beliefs are.  More 

strikingly, a toy elephant (which is an artifact) is certainly not mind-dependent in the 

same way as an imagined elephant.  At least, this is intuitive. 

     We can solve this problem by appealing to truthmakers, where a claim’s truthmakers 

are just whatever makes that claim true (or false).6  If <the cat is on the mat> is true, for 

                                                
6 This appeal to truthmakers, then, does not presuppose truthmaker theory, which supposes that 

truthmakers (like objects and properties) are a basic part of our ontology. 
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example, then the denoted cat and mat are among that claim’s truthmakers.  We can 

divide such truthmakers into two categories, those residing inside and outside the mind.  

For example, intuitively, the truthmakers for <I think that the light is on> reside inside 

the mind but those for <the light is on> reside outside the mind.  Appealing to this 

distinction, we can hold that something counts as mind-independent if and only if the 

truthmakers for all ordinary existence and (non-relational) property-attribution claims 

about it reside outside the mind; otherwise, it counts as mind-dependent.  (Although this 

statement is a bit complicated, the intuitive idea becomes clear as we proceed.) 

     This characterization eliminates the problem presented by artifacts.  For, assuming 

realism about the computer and its weight, even though this computer would not have 

existed if not for minds, the truth of claims like <this computer weighs seven pounds> 

does not depend on anything mental.  Provided that the computer actually weighs seven 

pounds, the claim is true, regardless of what (or whether) anyone thinks.  The 

truthmakers for this claim, then, reside outside the mind, and thus, this characterization 

counts the computer as mind-independent.  Of course, the truth of the claim <a mind 

helped to make this computer> depends on something mental.  This claim, however, 

attributes the relational property being made by to the computer, and thus, this 

characterization counts this claim, qua relational attribution, as irrelevant to the 

computer’s mind-independence/mind-dependence. 

     Although better, this characterization remains unsatisfactory.  Mentality itself can be 

thought of as real or unreal in a way that we want something like our mind-

independent/mind-dependent distinction to capture.  The present characterization of 
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mind-independence and mind-dependence, however, automatically counts mentality as 

mind-dependent; for, clearly the truthmakers for some ordinary existence and (non-

relational) property-attribution claims about the mind reside inside the mind.  So, we 

need a better characterization. 

     An example emphasizes this concern.  Realists and instrumentalists about 

propositional attitudes disagree about the nature of beliefs.  Realists hold that beliefs exist 

regardless of our ascriptions of them.  Instrumentalists hold that beliefs exist only in that 

our ascriptions of them are useful.  Intuitively, we can mark this disagreement by saying, 

“Realists think of beliefs as mind-independent but instrumentalists think of beliefs as 

mind-dependent.” 

     Our current characterization of mind-independence and mind-dependence, however, 

does not allow this.  This characterization counts something as mind-dependent if a 

truthmaker for any ordinary existence or (non-relational) property-attribution claim about 

it resides inside the mind.  Whether realists or instrumentalists are right, the truth of 

claims about beliefs depends on something partially mental (beliefs!), and thus, some 

relevant truthmaker resides inside the mind.  So, this characterization counts 

propositional attitudes as mind-dependent whether realists or instrumentalists are right. 

     We can avoid this problem by limiting, in context-specific ways, what automatically 

counts as the mind, in the claim that something is mind-independent just in case the 

truthmakers for all appropriate claims about it reside outside the mind.  Contrasting two 

examples illustrates this appeal to context-dependence.  In the first example beliefs are 

not automatically counted as part of the mind; in the second example they are. 
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     Suppose that we want to decide whether propositional attitudes are mind-dependent.  

We can ask whether propositional attitudes exist regardless of our ascriptions of them.  

The realist says ‘yes’.  The instrumentalist says ‘no’.  By limiting what automatically 

counts as the mind to our propositional attitude ascriptions, we can say that realists think 

of propositional attitudes as outside the mind, while instrumentalists think of them as 

inside the mind.  Accordingly, only realists think of them as mind-independent.  Realists, 

then, can hold that beliefs are mind-independent where instrumentalists hold that beliefs 

are mind-dependent. 

     Suppose, next, that we want to decide between moral objectivism and subjectivism.  

We can ask whether moral claims are true (or false) regardless of our beliefs.  The moral 

objectivist says ‘yes’.  The moral subjectivist says ‘no’.  By limiting what automatically 

counts as the mind to our beliefs, we can say that moral objectivists but not subjectivists 

think of morality as mind-independent; for, objectivists but not the subjectivists think of 

the truthmakers for moral claims as being outside of the mind—i.e. as not including 

beliefs. 

     Importantly, such stipulations about what automatically counts as the mind do not 

decide the important issues.  Propositional attitude realists and instrumentalists still 

disagree.  Moral objectivists and subjectivists still disagree.  The stipulations simply 

allow us to mark their disagreements with the mind-independent/mind-dependent 

distinction. 

     Following this strategy, we will characterize mind-independence and mind-

dependence as follows: 
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• Something is mind-independent if and only if all truthmakers for all ordinary 

existence and (non-relational) property-attribution claims about it reside outside 

the mind, where context determines what counts as the mind. 

• Something is mind-dependent if and only if some truthmaker for an ordinary 

existence or (non-relational) property-attribution claim about it resides inside 

the mind, where context determines what counts as the mind. 

     Two concerns about this characterization merit mentioning.  First, one might worry 

that, for every claim, some truthmaker resides in the mind, and thus, this characterization 

renders the mind-independent/mind-dependent distinction spurious.  Second, one might 

complain that this characterization fails to capture what we want of the mind-

independent/mind-dependent distinction.  We can consider these concerns in turn. 

     Spurious.  Let us temporarily think of claims as sentences.  Sentences acquire meaning 

only through interpretation, which is a mental act.  Sentences need meaning in order to 

have truth-values.  So, whether any sentence is true (or false) depends on something 

mental.  Everything needed to get a truth-value for a sentence is among its truthmakers.  

Every sentence, then, has something mental among its truthmakers.  Roughly, the above 

characterization holds that something counts as mind-independent just in case all relevant 

truthmakers reside outside the mind.  This specification, then, counts everything as mind-

dependent. 

     One should notice, however, that many sentences depend on meaning, in this way, 

neither for their truth nor for their falsity, but rather, only for their truth-or-falsity.  That 

is, any synthetic sentence’s meaning does not establish its truth and does not establish its 
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falsity; the meaning simply creates the possibility of having truth or falsity.  Accordingly, 

one should not count the mental act that imbues meaning as among a synthetic sentence’s 

truthmakers. 

     This response denies the objector’s premise that everything needed to get a truth-value 

for a sentence is among its truthmakers.  It holds, instead, that only that which more 

directly contributes to a sentence’s truth or to its falsity (as opposed merely to its truth-or-

falsity) is among its truthmakers.  If one feels compelled to count the mental act that 

imbues a sentence with meaning as among its truthmakers, then she should simply hold 

that these sorts of truthmakers are not relevant to something’s counting as mind-

independent or mind-dependent. 

     Contrary to Thomasson (under review), accepting this point does not give us reason to 

hold that analytic sentences need no truthmakers.7  Recognizing that analytic sentences 

are true in virtue of their meaning and that one should not count the mental act that 

imbues a sentence with meaning as a truthmaker, Thomasson concludes that analytic 

sentences do not need truthmakers at all.  Analytic sentences, however, depend on 

meaning not only for their truth-or-falsity but also for their truth.  Their dependence on 

meaning, then, is stronger than the dependence of any synthetic sentence.  Accordingly, 

even if we accept that the mental act that imbues sentences with meaning is not among 

their truthmakers, we can hold that analytic sentences require truthmakers.  One also can 

see this point by noting that, once a mental act imbues a sentence with meaning, the 

relations among its individual terms’ meanings are not mere matters of interpretation (but 

                                                
7 Thomason’s paper can be found at http://www.as.miami.edu/phi/thomasson/pub.htm. 
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rather matters of language or thought itself) and it is these relations that make analytic 

sentences true. 

     Missing the point.  One might accept that the final characterization of mind-

independence and mind-dependence marks some real distinction, but insist that it is not 

the desired distinction.  For, she might claim, what we want to know of any given 

phenomenon is whether it is real, that which resides inside the mind is real, and thus, we 

should explore some sort of real/unreal distinction instead. 

     This objection misses an intuitive point.  Suppose that Lindsay asks Josh whether God 

is in the world.  Josh answers that, indeed, God is in the world.  Lindsay then asks Josh 

how he knows this.  Josh responds that he has thought of God, his thoughts occur in his 

mind, his mind is in the world, and therefore, God is in the world.  Lindsay would rightly 

be unsatisfied by such sophistry.  She wanted to know whether God is in the world 

independently of us, whether God exists mind-independently.  Dependence on us may not 

make a phenomenon unreal, but it does make it different, in some important way, from 

phenomena that do not depend on our minds in any way.  It is this difference—this sort of 

mind-independence and mind-dependence—that the present mind-independent/mind-

dependent distinction is meant to capture. 

     In addition to using the terms ‘mind-independent’ and ‘mind-dependent’ in this way, 

we will say that an object or property is ‘in the world itself’ just in case it is mind-

independent and ‘merely in the mind’ just in case it is mind-dependent. 
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3. ‘Grounding’ and ‘Rely On’ 

Our characterizations of ‘modal’, ‘mind-independent’, and ‘mind-dependent’ more or 

less follow ordinary usage.  The final two terms, ‘ground’ and ‘rely on’, contrariwise, are 

being introduced as quasi-technical terms.  An example helps to introduce these terms. 

     Sensory experience includes visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, and 

kinesthetic experiences.  Such experiences justify many ordinary beliefs about mind-

independent reality.  When Bill sees Ember crawling in the kitchen, for example, visual 

experience justifies his belief that Ember is crawling in the kitchen. 

     Sensory experience, moreover, sometimes plays an important epistemic role for 

beliefs that it does not justify so immediately.  When Bill remembers that he saw Ember 

crawling in the kitchen moments ago, memory justifies his belief.  Clearly, nevertheless, 

sensory experience plays an important epistemic role vis-à-vis this belief.  Perhaps Bill’s 

memory would not justify his belief if not for his earlier visual experience.  Minimally, 

memory would not serve as a justifier of such beliefs in general if we did not have reason 

to believe that memory (at least sometimes) stems from some other evidential base, such 

as visual experience. 

     Sometimes the chain tracing back to sensory experience is even longer.  When Cathy 

believes that Ember is in the kitchen because Bill tells her so, Cathy’s belief is justified 

by testimony.  Clearly, nevertheless, Bill’s memory plays an important epistemic role vis-

à-vis Cathy’s belief.  If Cathy had reason to doubt Bill’s memory, then this testimony 

may not justify her belief.  Similarly, Bill’s visual experience plays an important 

epistemic role vis-à-vis Cathy’s belief.  If Cathy knows that Bill’s memory stems from a 
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visual experience and she also knows that Bill is nearly blind, she should not trust his 

testimony. 

     We can call such a chain—from Cathy’s justified belief that Ember is in the kitchen 

back to Bill’s visual experience—an ‘epistemic chain’.  Many epistemic chains terminate 

with sensory experience.  Suppose, for example, that we ask Cathy why Bill’s testimony 

justifies her belief.  She responds that his testimony is based on his memory, which is 

reliable.  We then ask her why Bill’s memory can play this justificatory role.  She 

responds that his memory stems from his visual experience, which is reliable.  We then 

ask her why Bill’s visual experience can play this justificatory role.  She responds by 

simply reiterating that his visual experience is reliable.  If pressed to proceed, Cathy 

probably would insist that the epistemic buck stops with visual experience.  Plausibly, 

Cathy is right: this epistemic chain terminates with sensory experience.  Accordingly, 

sensory experience is a basic source of evidence. 

     When an epistemic chain terminates with something, we can say that that something 

‘grounds’ beliefs that occur in that chain.  For example, since Bill’s visual experience 

ends the epistemic chain that includes Cathy’s belief that Ember is in the kitchen, sensory 

experience grounds that belief, even though that belief results from and is justified by 

testimony.  Similarly, sensory experience grounds both Bill’s memory-based and visual-

experience-based beliefs that Ember is in the kitchen.  More generally, a belief b need not 

be justified (immediately) by something (faculty, principle, etc.) s in order for s to ground 

b. 
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     When forming a justified belief, we can say that we ‘rely on’ whatever grounds that 

belief, even if that whatever plays no cognitive role in our belief formation.  In the above 

example, even though testimony justifies Cathy’s belief that Ember is in the kitchen, she 

relies on (Bill’s) visual experience when forming that belief.  Accordingly, in a given 

domain of inquiry, we rely on whatever grounds beliefs in that domain.  For example, if 

sensory experience grounds all justified beliefs in modal claims, then one relies on 

sensory experience in modal inquiry, even if she forms justified modal beliefs simply by 

taking what Kripke says as gospel. 

     Put another way, whatever provides our most fundamental epistemic contact with the 

objects and properties in a given domain grounds beliefs in claims in that domain, and 

thus, we rely on that whatever in inquiry in that domain.  For example, if rational 

intuition is a basic source of evidence that serves as the source of all modal knowledge 

(cf. Bealer, 1996)—i.e. if rational intuition provides our most fundamental contact with 

modality—then rational intuition grounds beliefs in modal claims, and thus, we rely on 

rational intuition in modal inquiry.   

     Even if rational intuition justifies many beliefs, however, it may not ground any modal 

knowledge.  For, rational intuition may stem ultimately from sensory experience, in 

which case sensory experience, not rational intuition, would ground justified beliefs in 

modal claims, and thus, be that on which we rely in modal inquiry. 

     With these characterizations of modality (necessity, possibility), mind-independence 

(being part of the world itself), mind-dependence (being merely in our minds), and 

grounding (relying on) in place, let us turn to standard approaches to modality. 
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________________________________________________________ 

THE LANDSCAPE 

 

 

 

 

 

We can think of an approach to modality as consisting of a modal semantics, ontology, 

and epistemology.  A modal semantics identifies what modal claims mean.  A modal 

ontology identifies available truthmakers for modal claims.  A modal epistemology 

identifies what grounds justified modal beliefs (i.e. what we should rely on in modal 

inquiry).8 

     If modal claims purport to address the nature of mind-independent reality, then we 

have one sort of modal semantics.  If modal claims purport to address only conceptual 

relations, then we have another.  If mind-independent reality has the resources to make 

modal claims true, then we have one sort of modal ontology.  If only relations among 

ideas can make modal claims true, then we have another.  If sensory experience grounds 

                                                
8 We are addressing informal semantics.  Truthmakers for a claim are being thought of merely as 

whatever makes that claim true (or false).  Whatever provides our most fundamental epistemic 

contact with the objects and properties in a domain grounds beliefs in claims about that domain 

(cf. C1, §3). 
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justified modal beliefs, then we have one sort of modal epistemology.  If imagination 

grounds such beliefs, then we have another. 

     This chapter categorizes extant approaches to modality.  §1 reviews the semantics, 

ontologies, and epistemologies that comprise these approaches.  §2 reviews the 

approaches themselves.  §3 reviews an example of each approach.  §4 offers a brief 

conclusion. 

1. The Theses 

To reiterate, we can think of an approach to modality as consisting of a modal semantics, 

ontology, and epistemology.  Setting aside constructivism, approaches typically adopt 

combinations of the following:9 

Modal Semantics 

• Realism: some modal claims are exclusively about mind-independent reality. 

• Mentalism: all modal claims are (at least) in part about mental objects or 

properties. 

Modal Ontologies 

• Realism: some realist modal semantics is satisfied. 

• Mentalism: only a mentalist modal semantics is satisfied. 

• Nihilism: no modal semantics is satisfied. 

Modal Epistemologies 

• Strict: an a priori rule grounds some and any justified modal belief.10 

                                                
9 The next chapter briefly addresses constructivism.  One should be warned, however, that 

constructivist approaches to modality receive little attention in this project. 
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• Experiential: sensory experience grounds some and any justified modal belief. 

• Skeptical: no modal belief is justified. 

     This section explicates these theses by contrasting the competing semantics (§1.1), 

epistemologies (§1.2), and ontologies (§1.3).11 

1.1 Semantics 

A semantics (read ‘informal semantics’) for a domain identifies what statements in that 

domain mean, what they are about.  If the statements are assertoric (i.e. if the statements 

are claims), the semantics identifies what, if anything, makes them true (or false).  For 

ease of presentation, we can suppose that our ontology includes only objects and 

properties.  So, offering a semantics for a domain requires identifying which objects and 

properties, if any, make its claims true (or false).12 

     Semantic modal realism holds that some modal claim is exclusively about mind-

independent reality, that some modal claim is made true (or false), if by anything, 

                                                                                                                                            
10 §1.2 amends this specification of strict modal epistemologies in order to allow that sensory 

experience can ground beliefs about actualized possibilities. 
11 An alternative modal semantics holds that all modal claims are meaningless.  Meaning 

verificationists may adopt this thesis, holding that (i) neither differences between necessity and 

nomological invariance nor differences between impossibility and non-actualized possibility are 

verifiable and (ii) genuine modal claims distinguish these.  This project takes for granted that 

modal claims are meaningful—which is not to say that this project takes for granted that modal 

skepticism or nihilism are false.  Accordingly, this thesis will be set aside. 
12 The qualifiers ‘if anything’ and ‘if any’ indicate that a claim can be neither true nor false, 

perhaps because it is nonsensical, perhaps because it is indeterminate.  Also note that relations, 

events, states of affairs, etc. are being thought of as built from objects and properties for ease of 

presentation only. 
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exclusively by non-mental objects and properties.  Perhaps the claim ‘Water is 

necessarily H2O’, for example, is made true (or false) exclusively by the mind-

independent properties being water, being H2O, and their modal properties, which are 

also mind-independent. 

     Importantly, realist modal semantics do not require Lewis-style modal realism (cf. 

1986).  Lewis holds that modal claims are made true (or false) by causally disconnected 

but concrete possible worlds, worlds that are just like ours except that we are not there.  

One might assume that a realist modal semantics requires this sort of Lewisian 

concretism about possible worlds.  This assumption would be mistaken.  Realist modal 

semantics can be satisfied by a combinatorial modal ontology (cf. Armstrong, 1989), 

provided that the world itself, not merely our ways of thinking about it, determines 

allowable recombinations of objects and properties.  Realist modal semantics can be 

satisfied by an ersatz modal ontology (cf. Roy, 1995), provided that relevant ersatz 

entities are constituted mind-independently.  Plausibly, Kripke (1972) and Peacocke 

(1999), for example, each maintain both a realist modal semantics and an ersatz modal 

ontology.13 

          Semantic modal mentalism, contrariwise, holds that all modal claims are (at least) 

in part about mental objects or properties, that all modal claims are made true (or false), if 

                                                
13 Similarly, even ontological modal realism does not require Lewisian concretism about possible 

worlds.  Realist modal ontologies require only that mind-independent reality has the resources to 

make modal claims true (or false).  Accordingly, realist modal ontologies can be combinatorial or 

ersatzist, provided that mind-independent reality fixes allowable re-combinations or ersatz 

entities. 
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at all, in part by mental objects or properties.  Perhaps the claim ‘Water is necessarily 

H2O’, for example, is made true (or false) by the mind-independent properties being 

water, being H2O, and our way of conceiving of these properties.  Ersatz, fictionalist (cf. 

Rosen, 1990), and conventionalist (cf. Sidelle, 1989) modal semantics, of course, can be 

mentalist. 

     A semantics can be either intuitive or revisionary.  A semantics for a domain is 

intuitive if it allows (more or less) that claims in that domain are about what most of us 

think they are about; otherwise it is revisionary.  Suppose, for example, that most of us 

think that ‘one plus one equals two’ is about mind-independent objects (one, two) and a 

mind-independent property (being equal).  Given this supposition, the intuitive semantics 

holds that this claim is about mind-independent objects and properties, and any semantics 

holding that it is about mind-dependent (e.g. mentally constituted or constructed) objects 

or properties is revisionary. 

     Which modal semantics is intuitive?  As noted in the introduction, when one says that 

electrons necessarily have negative charge, we do not think of her as asserting merely 

that we think or conceive of electrons as necessarily negatively charged.  We think of her, 

instead, as claiming that, regardless of how we think or conceive of electrons, they 

necessarily have negative charge.  The claim ‘electrons necessarily have negative charge’ 

purports that there is something out there, as it were, such that that thing itself (the 

electron as it is independently of us) necessarily has negative charge.  More broadly, as 

Peacocke (1999), and Hawthorne (1996) emphasize, many of our modal claims purport to 

be satisfiable only by a realist modal ontology.  Realist modal semantics fit with this 
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intuition.  Mentalist and nihilist modal semantics do not.   Realist modal semantics, then, 

are intuitive and mentalist and nihilist modal semantics are revisionary. 

     Claims about which modal semantics is intuitive bear little argumentative weight in 

what follows, and even can be done without.  Acknowledging that a realist modal 

semantics is more intuitive than a mentalist modal semantics, nonetheless, has diagnostic 

value.  No one combines a mentalist modal semantics with a realist modal ontology.  We 

now can explain why.  Since the intuitive modal semantics is realist, we will prefer a 

realist modal semantics unless we have reason to think that it is not satisfied.  A realist 

modal ontology holds that some realist modal semantics is satisfied.  So, anyone who 

adopts a realist modal ontology will adopt a realist modal semantics. 

1.2 Contrasting Epistemologies 

A modal epistemology identifies what grounds justified modal beliefs, where something 

grounds a belief if the relevant epistemic chain terminates with it (cf. chapter 1, §3).  

Modal beliefs are beliefs about necessity and possibility.  Accordingly, a modal 

epistemology identifies what grounds justified beliefs about necessity and possibility.  

The relevant necessity and possibility are the metaphysical varieties, which differ from 

their merely natural (i.e. nomological) counterparts.  The property being a living 

chordate, for example, nomologically but not metaphysically necessitates the property 

being a living renate.  The property being a flying pig is metaphysically but not 

nomologically possible.  An adequate modal epistemology, then, allows us to distinguish 

metaphysical necessity from mere nomological invariance (and metaphysical 

impossibility from mere non-actualized possibility).  Accordingly, we can contrast our 
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competing modal epistemologies, the strict and the experiential, by considering how each 

allows us to distinguish metaphysical necessity from mere nomological invariance (and, 

correspondingly, metaphysical impossibility from mere non-actualized possibility).14 

     Strict epistemologies.  A strict modal epistemology holds that an a priori rule grounds 

some and any justified modal belief.  Such a rule can be thought of as an inferential 

principle.  Consider, for example, the following principle: conceivability implies 

possibility—which, as per usual, is shorthand for conceivability implies possibility and 

inconceivability implies impossibility.  This principle appears in brackets in the following 

argument: 

(1) Thus-and-such is conceivable. 
___________ 

(2) Thus-and-such is possible.  [by conceivability⇒possibility] 

     Related principles hold that imaginability entails possibility and that rational intuition 

entails possibility.  The differences among such principles are not relevant for present 

purposes, and thus, the conceivability⇒possibility can be thought to stand for any of 

these.15 

                                                
14 For ease of presentation, what follows focuses on distinguishing necessity from mere 

nomological invariance; however, all points can be made, mutatis mutandis, about distinguishing 

impossibility from non-actualized possibility. 
15 Throughout this project, conceivability, imaginability, and intuit-ability can be run together.  

For an exploration of the differences, see Gendler and Hawthorne (2002), Chapter 1.  For reasons 

to prefer conceivability, see Chalmers (2002c).  For reason to prefer rational intuition, see Bealer 

(2002). 
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     An inferential principle is a rule if all arguments employing it are deductively valid 

(provided that they are otherwise deductively valid).  For example, if the above argument 

is deductively valid, then the conceivability⇒possibility principle is a rule; if the 

argument is cogent but not deductively valid, then the conceivability⇒possibility 

principle is a mere strategy. 

     An inference is a priori just in case both the relevant principle and its inputs can be 

discovered independently of (relevant sorts of) experience.  Consider, again, the inference 

from thus-and-such is conceivable to thus-and-such is possible.  If we can discover both 

the conceivability⇒possibility principle and what is conceivable independently of 

(relevant sorts of) experience, then inferences from conceivability to possibility are a 

priori.  If we can discover this principle or what is conceivable only through experience, 

then this principle is not a priori. 

     The above specification holds that inferences are a priori just in case both the 

inferential principle and its inputs can be discovered independently of relevant sorts of 

experience.  Which sorts of experience are relevant?  One might suppose that all 

experiences are relevant.  If, however, we take ‘experience’ to denote “a conscious 

undergoing of any sort”, then we “destroy the point of the [a priori/a posteriori] 

distinction, since even a priori [sic.] justification presumably involves some sort of 

conscious process of awareness” (Bonjour, 1999, 35).  Accordingly, following Bonjour, 

we can limit the experiences from which something a priori must be independent to 

sensory experiences (i.e. visual, auditory, gustatory, olfactory, tactile, and kinesthetic 

experiences) and introspective experiences. 
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     How does a strict modal epistemology allow us to distinguish metaphysical necessity 

from mere nomological invariance?  Any nomological invariance that is discoverable a 

priori is a metaphysical necessity.  Mere nomological invariance is any nomological 

invariance that is not discoverable a priori.  If the nomological invariance of being a 

living chordate and being a living renate is not discoverable a priori, this is a mere 

nomological invariance; if the nomological invariance of being male and being a 

bachelor is discoverable a priori, this invariance is a metaphysical necessity. 

     Introducing a posteriori necessities simply adds a wrinkle to this story.  This wrinkle 

can be developed in different ways (see, e.g., Bealer, 1987; Peacocke, 1999; Sidelle, 

1989; Chalmers, 2002c).  For ease of presentation, however, let us consider a single, 

rather simple way.  Where words written in all capital letters denote concepts, suppose 

that BACHELOR does not merely bring to mind MALE, as DOG may bring to mind 

CAT.  BACHELOR, instead, contains MALE, to use a familiar (albeit obscure) 

metaphorical term.  Using this metaphor, we can hold that whenever one concept 

contains another, as opposed to merely bringing the other to mind, the former quasi-

implicates the latter.16  An a posteriori necessity arises only when concept C quasi-

implicates concept C*, where C* is of a determinable whose determinate can be 

identified only experientially.   

                                                
16 Whether one likes the containment-metaphor or not, she should grant that the BACHELOR-

MALE relation is deeper than the DOG-CAT relation such that calling the former but not the 

latter a ‘quasi-implicational relation’ makes intuitive sense.  In fact, one who does not accept as 

much (e.g. a Quinean) is unlikely to accept any strict modal epistemology. 
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     Consider, for example, the a posteriori necessity between water and H2O.   The 

concept WATER quasi-implicates the concept DEEP-EXPLANATRY-STRUCTURE, 

which is a concept of the determinable being a deep explanatory structure.  Because of 

this conceptual quasi-implication, water has its deep explanatory structure, whatever that 

may be, necessarily.  So, since H2O is the determinate of this determinable, water is 

necessarily H2O.   

     Without the quasi-implication between concepts, seeing H2O when looking through a 

microscope at a sample of water would establish only a nomological invariance between 

being water and being H2O.  The quasi-implication between concepts, which is a priori 

knowable, takes us from (this experientially revealed) nomological invariance to (the a 

priori revealed) necessity.  (For more on this issue, see chapter 5, §2.)  

     These brief remarks provide the contours of strict modal epistemologies, which hold 

that an a priori rule grounds some and any justified modal belief.  Such strict modal 

epistemologies include many that differ significantly from one another, including, among 

others, Bealer’s (2002), Chalmers’ (2002c), Sidelle’s (1989), and Peacocke’s (1999). 

     Experiential epistemologies.  An experiential modal epistemology holds that sensory 

experience grounds some and any justified modal belief.  We can explore this modal 

epistemology by answering three questions.  What is sensory experience?  How would it 

ground a modal belief?  How would it allow us to distinguish metaphysical necessity 

from mere nomological invariance? 

     Sensory experience includes only visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, and 

kinesthetic experience.  Plausibly, sensory experience may reveal that Nixon is actually 
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tall, which reveals that he is possibly tall.  One might hypothesize, then, that we find all 

modality in sensory experience.  The hypothesizer, however, struggles to explain how 

sensory experience allows us to distinguish metaphysical necessity from mere 

nomological invariance (or impossibility from non-actualized possibility).  For, to 

caricature Hume’s famous point, metaphysical necessity and mere nomological 

invariance look the same.  So, contrary to an experiential modal epistemology, it seems 

that sensory experience cannot ground justified beliefs about necessity.  Although 

Hume’s (widely accepted) point requires development, let us accept it here. 

     An advocate of an experiential modal epistemology may claim partial victory 

nevertheless.  She may grant that sensory experience cannot ground justified beliefs 

about necessity but insist that it can ground justified beliefs about actualized possibilities.  

Of course, the conclusion that sensory experience cannot ground justified beliefs about 

necessity undermines an experiential modal epistemology, which holds that sensory 

experience grounds some and any justified modal belief.  The partial victory comes in the 

conclusion that sensory experience can ground justified beliefs about actualized 

possibilities, which threatens a strict modal epistemology.  Accordingly, one may 

conclude that we need a hybrid modal epistemology.   

     In order to avoid this complication, let us amend strict modal epistemologies as 

follows: 

• A strict modal epistemology holds that an a priori rule grounds some and any 

justified belief about necessity and non-actualized possibility and can ground 

any justified belief about actualized possibility. 
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Henceforth, this amendment will be supposed.  Given this restriction, strict modal 

epistemologies remain viable even if sensory experience can ground justified beliefs 

about actualized possibilities.17 

     The considerations that count against experiential modal epistemologies also rule out 

any modal epistemology that tries to retain the experiential spirit while supplementing 

sensory experience with conceptual analysis (or imagination or rational intuition).  Such 

an epistemology holds that, since we derive our concepts from sensory experience, 

sensory experience can ground modal beliefs even if we need a priori conceptual analysis 

(or the like) to reveal relevant conceptual relations.  Contrary to this hybrid modal 

epistemology, sensory experience cannot generate those aspects of concepts that reveal 

necessity; for, to reiterate, metaphysical necessity and nomological invariance look the 

same.  We can call any aspect of a concept that cannot be generated by sensory 

experience that concepts’ ‘non-empirical content’.  Accordingly, Hume’s famous point 

suggests that, if modality is found in concepts, it is found in their non-empirical content.  

So, a modal epistemology cannot retain the experiential spirit by supplementing sensory 

experience with conceptual analysis. 

     One who doubts Hume’s point should await chapter 5, which provides additional 

reason to think that sensory experience cannot ground modal beliefs.18 

                                                
17 This amendment may be unnecessary.  For, sensory experience may not ground even beliefs 

about actualized possibilities.  Although interesting, this issue will not be discussed here. 
18 A certain sort of Quinean might react to the failure of experiential modal epistemologies as 

follows: experiential modal epistemologies fail; relevant aspects of us (e.g. language or concepts) 

are so indeterminate and unstable that strict modal epistemologies fail; we therefore should adopt 
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     Skeptical epistemologies.  A skeptical modal epistemology holds that no modal belief 

is justified.  Accordingly, it need not explain how modal beliefs are grounded or how we 

distinguish metaphysical necessity from mere nomological invariance. 

     Summary.  This subsection’s key points are three.  First, any adequate modal 

epistemology explains how we distinguish metaphysical necessity from mere 

nomological invariance.  Second, strict modal epistemologies hold that any and only a 

nomological invariance that can be discovered a priori is a metaphysical necessity.  

Third, experiential modal epistemologies fail to explain how we can distinguish 

metaphysical necessity from mere nomological invariance, and thus, are prima facie 

implausible.  With these points in mind, let us turn to modal ontologies. 

1.3 Contrasting Ontologies 

A modal ontology identifies available truthmakers for modal claims.  Ontological modal 

realism holds that mind-independent reality has the resources to make modal claims true 

(or false)—i.e. that some realist modal semantics is satisfied.  Ontological modal 

mentalism holds that only minds have the resources to make modal claims true (or 

false)—i.e. that only a mentalist modal semantics is satisfied.  Accordingly, while 

ontological modal realists insist that true modal beliefs can reflect the nature of the world 

                                                                                                                                            
ontological modal skepticism or nihilism.  This inference both relies on dubious claims about our 

concepts/language and, more importantly for present purposes, ignores the possibility of 

inference to best explanation as a method of modal inquiry.  In fact, given considerations favoring 

ontological modal realism (Chapter 3) such concerns about our minds’ determinacy and stability 

could push this Quinean toward abductive modal realism. 
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itself, ontological modal mentalists insist that true modal beliefs reflect only our own 

nature. 

     We can understand ontological modal realism and mentalism better by contrasting 

them in three ways.  First, we can cite Sidelle’s nice description of a related contrast.  

Second, we can notice an important difference in ontological commitment.  Third, we can 

employ the mind-independent/mind-dependent distinction from chapter 1, §2. 

     Before engaging these contrasts, a few bits of terminology should be emphasized.  

First, for ease of presentation, unless otherwise noted, ‘modal realism’ and ‘modal 

mentalism’ are henceforth shorthand for ‘ontological modal realism’ and ‘ontological 

modal mentalism’.  Second, the label ‘modal realism’ is not chosen to indicate a 

preference for Lewisian concretism about possible worlds.  An ersatz modal ontology, for 

example, can be realist, provided that relevant ersatz entities are constituted mind-

independently (see §1.1, fn. 13 for more).  Third, the labels ‘realism’ and ‘mentalism’ are 

not chosen to intimate that mentality is less real than non-mentality; similarly, the phrases 

‘the world itself’ and ‘merely in the mind’ are not chosen to suggest that the mind is 

otherworldly.  With this in mind, we can contrast modal realism with modal mentalism. 

     Intuitive contrast.  Sidelle indirectly contrasts modal realism and mentalism while 

explicating his conventionalism, which is a (perhaps implausible) version of strict modal 

mentalism.  “Realists and conventionalists”, he writes, “disagree over the grounds of 

necessity, over what makes the necessary necessary” (Sidelle, 9).  Realism holds that 

necessity is 
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a real, mind-independent feature of reality, that (at least some of) the truths that 

are necessary are so because the states of affairs they depict are, as a matter of the 

way the world is, quite independently of the ways we talk or think about them, 

necessary.  Just as we think that we have nothing to do with the fact that Kareem 

Abdul-Jabbar is taller than Willie Shoemaker, so we have nothing to do with the 

fact that water is necessarily H2O or that Margaret Truman is essentially a 

biological daughter of Harry and Bess Truman.  It just so happens that water’s 

being H2O enjoys a modal status that the relative heights of Kareem and Willie do 

not.  All of these are equally facts in the world, independent of our conventions or 

evidence for them. (1989, 6) 

 
Conventionalism, contrariwise, holds that necessity “is not a creature of the world, but is 

rather a creature of the understanding” (23), that 

all necessity is grounded in our conventions, that there is no necessity ‘out there’ . 

. .  [necessity is] firmly rooted in our conventions and reflects nothing of a mind-

independent modal structure.  Consequently, . . . we are not entitled to free talk of 

essences or ‘natures’ as if they were wholly mind-independent, real-world 

quantities awaiting our discovery, or of ‘metaphysical necessity’, where 

‘metaphysical’ is supposed to carry any of the weight it seems to. (xi-xii) 

 
     Modal mentalism need not follow Sidelle in attempting to reduce modality to 

conceptual or linguistic conventions, which may be arbitrary and freely chosen.  Modal 

mentalism, nevertheless, reduces modality to something mental; perhaps, for example, 

modality reduces to innately-fixed ways of conceptualizing the world. 

     Ontological commitment.  Because modal realism holds that modality is in the world 

itself—is out there, as it were—modal realism is committed to mind-independent 

properties in virtue of which modal claims are true (or false).  This is not to say that 
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modal realism is committed to properties as opposed to relations, individuals, tropes, or 

whatever.  It is to say only that modal realism is committed to the existence of something 

in the world—beyond, for example, our concepts and their intra-relations—that makes 

modal claims true (or false).  In Kripkean terms, we can say that, for the realist, 

something about Aristotle, the man himself, makes his bipedality necessary to him (or 

not).  Let us call such worldly somethings ‘modal properties’. Accordingly, if Aristotle is 

necessarily bipedal (as opposed to contingently but invariably bipedal), he instantiates a 

modal property in virtue of which his bipedality is necessary to him.  We can think of this 

modal property as something like the property being necessarily bipedal.19 

     Modal mentalism, contrariwise, invokes no such property.  For modal mentalism, 

something about our minds, about the way we conceive of Aristotle, not something about 

Aristotle himself, makes it the case that Aristotle is necessarily bipedal (as opposed to 

contingently but invariably bipedal).  For modal mentalism, then, maintaining that 

Aristotle is necessarily bipedal does not involve attributing a modal property to Aristotle; 

it requires, instead, citing some aspect of our minds—perhaps, for example, something 

about the ways we conceive of Aristotle. 

     Mind-dependent and mind-independent.  Roughly, something (that exists or is 

instantiated) counts as mind-independent if and only if the truthmakers for all ordinary 

existence and (non-relational) property-attribution claims about it reside outside the 

                                                
19 A realist who thinks of propositions as mind-independent abstracta can think of modal 

properties as properties of propositions.  For presentational reasons, nevertheless, we will talk of 

modal properties as properties of objects and properties.  Although nothing turns on this de re 

way of thinking, it fits rather naturally with modal realism. 
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mind, where context determines what counts as the mind (cf. chapter 1, §2).  Modality is 

mind-independent, then, if and only if truthmakers for appropriate claims do not include 

anything mental.  Modal realism places the truthmakers for modal claims in the world 

itself, as it is mind-independently.  Modal mentalism places the truthmakers for modal 

claims in mentality.  Accordingly, modal realism holds that modality is mind-

independent while modal mentalism holds that modality is mind-dependent. 

     Modal claims about mentality complicate matters.  For, modal claims about mentality 

trivially include something mental among their truthmakers.  Realists and mentalist agree 

that, for example, the claim that physical properties necessitate mental properties is made 

true (or false) in part by the nature of mental properties.  We can address this 

complication by demanding a specific mentalist modal ontology and then delimiting what 

counts as the mind in our statement of mind-independence accordingly (cf. chapter 1, §2).  

One sort of modal mentalist thinks that concepts and their intra-relations make modal 

claims true (or false).  Accordingly, when contrasting modal realism with this sort of 

modal mentalism, we can limit what counts as the mind to concepts and their intra-

relations.  Something counts as mind-independent, then, just in case the truthmakers for 

appropriate claims about it do not include concepts or their intra-relations.  Accordingly, 

modality counts as mind-independent just in case concepts and their intra-relations are 

not among the truthmakers for appropriate modal claims. 

     This refined specification of mind-independence enables us to count even phenomenal 

properties as mind-independent.  For, given this specification, these count as mind-

dependent only if the truthmakers for appropriate claims about them include concepts or 
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their intra-relations.  Since such truthmakers do not include concepts or their intra-

relations, phenomenal properties count as mind-independent.  Of course, in order to count 

phenomenal properties as mind-independent, one who thinks that phenomenal properties 

are constituted in part by concepts must delimit the mind slightly differently.  The basic 

strategy, nevertheless, should be clear. 

     The final modal ontology, ontological modal nihilism, simply insists that the world 

lacks the resources to make modal claims true or false, that the world is modally barren, 

as it were. 

2. The Positions 

Approaches to modality consist of combinations of these semantics, epistemologies, and 

ontologies.  We can think of these approaches as either negative or positive.  A negative 

approach insists that we cannot form justified true modal beliefs, perhaps because 

modality does not exist, perhaps because we are cognitively deficient.  A positive 

approach insists that, for some semantics and ontology, there is an epistemology such that 

we can form justified true modal beliefs.  Figure 1 (below) depicts advocated negative 

and positive approaches, which are explicated and motivated over the next few pages. 

     Modal skepticism and nihilism are the most popular negative approaches.  

Schematically, modal skepticism combines any modal semantics (although typically a 

realist) with a skeptical modal epistemology, which holds that no modal belief is 

justified, and consequently remains ontologically neutral (cf. perhaps Hume, 1748/1990).  

Schematically, modal nihilism (cf. Quine, 1966) combines any modal semantics 

(although typically a realist) with ontological modal nihilism, thereby removing the need 
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for a modal epistemology.  That is, modal nihilism holds that the world lacks the 

resources to make modal claims true (or false). 

Modal claims are 

made true by . . . 

Modal beliefs are 

grounded by . . .   

Summary of the Main Theses and Positions

Position

Modal Nihilismno modal beliefs are 

justified

nothing

(neither world nor mind has 

the resources to make 

modal claims true or false)

Modal Skepticismno modal beliefs are 

justified 

unknown

(perhaps mind -independent 

reality, perhaps nothing)

Strict Modal Mentalisman a priori rulementality 

(e.g. linguistic conventions, 

conceptual relations)

Strict Modal Realism

Experiential Modal Realism

an a priori rule

sensory experience

mind -independent reality

(e.g. concrete possible 

worlds, mind -independent 

ersatz entities)

 

Figure 1 
 
     Why would one adopt modal skepticism?  This approach would appeal to one who (i) 

adopts a realist modal semantics, (ii) insists that all justified beliefs about mind-

independent reality are grounded in sensory experience, and (iii) holds that sensory 

experience cannot ground beliefs about necessity.  For, such a person would hold that, 

since modal claims purport to address mind-independent necessities and possibilities, 

about which we cannot form justified beliefs, we should remain neutral about all modal 

claims.  Accordingly, modal skeptics typically are inspired by intuitions favoring a realist 
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modal semantics (§1.1) combined with both broadly empiricist concerns about 

justification and Humean concerns about necessity (§1.2). 

     Why would one accept modal nihilism?  Suppose that one accepts both the Humean 

claim that sensory experience cannot ground beliefs about necessity and the empiricist 

claim that all justified beliefs about mind-independent reality are grounded in sensory 

experience.  Suppose that she also accepts the Quinean claim that our language and 

concepts are so unstable and indeterminate that they cannot constitute necessities.  Qua 

Humean and empiricist, such a person must either locate modality merely in the mind or 

deny its existence.  Qua Quinean, such a person cannot locate modality in our mind—at 

least, not in our language/concepts, which are the ordinary mental candidates.  So, such a 

person is pushed towards modal nihilism.  Accordingly, nihilists typically are inspired by 

Humean concerns about necessity (§1.2) and broadly empiricist concerns about 

justification combined with well-rehearsed Quinean concerns about the instability and 

indeterminacy of our language/concepts (cf. Quine, 1951). 

     Strict modal realism and mentalism are the most popular positive approaches.  

Schematically, strict modal realism (e.g. Peacocke, 1999) combines a strict modal 

epistemology with semantic and ontological modal realism.  It thereby holds that some 

modal claims are exclusively about mind-independent reality, are true and justified, and 

are grounded by an a priori rule.  Schematically, strict modal mentalism (e.g. Sidelle, 

1989) combines a strict modal epistemology with semantic and ontological modal 

mentalism.  It thereby holds that all modal claims are (at least) in part about mental 

objects or properties, some are true and justified, and any such claims are grounded by an 
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a priori rule.  Intuitively, these approaches agree about how we learn about modality but 

disagree about whether modality resides in the world itself or merely in our minds. 

     Why would one accept strict modal realism?  First, consider why one would accept a 

strict modal epistemology.  A priori reasoning seems to provide our guide to modality.  

When we want to know whether bachelors are necessarily male, we do not conduct a 

survey, but rather, close our eyes and think.  Given the failure of sensory experience, 

moreover, a priori reasoning seems to be the only available guide.  The dictates of such a 

priori reasoning, moreover, often seem to be (at least in principle) beyond rational doubt.  

Can one really (rationally) doubt that a bachelor must be male?  Suitably qualified a 

priori reasoning, then, seems to provide a perfect guide to modality.  One who accepts 

this intuitive assessment will favor a strict modal epistemology. 

     Now consider why one would accept a realist modal ontology.  Many modal claims 

purport to be satisfiable only by a realist modal ontology.  As noted, when one says that 

electrons necessarily have negative charge, we do not think of her as asserting merely 

that we think or conceive of electrons as necessarily negatively charged.  We think of her, 

instead, as claiming that, regardless of how we think or conceive of electrons, they 

necessarily have negative charge.  One who shares this semantic intuition will favor 

modal realism.   

     Strict modal realists, then, are typically inspired by intuitions favoring a strict modal 

epistemology combined with intuitions favoring modal realism.  Peacocke (1999) and 

Hawthorne (1996) each suggest as much—although only Peacocke explicitly endorses 
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strict modal realism.  Strict modal realism, then, can be thought of as the intuitive 

approach. 

    Why would one accept strict modal mentalism?  The rationale for strict modal 

mentalism closely resembles the rationale for modal skepticism.  Like the skeptic, the 

mentalist accepts the Humean claim that sensory experience cannot ground beliefs about 

necessity and the empiricist claim that all justified beliefs about mind-independent reality 

are grounded in sensory experience.  Like the skeptic, then, the mentalist cannot accept a 

realist modal ontology.  Unlike the skeptic, however, the mentalist is willing to adopt a 

revisionary modal semantics; that is, she is willing to replace the intuitive realist modal 

semantics with a revisionary mentalist modal semantics (and thus a mentalist modal 

ontology).  Hume shows a willingness to make this move, to adopt this revisionary modal 

semantics, when he writes that “[w]hen we say . . . that one object is [necessarily] 

connected with another, we mean only that they have acquired a connection in our 

thought” (my italics, 361).  Accordingly, strict modal mentalists typically are inspired by 

considerations that support a strict modal epistemology combined with both 

Humean/empiricist epistemic concerns and a willingness to adopt a revisionary modal 

semantics. 

     Experiential modal realism, the remaining positive approach, is far less popular.  

Schematically, experiential modal realism combines an experiential modal epistemology 

with a realist semantics and ontology (cf. perhaps Elder, 2004).  It thereby holds that 

some modal claims are exclusively about mind-independent reality, are true and justified, 

and are grounded by sensory experience. 
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     Why would one accept experiential modal realism?  One who thinks that all justified 

beliefs are grounded in sensory experience and recognizes that the intuitive modal 

semantics favors modal realism has reason to search sensory experience for modality.  

When she (thinks that she) realizes that sensory experience can provide evidence of 

actualized possibilities, she might conclude that sensory experience can ground all modal 

beliefs.  §1.2 suggests, however, that one cannot find necessity in sensory experience, and 

thus, this approach fails. 

        Why does no one combine an experiential modal epistemology with a mentalist 

modal semantics and ontology?  §1.1 notes that the intuitive semantics is realist.  

Accordingly, only those who are driven from this semantics by independent concerns will 

adopt a mentalist semantics or ontology.  Those who are driven to a mentalist modal 

semantics and ontology are typically driven, in part, by the empiricist epistemic standard 

that sensory experience grounds all justified beliefs about mind-independent reality.  So, 

one who thinks that modality can be found in sensory experience will not be so driven. 

3. Examples 

We can now consider an example of each approach, each of modal skepticism, modal 

nihilism, strict modal mentalism, and strict modal realism.  The examples are divided into 

two groups, empiricist and rationalist.  However, one should not put too much weight on 

these labels, which serve primarily to help situate readers.  This sampling is largely 

uncritical and is certainly incomplete.  This sampling, nevertheless, should help one see 

how to fit extant approaches into the appropriate category. 
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3.1 Empiricists 

Sidelle suggests that empiricist approaches to modality are “motivated by a worry as to 

how there could be real [mind-independent] necessity or even whether the notion makes 

sense” (Sidelle, 85).  For example, Quine, who accepts dogma-free empiricism, insists 

that the “way to do quantified modal logic, if at all, is to accept Aristotelian 

essentialism”, which “is as unreasonable by my lights as it is by Carnap’s or Lewis’s” 

(1953, 156).  Sidelle echoes Quine’s assessment: 

I find it hard to believe that there are people who do not find the notion of real 

necessity either incomprehensible or at least extremely troublesome.  I believe 

that anyone thinking about it for a short while will be quite unsympathetic to the 

notion of real necessity, unless presented with philosophical arguments to the 

contrary. (85) 

 
     Despairing of real necessity, Sidelle advocates conventionalism, which is a version of 

strict modal mentalism.  He advocates modal mentalism when he claims that “all 

necessity is grounded in our conventions, that there is no necessity ‘out there’” (xi-xii).  

He advocates strict modal mentalism when he claims that these grounding conventions 

are all analyticities.  Sidelle thinks that something like his conventionalism is the “long-

standing view” among empiricists, having been accepted by Locke (1690) and Carnap 

(1947), among many others (1989, 85). 

     However, although most empiricists share concerns about real necessity, not all adopt 

conventionalism.  Empiricists can locate modality in our minds without appealing to 

conventions at all.  We will see shortly that Hume seems to do this.  Many empiricists, 

moreover, prefer negative approaches.  For, in order for our conventions to ground 
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necessity, these conventions must be relatively determinate and stable.  Quine (1951) 

famously denies this.  Accordingly, he cannot accept conventionalism.  Since he 

vehemently rejects mind-independent necessities, plausibly he prefers modal nihilism.  

Hume, in some moods, sounds like a modal skeptic, and certainly is often interpreted in 

this way. 

     Fully addressing exegetical issues would distract us from the present project.  What 

matters here is just this: in one way or another, empiricist-minded philosophers, from 

Hume to Sidelle, typically choose between strict modal mentalism and some negative 

approach (modal nihilism or skepticism), and thus, fit into the categories that §2 outlines.  

In order to reinforce this conclusion, let us consider Hume’s famous thoughts on 

necessity (§3.2.1).  After considering these thoughts, we will briefly address the less 

popular empiricist approach, experiential modal realism (§3.2.2). 

3.1.1 Hume 

Hume claims that “[e]very idea is copied from some preceding [outward] impression or 

sentiment; and where we cannot find any [inward or outward] impression, we may be 

certain that there is no idea” (363); that is, “we can have no idea of anything which never 

appeared to our outward sense or inward sentiment” (360).  Hume means that all ideas 

arise either from sensory experience (his outward impression or outward sense) or from 

the mind itself (his sentiment or inward impression).  Although Hume is addressing 
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‘ideas’, we can think of his view as addressing both concepts and beliefs, which 

respectively are and consist of what Hume calls ‘ideas’.20 

     Hume thinks that beliefs that arise from outward impressions can be both justified and 

about the world itself, as it is independently of our concepts.  Beliefs that arise from 

sentiment, however, are either unjustified or about mentality.  Hume thinks that only 

sentiment can justify beliefs about necessity.  So, according to Hume, beliefs about 

necessity are either unjustified or about mentality.  This aspect of Hume’s position 

becomes clear when he expresses his famous thoughts on necessary connection: 

When we look about us towards external objects, and consider the operation of 

causes, we are never able, in a single instance, to discover any power or necessary 

connection; any quality which binds the effect to the cause, and renders the one an 

infallible consequence of the other.  We only find that the one does actually, in 

fact, follow the other.  The impulse of one billiard ball is attended with motion in 

the second.  This is the whole that appears to the outward senses.  The mind feels 

no sentiment or inward impression from this succession of objects: consequently 

there is not any single, particular instance of cause and effect, anything which can 

suggest the idea of power or necessary connection. (351) 

 
     Hume is not claiming that we cannot have an idea of necessary connection.  Rather, he 

is claiming that single instances of conjoined events cannot give rise to this idea.  

Accordingly, if we have an idea of necessary connection, then we acquire that idea from 

multiple instances of conjunction.  In fact, he thinks that this is exactly how we acquire 
                                                
20 Incidentally, when Hume accepts that some ideas arise from sentiment, he rejects concept-

empiricism, the view (associable with Hobbes 1651/1668/1994, among others) that all concepts 

stem from sensory experience.  A concept empircists would claim, in Hume’s terms, that where 

we cannot find any outward impression, we may be certain that there is no idea. 
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the idea; he thinks that “this idea of necessary connection among events arises from a 

number of similar instances which occur of the constant conjunction of these events” 

(361). 

     The idea of necessary connection arises, then, from some outward impression or 

sentiment that can be generated by experiencing multiple instances of an event but cannot 

be generated by experiencing a single instance of that event.  According to Hume, 

experiencing multiple instances of an event cannot generate an outward impression that 

cannot be generated by experiencing a single instance of that event.  So, he concludes, the 

idea of necessary connection arises from sentiment.  Accordingly, this idea cannot be part 

of justified beliefs about the world itself.  Hume later elaborates on this argument: 

there is nothing in a number of instances, different from every single instance, 

which is supposed to be exactly similar; except only, that after a repetition of 

similar instances, the mind is carried by habit, upon the appearance of one event, 

to expect its usual attendant, and to believe that it will exist.  This connection, 

therefore, which we feel in the mind, this customary transition in the imagination 

from one object to its usual attendant, is the sentiment or impression from which 

we form the idea of necessary connection.  Nothing farther is in the case.  

Contemplate the subject on all sides; you will never find any other origin of that 

idea.  This is the sole difference between one impression, form which we can 

never receive the idea of connection, and a number of similar instances, by which 

it is suggested. (361) 

 
In this passage, Hume claims that our concept of necessity arises independently of 

sensory experience.  Accordingly, if necessity resides in concepts, it resides in their non-

empirical content. 
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     We can take Hume to be insisting on either an a priori or no modal epistemology.  He 

insists on an a priori modal epistemology if claims about necessity are true claims about 

mentality—i.e. if he adopts ontological and semantic modal mentalism.  He insists on no 

modal epistemology if claims about necessity are claims about mind-independent reality, 

in which case he adopts either modal nihilism or modal skepticism. 

     Although it is not clear exactly which ontology Hume adopts, he sometimes seems to 

favor modal mentalism: 

The first time a man saw the communication of motion by impulse, as by the 

shock of two billiard balls, he could not pronounce that the one event was 

connected; but only that is was conjoined with the other.  After he has observed 

several instance of this in nature, he then pronounces them to be connected.  What 

alteration has happened to give rise to this new idea of connection?  Nothing but 

that he now feels these events to be connected in his imagination, and readily 

foretells the existence of one from the appearance of the other.  When we say, 

therefore, that one object is [necessarily] connected with another, we mean only 

that they have acquired a connection in our thought. (my italics, 361) 

 
This final sentence asserts that claims about necessity are merely about mentality, that a 

mentalist modal semantics is the right modal semantics.  Accordingly, something mental 

makes modal claims true (or false).  Arguably, then, Hume endorses an a prioristic modal 

epistemology and a mentalist modal semantics and ontology.  So, presuming that he 

thinks of inward impressions as a perfect guide to modality, he adopts strict modal 

mentalism. 

     Importantly, Hume’s advocacy of semantic and ontological modal mentalism stems 

largely from their better fit with an a prioristic epistemology.  That is, Hume argues that 
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statements about necessity purport to be about mentality only by arguing on 

epistemological grounds that ontological modal mentalism is misguided.  In effect, Hume 

argues that we are stuck with an a prioristic modal epistemology, that this fits with modal 

mentalism but not with modal realism, and thus, that we should adopt something like 

strict modal mentalism. 

3.1.2 Elder 

Although Elder thinks that Sidelle’s conventionalism is incoherent, he recognizes the 

force of empiricist-style arguments for it:21 

if we can sometimes know that certain properties have essential status, and if 

essential status is out there in the world rather than bestowed by us, how do we 

learn of it from the world?  It is easy enough to see how we establish by induction 

that all samples of gold are composed of atoms having 79 protons in their 

nucleus.  But how can we establish that samples of that stuff, of gold, must be so 

composed, by nature are so composed? (2004, 22) 

 
     After asking this question, Elder answers it, claiming that “we do, and should” rely on 

an “empirical test for essentialness” (my italics, 22).  He calls this test the ‘test of 

flanking uniformities’.  Quite roughly, the test consists of two stages.  First, we show that 

every member of some kind K has a certain cluster of properties.  Second, we show that 

“items generically akin to Ks, and differing from Ks by bearing some property (say f’) 

contrary to a property that Ks uniformly have, likewise uniformly bear properties 

                                                
21 Elder argues that one cannot give an account of conventions unless she thinks of minds and 

fundamental physical properties as real, that Sidelle’s account precludes this, and thus, that his 

account is self-defeating.  
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contrary to others of the properties Ks uniformly have (the generically similar kind will 

have, say, g’ and h’)” (23).  Again, 

To gain evidence that (property) f characterizes Ks not just uniformly but 

essentially, see whether, among the members of (what seem to be) natural kinds 

roughly similar to Ks, differing from Ks by possessing some one property or 

another contrary to f, there are uniformly found other properties contrasting with 

other properties uniformly possessed by Ks. (37) 

 
     Elder thinks that this test reveals essentialness because he thinks that properties are, as 

it were, like political candidates who identify themselves primarily by saying, “I’m not 

like my opponent.”  They are what they are (largely) in virtue of their opposition to one 

another.  That is, “any property’s identity consists in—or at least crucially involves—its 

contrasting, to varying degrees, with its own proper contraries” (23), where (cf. Bigelow 

and Pargetter, 1990) a property p’s contraries are those properties that (i) are 

incompatible with p (i.e. cannot be instantiated in the same natural object) and (ii) can 

differ from p more or less sharply, as atoms with 2 protons differ from atoms with 79 

protons more sharply than they differ from atoms with 8 protons but less sharply than 

they differ from atoms with 1 proton. 

     Although the nature of Elder’s test becomes clearer as he proceeds, Elder never 

effectively explains exactly how his test reveals essentialness.  Elder seems to reason as 

follows: the test of flanking uniformities, which is empirical, reveals facts about 

contrariety; essentialness just is appropriate contrariety; so, we learn about essentialness 

empirically. 
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     This argument, insofar as it is supposed to explain our access to modality, equivocates 

on two senses of ‘contrary’.  In the first sense, property p is contrary to property q only if, 

as a matter of fact, no object ever instantiates both p and q.  In the second sense, p is 

contrary to q only if, necessarily, no object instantiates both p and q.  If we adopt the first 

sense of ‘contrary’, Elder may be right that the test of flanking uniformities reveals facts 

about contrariety, but he is wrong that essentialness is centrally contrariety—or, at least, 

he has given us no reason to accept this claim.  (It certainly seems to be possible that we 

could vary modal properties while holding relations of contrariety constant.)  If we adopt 

the second sense of ‘contrary’, Elder may be right that essentialness is centrally 

contrariety, but he is wrong that the test of flanking uniformities, insofar as it is 

empirical, reveals relevant facts about contrariety—or, at least, he has given us no reason 

to accept this claim.  Either way, Elder’s experiential modal epistemology fails. 

3.2 Rationalists 

Rationalists typically join strict modal mentalists in adopting a strict modal 

epistemology—relying on imagination, conceivability, or rational intuition qua a priori 

rule.  Unlike strict modal mentalists, however, rationalists accept the intuitive modal 

semantics, which holds that at least some necessities and possibilities reside in mind-

independent reality.  Accordingly, rationalists often adopt strict modal realism.  

Descartes, the arch rationalist of the early modern era, is particularly clear about adopting 

this approach: 

From the fact that I cannot think of God except as existing, it follows that 

existence is inseparable from God.  It is not that my thought makes it so, or 

imposes any necessity on the thing; on the contrary, it is the necessity of the thing 
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itself, namely the existence of God, which determines my thinking in this respect.  

(1637/1988, 46). 

 
The first sentence suggests that Descartes thinks of inconceivability as entailing 

impossibility, that he accepts a (clear-and-distinct)-conceivability⇒possibility rule, 

which he seems to think of as a priori.  Descartes, then, endorses a strict modal 

epistemology.  The second sentence suggests that Descartes thinks of the necessity as 

prior to our minds, which suggests that necessity exists independently of us, which 

suggests that he endorses modal realism.  His commitment to modal realism reverberates 

in his claim that the “essence” of a triangle “is immutable and eternal, and not invented 

by me or dependent on my mind” (1637/1988, 44-45).  Descartes, then, adopts strict 

modal realism.22 

     Although less explicit than Descartes in some ways, Kripke (1972) provides the 

contemporary locus classicus of strict modal realism.  What follows suggests first that 

Kripke adopts a strict modal epistemology and second that he adopts a realist modal 

ontology. 

       Kripke thinks that we form justified modal beliefs by assessing the ways that we talk, 

think, and conceive of possible worlds, which he also calls ‘counterfactual situations’.  

Consider, for example, Kripke’s thoughts on gold: 

Suppose that all the areas which actually contain gold now, contained iron pyrites 

instead . . . Would we say, of this counterfactual situation, that in that situation 

gold would not even have been an element (because pyrites is not an element)?  It 

seems to me that we would not.  We would instead describe this as a situation in 
                                                
22 For more on Descartes, see Gendler and Hawthorne (2002, §2). 
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which a substance . . . which is not gold, would have been found in the very 

mountains which actually contain gold . . .  Given that gold is this element, any 

other substance, even though it looks like gold and is found in the very places 

where we in fact find gold, would not be gold.  It would be some other substance 

which was a counterfeit for gold.  (125) 

 
In this passage, Kripke begins by imagining a counterfactual situation—(“Suppose that . . 

.”).  He next claims that we would “say” certain things about this situation, that we would 

“describe” it in a certain way—(“Would we say, of this counterfactual situation, . . . We 

would instead describe this as a situation in which . . .”).   Kripke then draws a 

conclusion about gold’s real essence—(“any other substance . . . would not be gold”, 

which is to say gold is essentially this element).  This argument has the following form: 

when we imagine counterfactual situation CS, we say “such-and-such” of CS; therefore, a 

certain modal claim is true.   

     Consider also Kripke’s thoughts on water: 

If there were a substance, even actually, which had a completely different atomic 

structure from that of water, but resembled water in [superficial] respects, would 

we say that some water wasn’t H2O?  I think not.  We would say instead that just 

as there is a fool’s gold there could be a fool’s water . . . And this, I think, applies 

not only to the actual world but even when we talk about counterfactual 

situations.  If there had been a substance, which was a fool’s water, it would then 

be fool’s water and not water. (128) 

  
Kripke begins by imagining a situation in which some watery stuff is not composed of 

H2O—(“If there were a substance . . .”).  He next claims that we would “say” certain 

things about this situation—(“We would say . . .”).  He next claims that we would say the 
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same things if we imagine the situation as counterfactual.  He then draws a conclusion 

about water’s modal properties—(“If there had been a substance, which was a fool’s 

water, it would then be fool’s water and not water”, which is to say water is necessarily 

H2O).  This argument has the same form as the last.  It imagines a counterfactual 

situation, asks what we would say about it, and then draws a modal conclusion.   

     As a final example, let us consider Kripke’s thoughts on light: 

Perhaps we can imagine that, by some miracle, sound waves somehow enabled 

some creature to see.  I mean, they gave him visual impressions just as we have . . 

. Would we say that in such a possible world, it was sound which was light, that 

these wave motions in the air were light?  It seems to me that, given our concept 

of light, we should describe the situation differently.  It would be a situation in 

which certain creatures . . . were sensitive not to light but to sound waves . . . If 

this is so, once we have found out what light is, when we talk about other possible 

worlds we are talking about this phenomenon in the world . . . (131) 

 
Kripke once again begins by imagining a counterfactual situation—(“imagine that . . .”).  

He next claims that we should describe the situation in a certain way—(“we should 

describe the situation . . .”).  This is not immediately a claim about how we should 

describe the situation in order to describe it correctly.  It is, instead, a claim about how we 

should describe the situation, given our relevant concept—(“given our concept of light, 

we should describe the situation . . .”).  Accordingly, this is a claim about what our 

concept suggests, just as claims about what we would say or how we would describe 

things are claims about what our terms (which express relevant concepts) suggest, about 

what we should say given our terms.  From this claim about what our concept suggests, 

Kripke draws a modal conclusion—(“once we have found out what light is, when we talk 
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about other possible worlds we are talking about this phenomenon in the world”, which is 

to say light is necessarily photons).  This argument has the same form as the last two.  It 

imagines a counterfactual situation, asks what we would say about it, and then draws a 

modal conclusion.23 

     This last example reveals the directness of this move from what-we-would-say to 

what-is.  Kripke claims that “If this is so, once we have found out what light is, when we 

talk about other possible worlds we are talking about this phenomenon in the world”.  

The ‘this’ in the phrase “if this is so” designates what we would say of an imagined 

situation.  Accordingly, the sentence can be re-written: “If [we would say ‘such-and-

such’ of the imagined situation, then] once we have found out what light is, when we talk 

about other possible worlds we are talking about this phenomenon in the world”.   

     Kripke, then, seems to endorse an a prioristic inferential principle that resembles the 

conceivability⇒possibility principle: namely, a what-we-would-say⇒possibility 

principle.  Since Kripke does not qualify this principle in any way and repeatedly moves 

directly from what-we-would-say to modal conclusions, he plausibly thinks of inferences 

that employ this principle correctly as deductively valid.  Accordingly, he accepts a strict 

modal epistemology. 

     Several aspects of Naming and Necessity suggest that Kripke thinks of the world as 

having a mind-independent modal structure, a structure that is out there independently of 

                                                
23 Such examples lead Kripke to his broader conclusion that “statements representing scientific 

discoveries about what this stuff is are not contingent truths but necessary truths in the strictest 

possible sense” (125).  Accordingly, one cannot find a different method in the argument for that 

claim. 
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us, of the ways we talk, think, and conceive.  For example, Kripke distinguishes 

metaphysical from epistemological senses of ‘necessary’, claiming that even if we 

determine that a certain class of statements is necessary in the “epistemological sense”, 

we can ask “whether such statements are necessary in the non-epistemological sense 

advocated in these lectures” (123).   

     For Kripke, the epistemological sense of ‘necessary’ is constitutively tied to us, to our 

ways of learning, talking, thinking, and conceiving.  The non-epistemological sense, 

however, is not.  Accordingly, some statements are non-epistemologically necessary 

precisely in that they are necessary regardless of how we talk, think, and conceive; that is, 

they are necessary in the realist sense of ‘necessary’.  Even if Kripke does not accept 

modal realism, moreover, many interpret him in this way.  Accordingly, we can think of 

Kripke as adopting strict modal realism. 

     Others who adopt strict modal realism, in my estimation, include Peacocke (1999), 

Chalmers (1999), and Bealer (2002), all of whom dub their positions ‘moderate 

rationalism’. 

4. Taking Stock 

This chapter identifies five categories into which most extant approaches to modality fall.  

These are: 

• Strict modal realism, which combines a strict modal epistemology with semantic 

and ontological modal realism. 

• Strict modal mentalism, which combines a strict modal epistemology with 

semantic and ontological modal mentalism. 
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• Experiential modal realism, which combines an experiential modal 

epistemology with a realist semantics and ontology—and which has been 

eliminated from contention. 

• Modal skepticism, which combines any modal semantics (although typically a 

realist) with a skeptical modal epistemology. 

• Modal nihilism, which combines any modal semantics (although typically a 

realist) with ontological modal nihilism. 

Remaining Extant Approaches to Modality
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Empiricism

Hume

Humean/empiricist epistemic 

concerns plus insistence on the 

intuitive (realist) semantics.
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concerns plus Quinean concerns 
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of conventions/concepts.

Strict Modal Mentalism

Empiricism

Hobbes, Hume, Carnap, Sidelle
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Figure 2 
 
     While clarifying the epistemologies, we eliminated the experiential from contention, 

and thus, eliminated experiential modal realism.  Accordingly, since we are temporarily 
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setting constructivism aside, only two advocated positive approaches remain: strict modal 

realism (which combines a realist modal semantics and ontology with a strict modal 

epistemology) and strict modal mentalism (which combines a mentalist modal semantics 

and ontology with a strict modal epistemology).  These join the two negative approaches 

as the remaining extant approaches.  Figure 2 above depicts these approaches, along with 

their associated movement, philosophers, and a simplistic rationale.   

     With these positions in place, we can turn to reasons why one might prefer one 

approach or the other. 
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3 

________________________________________________________ 

TOWARDS ABDUCTIVE MODAL REALISM 

 

 

 

 

 

Most viable extant approaches to modality fall into four categories: strict modal realism, 

strict modal mentalism, modal skepticism, and modal nihilism.  This chapter suggests 

that these approaches suffer serious flaws that a novel alternative avoids.  Roughly, each 

approach either abandons a desirably realist modal semantics and ontology or adopts a 

modal epistemology that sits uneasily with such realisms.  The novel alternative, 

abductive modal realism, combines a realist modal semantics and ontology with a novel 

modal epistemology, according to which inference to the best explanation grounds some 

and any justified modal belief. 

     This chapter proceeds as follows.  §1 identifies an advantage that each positive extant 

approach has over the other.  It thereby identifies two desiderata for an approach to 

modality: retain modal realism; find a befitting modal epistemology.  §2 argues that a 

desire to satisfy both desiderata drove Kant to his constructivist approach, which presents 

an intriguing but rather obscure alternative.  §3 introduces another alternative, abductive 

modal realism, which tinkers with the dominant modal epistemology.  §4 revisits 
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negative approaches, noting that neither retains modal realism.  §5 offers a brief 

conclusion. 

1. Competing Advantages  

Each remaining positive approach has an advantage over the other.  Strict modal realism 

has a preferable modal ontology (§1.1).  Strict modal mentalism has an easier fit between 

its ontology and epistemology (§1.2).  Those who defend one or the other position, 

moreover, typically focus on their position’s advantage, rather than clearly denying its 

disadvantage (§1.3).  Accordingly, the literature seems to respect the intuition that each 

position is at least prima facie preferable in some way. 

1.1 Strict Modal Realism’s Advantage 

Modal realism has at least three advantages over modal mentalism.24  First, as suggested 

in the previous chapter, our intuitive modal semantics favors modal realism.  Second, 

plausibly, the world includes mind-independent kinds, properties, or objects, and includes 

these only if modality is mind-independent.  Third, the world includes at least some 

apparent-mentality and some apparent-non-mentality, and thus, we can ask how these 

really relate.  Since modal realism but not modal mentalism holds that modality is mind-

independent, these considerations favor modal realism.  Let us consider each advantage 

in slightly more detail. 

     Semantics.  When one says that electrons necessarily have negative charge, we do not 

think of her as asserting merely that we talk, think, or conceive of electrons as necessarily 

                                                
24 Recall that modal realism holds only that mind-independent reality has the resources to make 

modal claims true (or false), and thus, is not committed to Lewis’ view of possible worlds. 
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negatively charged.  We think of her, instead, as claiming that, regardless of how we talk, 

think, or conceive of electrons, they necessarily have negative charge.  The claim 

<electrons necessarily have negative charge> purports that there is something out there, 

as it were, such that that thing itself (the electron as it is independently of us) necessarily 

has negative charge.  More broadly, as Peacocke (1999), and Hawthorne (1996) 

emphasize, many of our modal claims purport to be satisfiable only by a realist modal 

ontology.  Our intuitive modal semantics, then, favors modal realism. 

     Kind, properties, and objects.  Suppose that the property being an electron is 

instantiated in spatial region s at time t1.  We can ask whether this property is instantiated 

in s a moment later, at st1+1.  For any property (or property-cluster) P, if being an electron 

instantiates P necessarily, then being an electron is not instantiated at st1+1 unless being 

an electron still instantiates P.  Inversely, for any property (or property-cluster) P, if 

being an electron does not instantiate P necessarily, then being an electron can be 

instantiated at st1+1 even if being an electron no longer instantiates P.  Accordingly, if 

there is a fact of the matter about whether being an electron is instantiated at st1+1, then 

being an electron instantiates some property necessarily. 

     We can think of this modal property as either mind-dependent or mind-independent.  

If it is mind-dependent, then whether being an electron is instantiated at st1+1 depends on 

our minds, and thus, being an electron is a mind-dependent property.  Contrariwise, if the 

modal property is mind-independent, then whether being an electron is instantiated at 

st1+1 does not depend on our minds, and thus, being an electron is a mind-independent 

property. 
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     Similar reasoning applies, mutatis mutandis, to kinds and objects.  Objects, for 

example, exist mind-independently only if they have mind-independent persistence 

conditions and have such conditions only if they have mind-independent modal 

properties.  So, the mind-independent existence of any object, property (or, at least, 

property-instance), or kind implies modal realism. 

     Of course, many of us think that some object, property, or kind exists mind-

independently.  We insist that the world is not entirely ours for the making, as it were.  

One can push this intuition by noting that not all kinds, properties, and objects are equal. 

We prefer dog to dog-or-bridge.  We prefer Beethoven to Beethoven-and-the-Eiffel-

Tower.  We prefer green to green-before-2000-and-blue-thereafter.  We prefer being-a-

rabbit to being-an-undetached-part-of-a-rabbit.  The latter in each pair seems to be 

contrived in a way that the former does not.  We can explain this seeming contrivance by 

insisting that only the former in each pair exists mind-independently.  Lewis (1984), for 

example, famously thinks that our preferences track reality’s joints, as they would be 

independently of those preferences.25 

     Of course, one might hold that our preferences reveal something important even if 

realism about kinds, properties, and objects is false.  She might hold that our preferences 

reveal deep-seated (perhaps evolutionarily instilled) features of our psychology, for 

                                                
25 In principle, one could allow that any coherent description, disjunction, or sum constitutes a 

mind-independent kind, property, or object.  Quine may think this way.  As a matter of fact, 

however, those who think that all kinds, properties, and objects are on all metaphysical fours, as it 

were, more often think of these as mind-dependent.  Accordingly, these examples should push the 

realist intuition. 
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example.  This explanation for our preferences will not satisfy the want-to-be-realist.  

Consider, for example, the want-to-be-realist who becomes convinced that quarks exist 

only mind-dependently.  She may find little comfort in learning that quarks do not exist 

merely conventionally, but rather, exist in virtue of psychologically necessary ways in 

which we carve reality with the knife of thought. 

     Mentality’s fit.  Even one who typically thinks that kinds, properties, and objects are 

mind-dependent may take the mind-body problem seriously.  In perhaps its simplest 

form, the problem asks how our minds relate to our bodies.  The problem can be 

formulated, however, without appealing to objects such as minds and bodies.  Perhaps 

most obviously, it can be formulated by appealing to properties or events, asking how 

mental properties or events relate to physical properties or events.  Moreover, since the 

problem is not a problem about objects, properties, or events as such, we should be able 

to formulate the problem without appealing to any.  Perhaps we can ask, simply, how 

apparent-mentality relates to apparent-non-mentality. 

     However we formulate the mind-body problem, we are asking how mind and body 

really relate, not how we conceive of each or conceive of the relation between them.  If 

we were asking only the latter, the mind-body problem would be far less intriguing.  We 

are asking, accordingly, how the mind fits into the world, regardless of how we think of 

mind and world.  We are not merely interested, moreover, in the nomological invariance 

of mind and body.  Nearly everyone grants this invariance—provided that we construe 

‘mind’ and ‘body’ widely.  We are interested, accordingly, in how mind and body relate 
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metaphysically.  We are interested, then, in something both mind-independent and 

metaphysically modal. 

     Reintroducing properties, we can say that those exploring the mind-body problem are 

interested in a mind-independent modal property; specifically, in the mind-independent 

modal property in virtue of which physical properties either metaphysically necessitate or 

fail to metaphysically necessitate mental properties (especially phenomenal properties).26  

Accordingly, if we reject modal realism in all domains, then we lose the mind-body 

problem—at least, qua metaphysical problem, as we normally think of it.  This problem, 

however, is clearly forceful.  We therefore should retain modal realism, at least in 

relevant domains.  (Obviously this argument has particular dialectical force for those who 

take the mind-body problem seriously.) 

     Although these reasons to prefer modal realism are prima facie compelling, 

adequately assessing them would require an independent project.  Defending the first 

reason would require arguing more carefully both that some kinds, properties, or objects 

exist mind-independently and that the denial of modal realism implies that none do.27  

Defending the second reason would require arguing more carefully that the mind-body 

problem really does lose its intrigue without modal realism.  Let us suppose, nevertheless, 

that these reasons favoring modal realism would remain compelling even after more 

                                                
26 The modal property or its instance (not that which instantiates it) is being thought of as mind-

independent. 
27 Carter and Bhade (1998), Elder (2004), Rea (2002), and Sidelle (1989) provide arguments for 

the latter claim. 
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careful treatment.  Strict modal realism, then, has an advantage over strict modal 

mentalism. 

1.2 Strict Modal Mentalism’s Advantage 

Strict modal mentalism also has an advantage.  Strict modal mentalism and realism agree 

that an a priori rule grounds any justified belief about necessity.  This claim fits more 

easily with modal mentalism than modal realism. 

     What makes the fit with modal mentalism relatively easy?  Modal mentalism holds 

that something mental makes modal claims true (or false).  Quite plausibly, we can access 

many aspects of our minds a priori.  So, modal mentalism fits fairly easily with an a 

priori modal epistemology.  Since something mental makes modal claims true (or false), 

moreover, modal mentalism fits fairly easily with the claim that the a priori, at least in 

principle, provides a perfect guide to modality.  To put the point a bit crudely, since our 

minds are in us, if our minds determine modality, then our perfect-yet-sensory-

experience-free access to modality is not mysterious. 

     What makes the fit with modal realism more difficult?  Since sensory experience 

cannot generate those aspects of our minds that distinguish metaphysical necessity from 

nomological invariance (a la Hume), a strict modal epistemology holds that aspects of 

our minds that are not generated by sensory experience ground justified modal beliefs.  

Modal realism holds that the truthmakers for modal claims are in the world itself, as it is 

independently of our minds.  Strict modal realism, then, must hold aspects of our minds 

that are not generated by sensory experience reveal the nature of mind-independent 

reality.  This consequence already seems somewhat worrisome. 
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     Strict modal realism holds, moreover, not only that we discover necessity and 

possibility a priori, but also, that the a priori provides a flawless guide to them.  That is, 

strict modal realism holds not only that we discover modality via an a priori principle, 

but also, that this principle is a rule, that all arguments employing this principle are 

deductively valid (if they are otherwise deductively valid).  Strict modal realism thereby 

implies that the extra-sensory connection between our minds and mind-independent-

reality is perfect, even though that reality and relevant aspects of our minds are not 

constitutively linked (on pain of losing modality’s mind-independence) or experientially 

linked (on pain of violating Hume’s famous observation).  To many, this consequence 

looks like a great cost. 

     In a similar discussion, Hawthorne suggests that appealing to a perfect extra-sensory 

connection between our minds and mind-independent-reality, where these are neither 

metaphysically nor experientially linked, is appealing to “quasi-magical powers” (186).  

He thinks that this appeal is “at best a little embarrassing, at worst downright silly” (187).  

Whether or not this appeal is silly, certainly an approach that does not appeal to a perfect 

extra-sensory connection between our minds and mind-independent-reality is more 

desirable ceteris paribus.  Unlike strict modal realism, strict modal mentalism does not 

appeal to such a connection.  Accordingly, strict modal mentalism has an advantage over 

strict modal realism.  We can mark this advantage by saying that strict modal realism (but 

not strict modal mentalism) is ‘rationalistic’. 

     Let us suppose that these prima facie considerations survive scrutiny.  We should 

hold, therefore, that modal mentalism suits a strict modal epistemology better than modal 
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realism.  One who does not feel the tug of these considerations should await chapter 4, 

which suggests that no one has adequately explained the fit between modal realism and a 

strict modal epistemology.   

     At any rate, as the next section will note, strict modal realists do not motivate their 

position by arguing that a strict modal epistemology fits with modal realism.  Rather, the 

fit between their epistemology and ontology is something to be explained after the 

position has been defended on independent grounds. 

1.3 The Dialectic 

§1.1 concludes by supposing that considerations favoring modal realism over modal 

mentalism are compelling.  §1.2 concludes by supposing that considerations favoring 

strict modal mentalism over strict modal realism are compelling.  Although each 

subsection supports these suppositions, several issues require independent projects.  

These suppositions, nevertheless, are dialectically quite fair. 

     On the one hand, strict modal mentalists rarely (if ever) reject strict modal realism by 

arguing that modal mentalism (taken alone) is preferable to modal realism (taken alone).  

Nor do they reject strict modal realism by arguing that ontologies of undifferentiated stuff 

are preferable to richer realisms.  They motivate their approach, instead, by emphasizing 

epistemological issues.  Specifically, they emphasize the implausibility of our having 

access to the world outside our minds through an a priori rule.  Strict modal mentalists 

only then argue that we are left with (even stuck with) a mentalist modal ontology.  The 

preference for modal mentalism, then, is a consequence of accepting a strict modal 

epistemology, rather than a driving motivation for strict modal mentalism. 
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     Of course, one might think that this consequence is no cost.  The present point is only 

this: the desirability of modal mentalism is not the starting point for advocates of strict 

modal mentalism.  Instead, the plausibility of this ontology is something to be explained 

after the position has been independently motivated.28 

     On the other hand, strict modal realists rarely (if ever) reject strict modal mentalism by 

arguing that a strict modal epistemology fits more easily with modal realism than with 

modal mentalism.  Nor do they begin by noting that a rationalistic connection clearly 

binds mind and world.  They motivate strict modal realism, instead, by emphasizing 

ontological issues.  Specifically, they emphasize the advantages of modal realism (taken 

alone) over modal mentalism (taken alone).  Strict modal realists only then argue that 

acknowledging these advantages leads us to strict modal realism.  So, they conclude, we 

must accept some perfect non-sensory connection between minds and the mind-

independent world.  The appeal to such a mind-world connection, then, is a consequence 

of accepting strict modal realism, rather than a driving motivation for it.   

     Of course, one might think that this consequence is no cost.  The present point is only 

this: the goodness of fit between modal realism and a strict modal epistemology is not the 

starting point for advocates of strict modal realism.  Instead, the plausibility of fit is 

something to be explained after the position has been independently motivated. 

                                                
28 Although goodness-of-fit drives Sidelle, he does argue for strict modal mentalism, in part, by 

arguing more directly that modal mentalism is preferable to modal realism.  His argument 

amounts to this: he indignantly asks how modality could be in the world, how the merely actual 

could include the modal. 
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     Dialectically speaking, we can think of strict modal mentalists as being foremost 

motivated by epistemological concerns (i.e. the fit between their epistemology and 

ontology) and strict modal realists as being foremost motivated by ontological concerns 

(i.e. the plausibility of their ontology itself).  It is no accident, then, that empiricists have 

tended to align with strict modal mentalism (e.g. plausibly Hume, Locke, Carnap, 

Sidelle) while rationalists have tended to align with strict modal realism (e.g. plausibly, 

Descartes, Lewis, Chalmers, Bealer). 

     This dialectic has been (more or less) recognized before.  Hawthorne, for example, 

begins his guided tour of modal epistemology as follows: 

Assume that our modal talk and thought is not really committed to the existence 

of possibilia, possible worlds, ways things might have been. A puzzle naturally 

arises. How are we now to explain away the apparent reference to such modal 

entities in our everyday talk about the space of possibility, especially given the 

well-known resistance of various segments of our modal talk to ontically benign 

paraphrase?  Assume instead that our modal talk and thought is genuinely 

committed to the existence of possibilia. Now an epistemological puzzle looms 

large. How do we know that the entities we purport to refer to exist and how do 

we know what they are like? As we make the epistemological puzzle tractable we 

face an apparently intractable semantic problem. As we make the semantic 

problem tractable, we face an apparently intractable epistemological problem. 

Philosophy in this area risks degenerating into trite autobiography about which 

costs each of us is prepared to live with - some embracing a [realist] modal 

ontology and accepting the cost of a half baked modal epistemology, some 

denying a [realist] modal ontology and accepting either the cost of reckoning our 

modal talk false or else the cost [of] a half-baked modal semantics. (1996, 183) 

 
     Peacocke (1999) also recognizes (more or less) this dialectic when he claims that the 
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Integration Challenge is “particularly pressing” for modality.  The Integration Challenge, 

which is a generalized from of Benaceraff’s (1983) challenge for mathematical 

knowledge (given Platonism), is “the challenge of providing, for any given domain, a 

simultaneously acceptable metaphysics and epistemology” (2002a, 636).  Peacocke notes 

three main sources of the challenge, one of which applies to modality: we have a 

desirable metaphysics (the realist) and epistemology (the strict) such that neither suits the 

other. 

     Given this dialectical situation, we have good reason to take the driving motivation for 

each position seriously—viz. these driving motivations are independent and each 

compelling, even though approaches that are built from one motivation are inconsistent 

with approaches that are built from the other.  We can take each motivation seriously by 

adopting two desiderata: 

(D1) Retain modal realism. 

(D2) Find a befitting modal epistemology. 

     Although the present project addresses modality, seeking to integrate modal realism 

with a plausible and yet befitting modal epistemology, seeking to satisfy both (D1) and 

(D2), much of what follows may generalize to other domains.  In fact, one should expect 

to confront the same challenge whenever realist ontology meets strict epistemology, 

whenever both (i) it seems that mind-independent objects and properties make claims in a 

domain true (or false) and (ii) it seems that an a priori rule provides a perfect guide to 

that domain. 
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     As Benaceraff argued when introducing the Integration Challenge, numbers meet 

these conditions.  For, numbers seem to be real, mind-independent objects with real 

mind-independent properties and a priori reasoning seems to provide a perfect guide to 

them.  Morality also meets these conditions.  For, morality seems to be a real, mind-

independent phenomena and a priori reasoning seems to provide a perfect guide it.  

Claims made here about modality, then, may apply (mutatis mutandis) to numbers and 

morality.  Accordingly, for example, since what follows suggests that we should rely on 

inference to the best explanation in modal inquiry, it may suggest that we should rely on 

inference to the best explanation in mathematical and moral inquiry. 

     Whether our reasons for adopting realism about numbers or morality are as strong as 

our reasons for adopting modal realism, however, remains unclear to me.  Accordingly, 

while accepting that what follows may apply (mutatis mutandis) to numbers and morality, 

I remain uncommitted.  More strongly, I assent only to the following conditional: if we 

adopt realism about numbers or morality, then what follows applies (mutatis mutandis) to 

that domain. 

2. Kant, Transcending Tradition 

Of course, Hawthorne and Peacocke are not the first to recognize this dialectic.  Kant’s 

Copernican Revolution can be thought of as a reaction to it.29  Kant thinks of rationalists 

(e.g. Wolff and Leibniz) as being driven more by ontological concerns and consequently 

adopting something in the neighborhood of strict modal realism.  He thinks of empiricists 
                                                
29 Of course, his Copernican Revolution can be thought of in other ways.  Also, one should be 

warned that the coming (simplified) account of Kant, although I think essentially correct, ignores 

various complexities. 
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(e.g. Locke and Hume) as being driven more by epistemological concerns and 

consequently adopting something in the neighborhood of experiential modal realism, 

strict modal mentalism, or modal skepticism.  Kant, being driven equally by ontological 

and epistemological concerns, rejects such rationalist and empiricist approaches.  He 

attempts to preserve the preferable modal ontology by accepting that modality does not 

reside merely in our minds.  He attempts to preserve a good fit between this ontology and 

a strict epistemology by holding that reality conforms to our minds.  So, according to 

Kant (and speaking quite loosely), because our minds help to create reality, we can access 

it independently of sensory (although not all) experience in an epistemologically 

acceptable way. 

     Let us explore Kant’s position in slightly more detail.  As we explore his position, we 

should be mindful of exactly how he attempts to avoid violating each desideratum—i.e. 

(D1) Retain modal realism; (D2) Find a befitting modal epistemology. 

     Kant accepts the epistemological concerns that drive strict modal mentalism.  That is, 

he agrees with empiricists that we should not take our minds’ modal dictates to reveal the 

world itself, as it is independently of our concepts.  He agrees with strict modal realism, 

nevertheless, that modality is not merely in the mind.  He also agrees with both that one 

cannot find necessity in sensory experience, and thus, the only possible modal 

epistemology is strict. 

     Accepting these considerations, he thinks, might bring to mind the following 

argument, which he thinks of as deeply misguided, as perhaps the root of much confusion 
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throughout the history of philosophy.  Where ‘E’ is short for ‘endorsed by empiricists’, 

‘R’ for ‘endorsed by rationalists’, and ‘K’ for endorsed by Kant: 

(1) Beliefs about the world itself cannot be justified a priori. [E, K] 

(2) Any justified modal belief can be justified a priori. [E, R, K] 

(3) Modal beliefs are not merely about the mind. [R, K] 

(4) Modality resides either in the world itself or merely in minds. 
______________ 

(5) We cannot form justified modal beliefs. 

     This argument is misguided, Kant thinks, because (4) is false.  Rationalists and 

empiricists, nevertheless, implicitly accept (4).  Kant thinks that they should accept (1)-

(3).  So, they have (5), the claim that we cannot form justified modal beliefs, forced upon 

them. 

     For Kant, this conclusion has far-reaching consequences.  Kant thinks of metaphysics 

as the science of necessity and possibility.  Modal beliefs are beliefs about necessity and 

possibility.  Again, Kant thinks that rationalists and empiricists are forced to conclude 

that we cannot form justified modal beliefs.  Accordingly, he thinks that rationalists and 

empiricists attempts at metaphysics “have come to nothing” (bxvi).  Rationalists offer 

entirely unjustified speculation about the nature of the world itself.  Empiricists mistake 

mere psychology for metaphysics. 

     Kant, nevertheless, does not abandon metaphysics.  Instead, he rejects (K4): he claims 

that reality does not divide neatly into the world itself and minds, into the mind-

independent and mind-dependent.  He explains this revolutionary reaction in a famous 

passage: 
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Up to now it has been assumed that all our cognition must conform to the objects; 

but all attempts to find out something about them a priori through concepts that 

would extend our cognition have, on this presupposition, come to nothing.  Hence 

let us try whether we do not get further with the problems of metaphysics by 

assuming that the objects must conform to our cognition, which would agree 

better with the possibility of an a priori cognition of them, which is to establish 

something about objects before they are given to us.  This would be just like the 

first thoughts of Copernicus, who, when he did not make good progress in the 

explanation of the celestial motions if he assumed that the entire celestial host 

revolves around the observer, tried to see if he might not have greater success if 

he made the observer revolve and left the stars at rest. (1781/1998, bxvi) 

 
     Kant holds that we have conceptually-grounded access to a world that is neither 

merely in minds nor wholly independent of our ways of cognizing.30  This phenomenal 

world depends on our ways of cognizing in that our ways of cognizing help to construct 

it—the world’s “objects must conform to our cognition”.  Because the world depends on 

us thusly, we can access it a priori.  This result satisfies Kant’s empiricist leanings, his 

epistemological concerns.  Despite our minds’ role in creating this world, however, the 

phenomenal world is doubly objective: first, in that our minds all react to the same 

noumena, the same thing in itself, whatever it may be; second, in that the structure of our 

minds is shared across our species, and thus, individuals’ reactions to the noumena are 

                                                
30 Warning!  The main text’s coming sentences suggest that the empirical mind stands in 

opposition to noumena, which is misleading.  The empirical mind, qua element of the 

phenomenal world, may be better thought of as a product of something like an interaction within 

the noumena, although even this is speaking far too loosely.  Addressing this issue effectively 

here has too great a presentational cost. 
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not idiosyncratic but shared.  So, every mind, in reacting to the same noumena, creates 

the same phenomenal world—that shared, albeit constructed world in which we live.  

This phenomenal world, then, is fully objective, and thus, in a deep and important sense 

of ‘real’, the phenomenal world is real—albeit not mind-independent.  This result 

satisfies Kant’s rationalist leanings, his ontological concerns. 

     Kant’s constructivist approach is both exceptionally intriguing and undesirably 

obscure.  Kant scholars widely disagree about inter alia the ontological status of the 

phenomenal world and how it is constructed.  They also disagree about what belongs in 

which world; some, for example, think that the noumena includes fundamental physical 

properties, while others hold that we can attribute almost nothing (except existence, 

which is not quite an attribution for Kant) to the noumena. 

     Most worrisomely given present concerns, whether Kant’s constructivist approach 

satisfies our desiderata (our preference for modal realism and our desire for a befitting 

epistemology) remains unclear.  One might even suspect that Kant’s approach is bound to 

leave one or the other desiderata unsatisfied.  On the one hand, if his approach satisfies 

our preference for modal realism, then his modal epistemology is bound to be as ill-suited 

to its ontology as an ordinary strict modal epistemology.  On the other hand, if his 

approach satisfies our preference for an easy fit between its ontology and epistemology, 

then his modal ontology is bound to be little better than ordinary modal mentalism.  

Accordingly, it is not clear that Kant’s revolution satisfies our concerns.  This simple 

worry threatens constructivist approaches (e.g. Blackburn, 1986) more generally.  

Although this claim ultimately requires defense, and constructivist approaches ultimately 
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merit more attention, for the purposes of this project constructivist approaches are 

presumed to share these shortcomings, and thus, are hereby set aside. 

3. Toward Abductive Modal Realism 

One now confronts a trilemma when choosing among extant positive approaches to 

modality.  She must choose among strict modal mentalism (with its undesirable 

ontology), strict modal realism (with its uneasy fit between its ontology and 

epistemology), and constructivism (which is difficult to assess and, at any rate, seemingly 

retains, at best, one of the two desired advantages). 

     When confronting this trilemma, we have several options, including, among others, 

the following five.31  First, we can become negative, adopting modal nihilism or 

skepticism.  The next section considers negative approaches, concluding that they are a 

last resort.  Second, we can rethink the fit between our ontology and epistemology.  An 

uneasy fit, after all, may be a good fit—just as a tightly fitted tongue and groove may be 

difficult to set but strong once fitted.  Peacocke (1999) takes this option—but, as chapter 

4, §2 argues, with little success.  Third, we can simply accept an acknowledged cost; 

simply violate one of our desiderata.  Most extant approaches, in my estimation, take this 

option, although perhaps not self-consciously so.  Fourth, we can identify a previously 

ignored modal ontology.  Kant’s Copernican Revolution takes this option, introducing his 

constructivist modal ontology.  Fifth, we can identify a previously ignored modal 

                                                
31 For a relevant catalogue of our options when confronting the Integration Challenge more 

generally, see Peacocke, 1999, chapter 1. 
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epistemology.  If only because this option has received little attention, it merits 

exploration. 

     What would an alternative modal epistemology look like?  Saying what it should not 

look like is easier.  It cannot hold that we find necessity in sensory experience; otherwise 

it falls with experiential modal realism.  It cannot hold that an a priori rule grounds any 

justified modal belief; otherwise it falls with strict modal realism.  We need, then, a way 

of learning about the world that does not attribute too much to sensory experience but 

does not appeal to anything like a mind-world entailment. 

     Perhaps the most ordinary way of learning about the world that meets these constraints 

is inference to the best explanation.32  Inference to the best explanation ordinarily 

grounds beliefs that mind-independent reality includes certain objects and properties with 

which we have no direct experiential contact.  Although we have no direct contact with 

physicists strings, for example, inference to the best explanation grounds beliefs that such 

strings exist (or not) and have certain characteristics.  Inference to the best explanation 

also ordinarily grounds beliefs that mind-independent reality does not include certain 

objects and properties with which we have absolutely no experiential contact, direct or 

otherwise.  Although we have absolutely no experiential contact with un-sensible, 

causally inefficacious aliens dancing on our shoulders, for example, inference to the best 

explanation grounds beliefs that no such aliens exist. 

                                                
32 Inference to the best explanation is being thought of as a candidate way of balancing various 

inductive principles.  Accordingly, other ways of balancing these principles may do.  This simple 

fact may allow the present appeal to eschew von Frassen’s (e.g. 1980) attacks on inference to the 

best explanation.  At any rate, those attacks will not be addressed in this work. 
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     Similarly, perhaps inference to the best explanation grounds beliefs that mind-

independent reality includes certain modal properties, even if we cannot find those 

properties in sensory experience.  Inference to the best explanation (i.e. abduction), then, 

may provide a modal epistemology that befits modal realism.  This abductive modal 

epistemology holds that abduction grounds some and any justified belief about mind-

independent necessity or possibility.33  We can name the approach to modality that 

combines this abductive modal epistemology with modal realism ‘abductive modal 

realism’.  Accordingly, abductive modal realism holds that abduction grounds some and 

any justified belief about mind-independent modal properties. 

     We can sketch abductive modal realism by briefly explicating abduction (§4.1) and 

noting the roots of its use in modal inquiry (§4.2).  Chapter 6 offers a more robust 

development of this approach, and Part II develops this approach further by applying it to 

the mind-body problem. 

3.1 What’s Abduction? 

Abduction is inference to the best explanation.  Accordingly, explicating abduction 

requires having some sense of what makes one explanation better than another.  Harman 

suggests several factors, including simplicity, plausibility, comprehensiveness, and being 

“less ad hoc” (1965, 89).  Loosely following Harman, we (temporarily) can think of 

abduction as a conglomeration of more basic inductive principles, where ‘inductive’ is 

construed broadly to include any legitimate form of non-demonstrative reasoning.  Such 

                                                
33 It leaves open the possibility that modal beliefs about mind-dependent necessities and 

possibilities are grounded in some other way—e.g. through an a priori rule. 
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inductive principles include, among many others, principles of ontological parsimony, 

theoretical simplicity, explanatory comprehensiveness, and intuitive plausibility. 

     Harman rightly notes that these underlying principles are neither entirely clear nor 

unproblematic.  Rather than specifying the principles, however, Harman offers examples 

of abduction in action.  In these examples, belief-formers rely on basic inductive 

principles to infer from some theory’s best explaining certain evidence to that theory’s 

truth: 

When a detective puts the evidence together and decides that it must have been 

the butler, he is reasoning that no other explanation which accounts for all the 

facts is plausible enough or simple enough to be accepted.  When a scientist infers 

the existence of atoms and subatomic particles, he is inferring the truth of an 

explanation for various data he wishes to account for.  When we infer that a 

witness is telling the truth, our inference goes as follows: (i) we infer that he says 

what he does because he believes it; (ii) we infer that he believes what he does 

because he actually did witness the situation which he describes.  That is, our 

confidence in his testimony is based on our conclusion about the most plausible 

explanation for that testimony.  Out confidence fails if we come to think that there 

is some other possible explanation for his testimony (if, for example, he stands to 

gain a great deal from our believing him).  Or, to take a different sort of example, 

when we infer from a person’s behavior to some fact about his mental experience, 

we are inferring that the latter fact explains better than some other explanation 

what he does. (1965, 89)34 

 
 

                                                
34 Providing a more complete account of abduction would require explicating each more basic 

inductive principle and explaining how these relate.  Chapters 6 begins (but by no means 

completes) this task. 
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3.2 Roots 

Can we use abduction to decide among competing modal theses?  Physicalism holds that 

physical stuff necessitates all stuff.  Dualism holds that physical stuff fails to necessitate 

phenomenal properties.  Accordingly, each is a modal thesis.35  McLaughlin and Hill 

(1999) and Block and Stalnaker (1999) suggest that we should choose physicalism over 

dualism because physicalism better explains the perfect correlation of physical and 

phenomenal properties.  Accordingly, they agree that abduction can ground a justified 

modal belief. 

     Nevertheless, neither McLaughlin and Hill nor Block and Stalnaker endorse an 

abductive modal epistemology.  McLaughlin and Hill seem to think that an a priori rule 

grounds justified modal beliefs except when those beliefs involve both physical and 

phenomenal concepts.  Block and Stalnaker seem to think that an a priori rule grounds 

justified modal beliefs except when those beliefs involve concepts that describe different 

levels of reality.  These domain-restrictions on abduction are unsurprising: abandoning a 

strict modal epistemology in all domains is rather radical, and McLaughlin, Hill, Block, 

and Stalnaker think that this radical move is superfluous given their purpose of defending 

physicalism—although, as chapter 9 suggests, they are mistaken about that. 

     We can appeal to an unrestricted abductive modal epistemology, nevertheless, as a 

way to address our driving concern, a desire to find a modal epistemology that befits 

modal realism.  Prima facie this modal epistemology is intriguing.  It certainly does not 
                                                
35 Part II specifies physicalism and dualism more carefully.  What matters here is only this: 

framing physicalism and dualism as modal theses is commonplace (see, among others, Horgan, 

1982; Lewis, 1983; Jackson, 1994; Chalmers, 1996, 2002a). 
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require that we find necessity in sensory experience; only, perhaps, that sensory 

experience provides input for relevant abductive inferences—as, for example, sensory 

experience reveals that physical and phenomenal properties correlate perfectly.  Nor does 

an abductive modal epistemology require that an a priori rule ground justified modal 

beliefs; after all, even ideal abductive inferences produce, at best, defeasible beliefs.  An 

abductive modal epistemology, then, may sit well with modal realism.  Minimally, it 

seems that abduction, in principle, can help us to draw modal conclusions, and thus, this 

modal epistemology merits consideration. 

     Although no one appeals to a fully general abductive modal epistemology, this appeal 

may be in the spirit of Hawthorne’s somewhat cryptic conclusion to his guided tour of 

contemporary modal epistemologies (1996).  After considering several modal 

epistemologies, which he takes to include all competitors, he writes: 

While none of those epistemologies seems rationally compelling, it does not seem 

all that unlikely that the disjunction is true.  For the philosopher who believes that 

there is no hope for a positive epistemology of possible worlds, who pretends to 

have no idea as to how it might be that we have knowledge of possible worlds, I 

offer that disjunction as food for thought.  Is it really so unlikely that the 

disjunction is true? 

 
Perhaps Hawthorne means to suggest that we should bring all of our epistemological 

resources to bear when assessing modal claims.  This, more or less, is what an abductive 

modal epistemology holds.  Abduction is simply a method of balancing the sometimes 

competing dictates of these disparate resources. 
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4. On Negative Approaches 

Despite the promise of abductive modal realism, concerns about integrating the intuitive 

ontology and epistemology may tempt one to give up on modality.  She may suspect that 

considerations disfavoring strict modal realism and mentalism will undermine any 

approach to modality, and thus, further exploration of positive approaches will produce 

nothing worthwhile.  Accordingly, she may be tempted to opt for modal nihilism or 

skepticism.  If neither negative approach is desirable, however, she should remain 

steadfast in her pursuit of a positive approach, and thus, should consider abductive modal 

realism. 

     Is ontological modal nihilism desirable?  Ontological modal nihilism denies modality 

altogether, holding that modal claims are neither true nor false. Whereas modal realism 

holds that true modal claims reveal the nature of mind-independent reality and modal 

mentalism holds that true modal claims reveal only our own nature, modal nihilism holds 

that modality is not part of nature at all.  Whereas modal realism locates modal in mind-

independent reality and modal mentalism locates modality in mentality, modal nihilism 

locates modality nowhere, at it were.  Modal nihilism thereby contradicts modal realism, 

and thus, adopts some of the disadvantages of modal mentalism.  Specifically, modal 

nihilism sacrifices the intuitive modal semantics, requires an undesirable ontology of 

undifferentiated stuff, and sacrifices the mind-body problem.  Modal nihilism, then, is not 

desirable because it violates (D1), the desiderata that would have us retain modal realism. 

     Is modal skepticism desirable?  While modal skepticism allows that the correct 

ontology has real kinds, objects, and properties, it insists that we can know nothing of 
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them.  This may be more epistemologically conservative than modal mentalism but 

otherwise is hardly better.  Not only do we want to be able to justifiably believe that 

mind-independent reality has some kinds, objects, and properties or other, not only do we 

want to make sense of the mind-body problem in principle, we also want to be able to 

justifiably believe that mind-independent reality has these or those kinds, objects, and 

properties and that this or that solution to the mind-body problem is correct.  So, like 

modal nihilism, modal skepticism suffers the shortcomings of modal mentalism.  

Basically, modal nihilism and skepticism fare no better than modal mentalism on our 

modal-realism-favoring desiderata. 

5. Taking Stock 

The previous chapter concludes that only four extant approaches to modality are viable: 

two positive (strict modal realism and mentalism) and two negative (modal nihilism and 

skepticism).  This chapter argues that these approaches all have serious shortcomings.  

Strict modal mentalism, modal nihilism, and modal skepticism violate (D1), which holds 

that we should retain modal realism.  Strict modal realism violates (D2), which holds that 

we should find a modal epistemology that fits easily with modal realism.  This chapter 

also introduces abductive modal realism, which holds that abduction grounds some and 

any justified belief about mind-independent necessities and possibilities, as an alternative 

approach that may satisfy both (D1) and (D2). 

     With these ideas in place, the next chapter supports the claim that a strict modal 

epistemology fits uneasily with modal realism by showing that no one has explained the 

fit adequately.  Chapter 5 then briefly revisits the claim that sensory experience cannot 
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ground justified modal beliefs.  Chapter 6 culminates Part I by developing the advocated 

alternative, abductive modal realism. 
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4 

________________________________________________________ 

STRICT MODAL REALISM 

 

 

 

 

 

One can defend strict modal realism in two quite different ways.  First, she can meet the 

demand made in the last chapter by explaining the fit between a strict modal 

epistemology and modal realism.  Second, she can show that strict modal realism is true 

by showing that a strict modal epistemology and modal realism are both true. 

     This chapter is only concerned with the first sort of defense, with explanations of the 

fit between a strict modal epistemology and modal realism.  Certain explanations, 

moreover, are being set aside without argument.  Consider, for example, Descartes 

explanation.  Roughly, Descartes argues that our clear and distinct conceivings provide a 

perfect guide to modality because “it is incoherent to suppose that God would allow us to 

be deceived [when clearly and distinctly conceiving]”; after all, nothing “should be 

created by him which positively tends toward falsehood” (1641/1988, 103).  Since 

Descartes thinks that modality is a mind-independent phenomenon, this defense of his 

strict modal epistemology defends its fit with modal realism.  As Gendler and Hawthorne 

emphasize, however, “for those of us unwilling to appeal to divine benevolence, the 
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problem is not so easily escaped” (2002, 20).  What we want, then, is an explanation of 

the fit between a strict modal epistemology and modal realism that does not appeal to the 

divine, or, more broadly, the spectacular. 

     Most who seem to adopt strict modal realism offer no explanation of the fit between 

their epistemology and ontology.  Many do not even defend their epistemology or 

ontology individually.  Kripke, for example, seems to adopt both a strict modal 

epistemology and modal realism (cf. chapter 2, §3.2) but makes no effort to defend either.  

Kripke’s claim that certain terms are rigid designators, which just means that they 

designate the same thing in all possible worlds, cannot help.  For, Kripke argues that a 

given term is a rigid designator only through his examples, which employ a strict modal 

epistemology qua guide to mind-independent necessities and possibilities.  Kripke, then, 

is better thought of as presupposing than as defending strict modal realism. 

     Others defend either a strict modal epistemology or modal realism, but largely ignore 

the fit between them.  Chalmers, for example, goes to great pains to argue that 

conceivability entails possibility, which he seems to think of as a mind-independent 

phenomenon.  Yet, he does little to explain how this modal epistemology fits with modal 

realism, at least he does not defend the fit in any obvious way.36 

                                                
36 One might think that Chalmers rejects modal realism.  For, Chalmers (1999) holds that 

modality is “tied constitutively to such rational notions as consistency, entailment, and ideal 

conceivability” (490).  Plausibly, however, Chalmers thinks of concepts themselves as mind-

independent, as more akin to Platonic forms or Fregean senses than mental particulars or kinds.  

Accordingly, he can accept both that modality is constitutively tied to concepts and that modality 

is mind-independent.  Chapter 9, §3.3 briefly elaborates on this issue. 
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     That said, Kripke and Chalmers can be thought of as suggesting that there must be 

some fit or other.  For, various aspects of their works intimate troubles with maintaining 

any view except strict modal realism.  This, however, does not explain the fit between a 

strict modal epistemology and modal realism.  Such pointing, at best, suggests that there 

is some fit or other.  Accordingly, since this chapter only aims to show that no one has 

explained how a strict modal epistemology suits modal realism, this pointing can be set 

side.37 

     Bealer and Peacocke make the clearest attempts to explain the fit between a strict 

modal epistemology and modal realism—although only Peacocke addresses this issue as 

such.  Accordingly, this chapter focuses on their work.  More specifically, this chapter 

proceeds as follows.  §1 suggests that Bealer does not offer an adequate explanation of 

the fit, unless one is willing to be radically liberal about properties.  §2 suggests the same 

for Peacocke.  §3 then offers a brief conclusion. 

1. Bealer 

Bealer thinks that intuitions about necessity and possibility (i.e. modal intuitions) justify 

modal beliefs.  He offers two reasons.  First, modal intuitions are evidence.  Second, 

modal intuitions stem from conceptual mastery, which implies knowledge of modal 

properties.  What follows considers each reason qua explanation of our access to mind-

independent modality, qua attempt to fit a strict modal epistemology with modal realism, 

concluding that neither is satisfactory. 

                                                
37 Chapter 9 revisits this issue, addressing Chalmers’ pointing in a discussion of so-called 

‘epistemically primitive necessities’. 
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1.1 Intuitions as Evidence 

Quite plausibly, ceteris paribus visual experiences provide evidence.  When a bird-

watcher has a visual experience as of an owl landing in a tree, she has evidence that an 

owl has landed in the tree.  The same holds for other sensory experiences.  When a cake-

eater has a gustatory experience as of chocolate, for example, she has evidence that the 

cake contains chocolate. 

     Bealer thinks of intuitions as doubly analogous to sensory experiences.  First, like 

sensory experiences, intuitions are a genuine kind of conscious episode, a genuine kind of 

phenomenal state.  Second, like sensory experiences, intuitions provide evidence. 

     What sort of conscious episode is intuition?  Like sensory experiences, intuitions are 

seemings: “For you to have an intuition that A is just for it to seem to you that A” (1996, 

123).  These seemings are not sensory, but rather, intellectual.  Despite being intellectual, 

however, these seemings differ from beliefs.  To borrow Bealer’s (1996) example, one 

can disbelieve the axioms of naïve set theory even though they seem to her to be true.  

Perhaps she cannot shake this seeming even though she has proven that the axioms are 

inconsistent.  Inversely, one can believe that P implies Q just in case either P is false or Q 

is true even though the equivalence seems to him to be false.  Perhaps his highly reliable 

instructor has told him that this equivalence holds, but he just cannot see why.  These 

intellectual seemings, then, are distinct from both sensory seemings and beliefs.  They are 

“a genuine kind of conscious episode”, all their own; they are sui generis (123).  These 

seemings, moreover, are about claims.  When one has an intuition, it seems to her that 
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such-and-such is the case.  Accordingly, Bealer thinks of intuition as a type of sui generis 

propositional attitude. 

     Why do intuitions provide evidence?  One should first note that we standardly use 

intuitions as evidence, and thus, our standard justificatory procedure counts intuitions as 

evidence.  More specifically, that procedure produces (a priori) justified beliefs when it 

follows the following process: (i) canvass intuitions; (ii) subject them to dialectical 

critique; (iii) construct theories that systematize surviving intuitions; (iv) test those 

theories against further intuitions; (v) repeat the process until approaching equilibrium.38 

     Do we have reason to accept this standard justificatory procedure?  Bealer claims that 

we have as much reason to accept this procedure as we have to accept the procedure by 

which visual experiences provide evidence.  For, like vision, intuition satisfies the 

constraints of consistency, corroboration, and confirmation.  Intuition succeeds, then, 

where “spurious sources of evidence, such as tealeaves, tarot, oracles, the stars, birds, and 

the like” fail (1996, 124-125).  Accordingly, if we reject intuitions as evidence, then we 

should also reject sensory experiences as evidence.  Clearly, we should not reject sensory 

experiences as evidence.  So, we should accept intuitions as evidence. 

     Even one who accepts that intuitions count as evidence, however, may wonder why 

they do.  Bealer explains as follows.  Intuitions, like sensory experiences, are a basic 

source of evidence.  After all, intuitions do not stem from sensory experience, testimony, 

                                                
38 One might think that this process looks quite abductive, and thus, it already shifts away from a 

strict modal epistemology.  For Bealer, however, the entire process, including the dialectical 

critique, always can occur a priori and need not be informed in any essential way by empirical 

information. 
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or the like.  Something counts as a basic source of evidence just in case it has a reliable 

tie to the truth.  So, intuitions count as evidence because they have a reliable tie to the 

truth. 

     This reliability can be either contingent or modal.  A source of evidence is 

contingently reliable just in case it always gives the right answer.  A source of evidence is 

modally reliable just in case it must always give the right answer.  Bealer thinks that 

contingent reliability cannot explain why something counts as a basic source of evidence.  

For, a lucky fortuneteller’s predictions do not count as a basic source of evidence even if 

they are contingently reliable.  So, Bealer concludes, modal reliabilism is the correct 

explanation of why intuitions are evidence.  Thus, 

For suitably good cognitive conditions, it is necessary that, if while in such 

conditions a subject goes through the whole procedure of a priori justification 

(described in [(i)-(v)]), then most of the propositions derivable from the resulting 

comprehensive theoretical systematization of the subject's intuitions would have 

to be true. (130)  

 
     Let us suppose that Bealer’s argument is sound, and thus, the quoted conclusion 

follows.  Does this conclusion justify a strict modal epistemology?  Does it justify an 

intuit-ability⇒possibility principle qua rule?  No.  Such a rule would hold that, given 

appropriate cognitive conditions, every intuition is right.  Bealer’s conclusion is weaker 

in two respects.  First, Bealer allows that some intuitions will be rejected during the 

“comprehensive theoretical systematization” of the body of all of a subject’s intuitions.  

Second, and more importantly, even after all such intuitions are systematized, some of the 
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remaining intuitions may be wrong.  For, Bealer’s conclusion only ensures that most are 

right—which follows from the claims that intuitions are evidence and reliabilism. 

     Even if most intuitions are right, however, one need not accept that intuit-ability, 

however idealized, entail possibility.  She should accept only that intuit-ability provides 

evidence of possibility.  Accordingly, she should think of arguments that correctly 

employ the intuit-ability⇒possibility principle as cogent but not deductively valid.  The 

conclusions of these arguments, then, are open to defeat by other relevant considerations.   

     Accordingly, Bealer’s defense of intuition, at best, gives us reason to consider 

intuitions in our abduction.  That is, his defense gives us reason to consider the dictates of 

the intuit-ability⇒possibility principle along side the dictates of principles of ontological 

parsimony, explanatory comprehensiveness, theoretical simplicity, and so on.  Bealer’s 

defense of intuition, then, does not give us reason to adopt a strict modal epistemology. 

     Even if his reasoning had supported a strict modal epistemology, moreover, it would 

not have explained how that epistemology fits with modal realism.  Nor would it have 

achieved the lesser task of showing that a strict modal epistemology fits with modal 

realism (in some way or other).  For, Bealer’s defense of intuitions as evidence is 

compatible with modal mentalism.  Since we have independent reasons to worry about 

the fit between a strict modal epistemology and modal realism, had he succeeded in 

defending a strict modal epistemology, one could have taken his success as support for 

modal mentalism rather than as support for strict modal realism. 

     Given these concerns, Bealer’s explanation of why intuitions are evidence does not 

explain how a strict modal epistemology suits with modal realism. 
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1.2 Concepts 

The preceding is not so much a critique of Bealer, as an explication.  For, Bealer admits 

that that explanation of why intuitions are evidence does not explain why intuitions bear 

a modal tie to the truth.  He explains why intuitions bear a modal tie to the truth, instead, 

with his account of concept possession.  Perhaps his account of concept possession, then, 

will explain how a strict modal epistemology befits modal realism. 

     Bealer’s account of concept possession distinguishes nominal from determinate 

concept possession.  Nominal concept possession for a given concept requires only 

bearing “natural propositional attitudes toward propositions that have that concept as a 

constituent” (2002, 102).  One who believes that elms are trees, for example, nominally 

possesses the concept ELM, even if she cannot distinguish elms from beeches.  

Determinate concept possession requires nominal concept possession of a restricted sort.  

Specifically, a subject determinately possesses a concept just in case “(i) the subject at 

least nominally possesses the concept and (ii) the subject does not do this with 

misunderstanding or incomplete understanding or merely by virtue of satisfying our 

attribution practices or in any other such manner” (102).39  

     Bealer illustrates determinate concept possession with an example.  Suppose that a 

woman, let us call her ‘Jenny’, introduces ‘multigon’ through use.  Although Jenny calls 

many five or more sided polygons ‘multigon’, she has not considered whether triangles 

and rectangles are multigons.  When the question arises, provided that Jenny possesses 

                                                
39 Here Bealer appeals to Burge’s (1979) account of misunderstanding a concept—when there are 

errors in the concept—or having an incomplete concept—when  there are gaps in the concept. 
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MULTIGON determinately and that she is in good cognitive conditions, she will intuit 

that triangles/rectangles either are or are not multigons.  And, importantly, whichever she 

intuits, she will be right.  Bealer explains why: 

Suppose that the property of being a multigon is either the property of being a 

closed, straight-sided plane figure or being a closed, straight-sided plane figure 

with five or more sides . . . Then, intuitively, when the woman entertains the 

question, she would have an intuition that it is possible for a triangle or a 

rectangle to be a multigon if and only if being a multigon = being a closed, 

straight-sided plane figure.  Alternatively, she would have an intuition that it is 

not possible for a triangle or a rectangle to be a multigon if and only if being a 

multigon = being a closed, straight-sided plane figure with five or more sides.  

That is, the woman would have truth-tracking intuitions.  If she did not, the right 

thing to say would be that either the woman does not really understand one or 

more of the concepts involved, or her cognitive conditions are not really good. 

(105) 

 
     This example is supposed to reveal why intuition bears a modally reliable tie to the 

truth.  A rhetorical question captures the basic idea.   Since the concept MULTIGON is 

Jenny’s, is her own, is it not clear that the she would be right, whichever way she goes?  

One who claims that Jenny is wrong, it seems, would be making the egocentric mistake 

of supposing that the concept that Jenny expresses with ‘multigon’ is the same concept 

that he expresses with ‘multigon’.  Accordingly, Bealer concludes, Jenny’s intuitions 

must track the truth. 

     There are two ways to think of this account.  On the one hand, we can think that the 

world includes only one relevant property, that the world includes either but not both of 

being a closed, straight-sided plane figure and the more restrictive being a closed, 
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straight-sided plane figure with five or more sides.  On the other hand, we can think that 

the world includes two relevant properties, that the world includes both being a closed, 

straight-sided plane figure and the more restrictive being a closed, straight-sided plane 

figure with five or more sides.  If Bealer thinks of the world as including only one 

relevant property, then his account is highly implausible.  If he thinks of the world as 

including both properties, then his account cannot explain how a strict modal 

epistemology befits modal realism.  Either way, his account does not achieve the goal 

that we have set before it.  Let us consider these options in more detail. 

     First, suppose that there is only one relevant property—say, being a closed, straight-

sided plane figure with five or more sides.  If this is right, then the claim that Jenny 

“would have an intuition that it is not possible for a triangle or a rectangle to be a 

multigon if and only if being a multigon = being a closed, straight-sided plane figure with 

five or more sides” becomes dubious.  Presumably, which intuition Jenny has will depend 

on how she has been thinking of multigons.  If she has been thinking of them as having 

five or more sides, then she goes one way.  If she has been thinking of them as having 

three or more sides, then she goes another.  If there is only one relevant property, 

however, unless we have independent reason to think that she has been thinking of that 

property, then we have no reason to think that her intuition will get things right.  So, 

unless we have independent reason to think that her concept reflects the relevant 

property, then we have no reason to think that her intuitions track truth.  The point here is 

not that there cannot be independent reason to think that MULTIGON picks out the 

relevant property—picks out being a closed, straight-sided plane figure with five or more 
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sides as opposed to being a closed, straight-sided plane figure.  The point is, rather, that 

Bealer’s account of concept possession does not provide that reason.  Accordingly, unless 

we suppose that both properties are real, Bealer’s account of concept possession does not 

explain why intuitions are truth-tracking. 

     The basic point can be put another way.  If only one concept gets things right, one 

wonders how Jenny comes to have that concept, as opposed to the other.  Simply 

idealizing our cognitive conditions does not help.  For, idealizing cognitive conditions 

explains, at most, how we notice all entailments among concepts that we already have; 

idealizing cognitive conditions does not explain how we acquire new concepts.  That is, 

idealizing cognitive conditions does not explain how we acquire those concepts such that 

any entailments among them give us the knowledge that we allegedly have. 

     Second, suppose that there are two relevant properties.  That is, both being a closed, 

straight-sided plane figure and being a closed, straight-sided plane figure with five or 

more sides are real properties.  Given this supposition (and the background suppositions 

that Jenny has a determinate concept and is in good cognitive conditions), Jenny’s 

intuition trivially tracks the truth.  The tracking is trivial because, whichever concept she 

has, an appropriate property exists.  So, given these suppositions, Bealer’s account 

explains why intuitions track truth. 

     This version of Bealer’s account implies that for every determinate concept, there is a 

real property.  Is this implication plausible?  Take any famous example of a contrived 

property, such as being grue.  If there is a real property for every determinate concept, 

then either we cannot form a determinate concept of being grue or being grue is a real 
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property (is just as ontologically good as being green).  Plausibly, however, we can form 

a determinate concept of being grue but being grue is not a real property (is not as 

ontologically good as being green)—more on these shortly.  Accordingly, there is not a 

real property for every determinate concept, and thus, this version of Bealer’s account 

fails. 

     Bealer can respond in either of two ways.  First, he can insist that we cannot form a 

determinate concept of being grue.  Second, he can insist that being grue is as 

ontologically good as being green.  Let us consider these responses in turn. 

     If Bealer insists that we cannot form a determinate concept of being grue, then he 

must explain why we cannot.  In order to explain why one cannot form a determinate 

concept of some alleged property, one likely would need to say something about the 

conditions under which concepts pick out real properties and how we acquire such 

concepts.  Since Bealer’s account of concept possession, which is what is under scrutiny, 

is supposed to do roughly that, we should not expect to find more of relevance in his 

account.40 

     Bealer, then, must allow that being grue is a real property, is as ontologically good as 

being green.  More generally, he must allow that any alleged property is as good as 

another; he must allow that all properties, however seemingly contrived, are ontologically 

equal—although perhaps not pragmatically or psychologically equal.   

                                                
40 Minimally, if whatever we can think is a property, and if what we can think is not constrained 

by the world—on pain  of circularity—then properties become rather unimportant as far as 

knowledge of the world goes. 
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     Intuitively, this seems wrong.  If we are thinking of properties as real and mind-

independent, then it seems odd to insist that whatever we can group in thought 

corresponds to a real, mind-independent grouping.  There seems to be a genuine 

distinction between that which is grouped merely by us and that which is grouped in 

nature.  This distinction seems to match something like the mere-concept/real-property 

distinction.  Rampant liberality about properties also violates the plausible view that real, 

mind-independent properties are those which figure into natural laws—unless, of course, 

one is wildly liberal about natural laws as well. 

     Considering the mind-body problem focuses this concern.  Physicalists think that all 

mental properties, including phenomenal properties, are physical.  Many dualists think 

that phenomenal properties are non-physical.  This disagreement seems to be a genuine 

metaphysical dispute.  Now consider the following assessment of this debate.  Jenny is 

correct whether her concept MULTIGON picks out the property of the triangle before her 

such that that the triangle is multigon or such that it is not a multigon.  For, the triangle 

has both properties.  By analogy, one addressing the mind-body problem is correct 

whether his concept picks out the property of the phenomenal experience before him such 

that it is physical or such that it is not physical.  For, the phenomenal experience has both 

modal properties. 

     This result seems deeply wrong.  Either the experience has a property such that it is 

physical or it does not.  It does not have both sorts of modal property.  His experience is 

not both necessitated by physical properties and not necessitated by physical properties, 

depending on how we conceive of it.  One who accepts that there is a property for every 
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concept, however, cannot block this conclusion—at least, not without offering an entirely 

new account of concept possession, and thus, an entirely new explanation of why 

intuitions track truth. 

     One might be tempted to respond that a concept of phenomenal properties on which 

they are necessitated by physical properties is a bad concept.  This response, however, 

simply denies the liberality about properties that we are momentarily supposing, and thus, 

requires some independent account of how concepts come to reflect properties. 

     Perhaps, despite these concerns, we should be radically liberal about properties.  One 

should note that, if we are, then Bealer’s account may explain why a strict modal 

epistemology fits with modal realism.  Roughly, since we can access our concepts 

through a priori intuition, and there is a real, mind-independent property for every 

concept, it is trivial that intuition teaches us about properties, including modal properties.  

Problem solved. 

     The issue, then, is whether there is a real, mind-independent property for every 

concept.  Although this issue requires more attention than can be given here, some 

reasons have been offered to think that there is not a real, mind-independent property for 

every concept.  Let us conclude by noting that certain features of Bealer’s account 

suggest that he does not think of all properties as ontologically equal.   

     What in Bealer’s account suggests that he thinks of properties as restricted?  Bealer 

(2002) claims that Carnap would be wrong if his concept of water suggested that water 

has its superficial features necessarily but its chemical structure contingently.  Carnap 
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would be wrong, thinks Bealer, because the right concept of water includes the following 

conditional: if there is a deep compositional structure, then water is that structure.   

     What makes this conditional part of the right concept of water?  One might be tempted 

to answer that relevant superficial features (clarity, potability, liquidity) are not unified in 

the right way, and thus, do not correspond to a real, mind-independent property, or, at 

least, they do not correspond to a property that is as ontologically good as H2O.  Bealer, 

of course, cannot answer thusly.  For, at this point in the dialectic, he must accept both 

that there is a real, mind-independent property for every determinate concept and that we 

can form the relevant determinate concept.  Bealer must hold, then, that there are equally 

good real, mind-independent properties to be picked out by a concept of water qua clear, 

potable liquid and a concept of water qua H2O.  But now one wonders why Bealer thinks 

that Carnap is wrong and Putnam is right.  It seems that he should think, instead, that 

Carnap and Putnam have different concepts of water, which may often (perhaps always) 

pick out the same stuff in this world. 

     Bealer might respond that Carnap must be using the same concept as Putnam because 

he learned the concept from others who possessed the Putnam-like version.  Even if the 

etiology matters, this response is contentious.  For, it is not at all clear what sort of 

concept of water Carnap’s teachers had.  To simply suppose that they had Putnam’s 

concept would be supposing too much.   

     Whatever Bealer thinks about property liberality, his account of concept possession 

does not explain the fit between modal realism and a strict modal epistemology unless it 

invokes a radical liberality about properties, which is independently implausible . 
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2. Peacocke 

Peacocke thinks that we can know modal truths.  He seems to reject modal mentalism, 

claiming that he will develop a “treatment [of modality] which does not regard statements 

of necessity or contingency as being made true by the mental states they express, or by 

any form of convention” (1999, 119).  He also seems to retain a strict modal 

epistemology, claiming that, for any given modal truth, we know a priori certain 

“principles which make the modal truth hold” (162).  Accordingly, he seems to endorse 

strict modal realism. 

     We have suggested that this position is unstable because its modal ontology and 

epistemology are ill-suited to one another.  Peacocke insists, however, that his account 

“does not buy the objectivity it claims at the price of postulating an inaccessible reality 

which determines the truth values of modal statements” (119).  Accordingly, when 

Peacocke claims to take on the Integration Challenge for modality, we can think of him 

as explicitly addressing the Integration Challenge as confronted by strict modal realism. 

     How does Peacocke address the challenge?  Quite roughly, he maintains the 

following.  We know certain principles of possibility implicitly and a priori, just as we 

know certain grammatical principles implicitly and a priori.  These principles of 

possibility make modal claims true (or false), just as grammatical principles make 

sentences grammatical (or not).  So, we can know a priori which modal claims are true 

(and false), just as we can know a priori which sentences are grammatical (and not).  

Thus, he writes: 
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What makes a set of sentences, or propositions, or thoughts into a genuine 

possibility?  The model of implicitly known principles, as I would develop it for 

the modal case, claims that there is a set of principles, ‘principles of possibility’, 

which any set of sentences, thoughts, or propositions must satisfy if it is to 

represent a genuine possibility . . . If these principles of possibility are a priori, 

and they succeed, in combination with non-modal truths, in fixing modal truth, 

then we would have an explanation of why modal truth has . . . a fundamentally a 

priori character. (49-50) 

 
     Although Peacocke’s account has many merits, despite its stated goal, it does not 

solve the Integration Challenge as faced by strict modal realism.  What follows explains 

the failure.  The explanation takes for granted two claims that Peacocke requires; (i) we 

know the principles of possibility a priori, whatever they may be; (ii) these principles are 

true. 

     The principles of possibility could be principles in either of two ways.  First, they 

could be principles describing phenomena that hold mind-independently.  Principles that 

describe the interactions among electrons and protons fall into this group, presuming that 

electrons and protons are mind-independent phenomena.  Second, the principles of 

possibility could be principles which describe phenomena that hold only mind-

dependently.  Principles that describe grammar fall into this group, presuming that 

grammar is mind-dependent phenomena. 

     Suppose, on the one hand, that the principles of possibility are principles of the first 

sort—they describe mind-independent phenomena, mind-independent necessities and 

contingencies.  One now wonders how we come to know these principles.  We come to 

know principles of physics though sensory experience that is generated by causal contact 
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with the phenomena that they describe—plus, perhaps, various abductive inferences.  

Peacocke grants, however, the Humean point that “there is no impression from which the 

idea of metaphysical necessity could be derived” because “[when] the word ‘of’ bears a 

partially causal sense, an impression—something impressed by the way the world is—

cannot be of metaphysical necessity” (121).  Accordingly, we cannot come to know the 

principles of possibility in the same way that we come to know the principles of physics. 

     How, then, do we come to know the principles of possibility?  Peacocke does not 

explain.  Perhaps his analogy with grammar is suggestive.  We come to know 

grammatical principles by discovering and systematizing our grammatical intuitions 

about sentences.  Perhaps, by analogy, we come to know the principles of possibility by 

discovering and systematizing intuitions about counterfactual situations.  The explanation 

of our knowledge of grammatical principles is effective, however, only because we 

suppose that the principles themselves inhere is us, and thus, these principles can 

generate our grammatical intuitions.  But we are supposing that the principles of 

possibility do not inhere in us and, given Humean concerns, do not cause our modal 

intuitions.  So, the analogy with grammar cannot help to explain how we come to know 

the principles of possibility. 

     Accordingly, if the principles of possibility are mind-independent, then Peacocke 

cannot explain our knowledge of them as analogous to our knowledge of principles of 

physics or grammar.  In fact, Peacocke does not explain, in any acceptable way, how we 

come to know these principles qua mind-independent principles.  That is, he does not 
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explain our knowledge of the principles of possibility without appealing to the sort of 

spectacular modal epistemology that he abhors. 

     Suppose, on the other hand, that the principles of possibility are principles of the 

second sort—they describe mind-dependent phenomena, mind-dependent necessities and 

contingencies.41  One now can explain our access to these principles.  Roughly, the 

described phenomena do not need to impinge on our sensory apparatus because the 

principles are already in us.  One now wonders, however, why we should think of these 

principles as describing mind-independent phenomena.  Since, on this supposition, the 

principles are mental principles, which “make [any given] modal truth hold”, it seems 

most natural to think of necessity and contingency as mind-dependent phenomena (162). 

     Rosen (2002) raises a loosely related concern.  Peacocke insists that we should reject 

Lewisian concretism about possible worlds because it renders modality “radically 

inaccessible” (3).  Rosen suggests that Peacocke cannot explain our access to his 

principles of possibility, which inhere in ersatz possible worlds (Peacocke’s 

assignments), any more easily than the Lewisian concretist can explain our access to 

causally disconnected concrete possible worlds.  For, Peacocke’s possible worlds are 

built from Fregean senses and “[d]enizens of the third realm are no more detectable than 

possibilia” (641).  Rosen continues:  

On Peacocke’s own account modal knowledge amounts to knowledge of 

assignments: set-theoretic constructions from a basis that includes Fregean 

                                                
41 In fact, although Peacocke would object adamantly, I think that his account can be thought of 

as a particularly sophisticated version of strict modal mentalism or constructivism. 
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senses. And we are no more likely to spot one of these in the latest tracings from 

CERN than we are to spot a nonactual talking yak à la Lewis. (641) 

 
     Rosen’s goal is not to suggest that Peacocke’s account cannot explain modal 

knowledge.  For, Rosen is not moved by the Integration Challenge for modality.  Rosen 

aims, instead, to show that one who is moved by this challenge should not accept 

Peacocke’s solution to it.  So, since we are taking the Integration Challenge seriously, 

Rosen’s concerns provide good reason to be dubious about Peacocke’s account.   

     Peacocke (2002b) responds that ersatz possible worlds differ from concrete possible 

worlds such that we can access the former more easily.  Although he argues effectively 

that ersatz and concrete possible worlds differ, his account of why the difference matters 

remains obscure.  He seems to argue as follows: we cannot have knowledge of types 

unless we have knowledge of abstracta; we have knowledge of types; so, we have 

knowledge of abstracta.  Even if sound, this argument does not explain how we access 

abstracta; it merely shows that we do.  Accordingly, it does not satisfy Rosen’s concern.    

     Peacocke might respond to these worries in any of a few ways.  Three ways attempt, 

in vain, to retain strict modal realism.  Another way shifts to strict modal mentalism or 

constructivism.  A final way shifts towards abductive modal realism. 

     First, he could respond that the principles of possibility should be taken at face value 

and they, perhaps unlike grammatical principles, purport to describe mind-independent 

phenomena.  This response does not explain the fit between a strict modal epistemology 

and modal realism, but rather, simply insists that we should hope for a fit.  Accordingly, 

this response would not satisfy our present concerns. 
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     Second, Peacocke could insist that his account explains the objectivity of modality, 

which is all that is really required.  Explaining modality’s objectivity, however, would 

not, in and of itself, satisfy any of our reasons for preferring modal realism.  Although 

explaining this objectivity would explain why we all carve reality in the same way, it 

would do so by appealing to similarities among us, not by appealing to relevant 

similarities in the world; accordingly, merely explaining modality’s objectivity would not 

preserve real, mind-independent kinds, properties, or objects.  Similarly, merely 

demonstrating such objectivity does not save the mind-body problem and does not satisfy 

our intuitive modal semantics. 

     Third, Peacocke could relocate the principles of possibility in us, and then be liberal 

about properties such that, by accurately describing something in us, the principles of 

possibility are ensured to accurately describe something in the world.  This response 

could be developed along the lines of the claim that there is a property for every concept.  

This response, then, would suffer problems that are analogous to those that threaten that 

claim. 

     Fourth, Peacocke could think of his approach as a specification of strict modal 

mentalism or constructivism.  Although this response gives up on modal realism, it can 

retain the objectivity that Peacocke values.  In fact, were Peacocke to make this move, his 

would be among the most developed views of either sort.42 

                                                
42 That said, as Peacocke admits, his approach confronts various technical problems.  See, for 

example, Williamson (2002), Wright (2002), and Peacocke (2002b). 
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     Fifth, Peacocke could think of his epistemology as abductive.  He already shifts away 

from an ordinary strict modal epistemology when he offers a modal epistemology that 

involves principles of possibility, rather than a single principle.  If he were willing to 

expand his rather short list of principles, allow that these principles provide a good but 

not infallible guide to modality, and allow relevant a posteriori truths a greater role, then 

he could make this move.  However, since he insists that the principles of possibility 

make modal claims true, as opposed to merely reveal modal truth, it seems unlikely that 

this would be his favored option. 

3. Conclusion 

Neither Bealer nor Peacocke adequately explain the fit between a strict modal 

epistemology and modal realism.  Although either may be able to explain the fit by 

claiming that there is a property for every concept, that claim invites various concerns.  

Although this review only addresses these two authors, it should suggest the sort of 

troubles that confront any attempt to fit a strict modal epistemology with modal realism.  

We can suppose, then, that the fit between a strict modal epistemology and modal realism 

cannot be explained adequately.   

     Having set constructivism aside and accepted the desirability of modal realism, one 

has two main options.  First, she can reconsider an experiential modal epistemology.  

Second, she can explore the novel, abductive modal epistemology that chapter 3, §3 

proposed.  Chapters 5 and 6 respectively pursue these options. 
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5 

________________________________________________________ 

SENSORY EXPERIENCE AND MODALITY 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 claims that sensory experience cannot ground justified modal beliefs.  This 

chapter briefly defends that claim by developing Hume’s famous claim that “when we 

look about us towards external objects . . . we are never able . . . to discover any power or 

necessary connection” (1748/1961, 351).  A simple argument supports this idea: 

(1) Either some modal property causally affects sensory experience or sensory 

experience cannot ground beliefs about modal properties. 

(2) No modal property causally affects sensory experience. 
________________ 

(3) Sensory experience cannot ground beliefs about modal properties. 

 
     Plausibly, visual experience grounds beliefs about surface reflectance properties 

precisely because surface reflectance properties play a causal role in producing (some) 

visual experiences (or because we have reason to believe as much).  Contra-positively, if 

surface reflectance properties never played a causal role in producing visual experiences 

(and we had reason to believe as much), then visual experiences would not ground beliefs 
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about them.  This suggests a general principle: for any class of properties P, if no member 

of P causally affects sensory experience and we have reason to believe as much, then 

sensory experience cannot ground beliefs about P. 

     Do modal properties causally affect sensory experience?  Many think of modal 

properties as existing in virtue of cross-world relations, where the worlds may be 

concrete (cf. Lewis, 1986) or ersatz (cf. cf. Roy, 1995).  Modal properties, then, exist 

across multiple possible worlds.43  Concrete possible worlds are, by definition, causally 

isolated from one another.  Ersatz possible worlds are abstracta, which cannot cause 

anything.  So, every modal property has at least one place that is causally isolated from 

us.  Therefore, no modal property causally affects sensory experience. 

     One might object that possible worlds are merely a tool for thinking about modality.  

Accordingly, modal properties can be wholly instantiated here, and thus, they can 

causally affect us.  One might respond to this objection by insisting that it is not at all 

clear how modal properties could be wholly instantiated here—by asking rhetorically, 

along with Sidelle, “What, in what is merely actual, could make it the case that some 

things are necessary, while others are merely contingent?” (1989, 1).  A preferable 

response notes that it is not at all clear how modal properties would causally affect us 

even if they are wholly instantiated here.  At the very least, until someone explains how 

modal properties causally affect us, we have reason to maintain that they do not. 

                                                
43 One who prefers to talk of ‘the modal status of propositions’ could reinterpret this claim as 

holding that propositions have their modal status in virtue of possible worlds. 
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     Since modal properties (and their instances) do not causally affect sensory experience 

and sensory experience can ground beliefs about modal properties only if they causally 

affect us, we can conclude that sensory experience cannot ground such beliefs. 

     An advocate of an experiential modal epistemology might object as follows.  Sensory 

experiences would have been different if modal properties had been different, and thus, 

sensory experience reveals modal properties—whether or not modal properties are 

causally efficacious (and, one might claim, they are since sensory experiences would 

have been different if different modal claims had been true).  Suppose that water is 

necessarily H2O, for example.  Had water been necessarily XYZ, we would have had 

different sensory experiences.  So, sensory experience can reveal modal properties. 

     Chapter 2 suggests that a modal epistemology should distinguish between mere 

nomological invariance and metaphysical necessity.  Accordingly, demonstrating that 

sensory experience does what a modal epistemology should do requires not only 

establishing conditionals such as ‘had water been necessarily XYZ, we would have had 

different sensory experiences’, but also, establishing conditionals such as ‘had water been 

merely contingently H2O, we would have had different sensory experiences’.  For, unless 

conditionals of the latter sort are both true and revealed by sensory experience, sensory 

experience does not allow us to distinguish mere nomological invariance from 

metaphysical necessity, does not do what a modal epistemology should do.  A simple 

consideration suggests, however, that sensory experience does not reveal conditionals of 

the latter sort, at least not in any meaningful way. 
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     Suppose that we have no reason to believe such conditionals except the trivial reason 

that they have impossible antecedents.  An advocate of an experiential modal 

epistemology must hold, therefore, that sensory experience reveals that the antecedents of 

such conditionals are impossible.  She must hold, for example, that sensory experience 

reveals that ‘had water been contingently H2O’ expresses an impossibility.  The only way 

that sensory experience could reveal as much would be by revealing the truth of the 

original conditional (‘had water been contingently H2O, we would have had different 

sensory experiences’).  So, defending the truth of the conditional requires presupposing 

its truth (in order to defend the claim that the conditional’s antecedent is impossible). 

     More importantly, once we set aside the antecedents’ impossibility, these conditionals 

are surely false.  For, it seems right too say that our sensory experiences would be the 

same whether water is necessarily or merely contingently H2O.  Adding the metaphysical 

necessity to the nomological invariance just does not seem to change anything that would 

affect sensory experience. Put another way, even if we simply presuppose that the 

conditional’s attendants are impossible, we have no reason to believe that sensory 

experiences would change with modal properties in a relevantly meaningful way. 

     Accordingly, sensory experience cannot distinguish mere nomological invariance 

from metaphysical necessity, and thus, an experiential modal epistemology cannot do 

what a good modal epistemology should do. 

1. Sensation and the Necessary A Posteriori 

Even if one cannot explain how sensory experience plays a central role in grounding 

justified modal beliefs, she may insist that sensory experience plays such a role.  The 
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argument would run as follows.  To oversimplify significantly, we first justify the belief 

that H2O composes water by looking at samples of watery stuff.  Accordingly, sensory 

experience grounds this belief.  This belief plays a central role in justifying the belief that 

water is necessarily H2O.  So, sensory experience plays a central role in grounding the 

belief that water is necessarily H2O.  The belief that water is necessarily H2O is a modal 

belief.  So, sensory experience plays a central role in grounding a justified modal belief.  

More generally, the existence of necessary a posteriori truths proves that sensory 

experience plays a central role in grounding some justified modal beliefs. 

     Before responding to this argument, one should note that its importance may outstrip 

its conclusion that sensory experience plays a central role in grounding some modal 

beliefs.  For, according to Sidelle, this conclusion revitalized modal realism.  Sidelle 

supposes that modal realism was largely dismissed from Locke until Kripke.  He thinks 

that Kripke’s discovery of necessary a posteriori truths, however, revitalized modal 

realism by showing that sensory experience plays a central role in grounding some modal 

beliefs.44 

     Why would showing that sensory experience plays a central role in grounding some 

modal beliefs revitalize modal realism?  A simple argument supports this move: 

(1) Sensory experience plays a central role in grounding some justified modal 

beliefs, and thus, some such beliefs are not grounded a priori. 

(2) Any belief that is not grounded a priori is about mind-independent reality. 
                                                
44 Kripke may not have been the first to identify necessary a posteriori truths.  Since this is not 

foremost a historical essay and Kripke’s work is among the work that brought them to popular 

attention, there is no harm in thinking of him as their discoverer.  
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____________ 

(3) Some necessary truths are about mind-independent reality. 

     The existence of knowable necessary a posteriori truths supposedly establishes the 

first premise.  The second premise is intuitively plausible because, in order to learn a 

truth that cannot be known a priori, we “need to look at the world”, and whenever we 

need to look at the world in order to learn a truth, we have reason to think that we are 

learning about the world when we learn that truth (Sidelle, 29).  After all, if we were 

learning only about ourselves, our own ways of thinking, conceiving, speaking, or 

believing, then we would not need to look at the world.  We learn which properties of 

gold are essential, for example, “by studying gold and not by reflection on the word 

‘gold’.  So it is straightforward to think that what we have learned is that a certain stuff in 

the world has, quite independently of any of our thoughts on the matter, or our concepts, 

the modal property of [necessarily] having atomic number 79” (29).45 

     We can reinforce this idea with another example.  Consider a typical case of sensory 

experience grounding a belief.  Kareem’s (veridical) visual experiences of Ervin lead him 

to believe that Ervin is 6’9” tall.  This belief, it seems, does not merely reveal something 

about Kareem’s way of conceiving of the world; rather, it reveals something about Ervin, 

the man himself.  It seems that this belief is justifiably about mind-independent reality, 

moreover, precisely because sensory experience grounds it.  More generally, if sensory 

experience grounds a belief, then we have prima facie reason to think that the belief is 

about mind-independent reality. 

                                                
45 Sidelle is not agreeing with this assessment, but rather, explaining his opponents move. 
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     Accordingly, with Kripke’s discovery of necessary a posteriori truths, 

essentialism, and the broader understanding of necessity as a real-world quantity 

that needs to be discovered, have become not merely reputable doctrines but 

indeed plausible ones.  Thus, even outside of discussions about necessity [e.g. in 

philosophy of mind], we now find philosophers making apparently unabashed 

uses of such notions as ‘metaphysical necessity’, ‘essence’, and ‘nature’, all of 

which seem directed to pick out real—and indeed quite deep—features of mind-

independent reality. (Sidelle, x) 

   
     If the discovery of the necessary a posteriori revitalized realism, moreover, then we 

can understand the subsequent resurgence of modal arguments against physicalism.  Prior 

to the Kripke, metaphysicians could ignore the physicalism/dualism debate by tacitly 

assuming some version of modal mentalism, which would allow them to assume that 

relevant arguments reveal, at best, something about how we conceive of the physical and 

phenomenal.  Accordingly, while epistemologists and psychologists might have been 

interested in such arguments, wondering why we conceive of the physical and 

phenomenal as separable, metaphysicians need not have been.  If modal arguments can 

reveal something about a “real-world quantity”, however, metaphysicians should not 

ignore them. 

     Accordingly, in the three decades following the 1972 publication of Naming and 

Necessity, interest in modal arguments against physicalism exploded, receiving perhaps 

more attention than any time since empiricism took hold in the mid 18th century.  

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Kripke’s own semantic argument against physicalism, 

which is a modal argument, received increasing attention.  Throughout the 1980s and 
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1990s Jackson’s so-called ‘knowledge argument’, also a modal argument, received 

significant attention (e.g. works collected in Ludlow, Nagasawa, and Stoljar, 2004).46  In 

the mid-late 1990s, with Kripke’s work firmly embedded in many philosophers’ minds, 

with a generation of metaphysicians having been imbued with Kripke, Chalmers’ zombie 

argument received overwhelming attention (e.g. among many others, Kirk, 1990; 

Stalnaker, 2002). 

     This is not to suggest that these arguments received attention only for historical 

reasons.  Chalmers’ The Conscious Mind, Jackson’s “Epiphenomenal Qualia”, and 

Kripke’s semantic argument are all particularly clear and compelling.  Nevertheless, this 

resurgent interest may have occurred, in part, because, for the first time since before the 

Enlightenment, many philosophers began to more self-consciously think of modality as 

mind-independent phenomena.  Accordingly, for the first time in a long time, dualist 

conclusions became metaphysically interesting. 

     Given this history, the claim that sensory experience plays a central role in grounding 

some justified modal beliefs is doubly important.  First, this claim could reinvigorate the 

sort of experiential modal epistemology that was set aside in chapter 2 and rejected in §1 

of this chapter.  Second, this claim could explain why so many accept modal realism even 

though they have not identified a befitting epistemology.  For, this claim suggests that we 

can form justified beliefs about mind-independent necessities and possibilities.  With this 

                                                
46 On its face, the knowledge argument may not look like a modal argument.  In responding to 

Churchland (1985), however, Jackson (1986) notes that the issue is not whether Mary will know 

what its like to see red, but rather, whether she must.  The issue for Jackson, then, is whether the 

physical necessitate the phenomenal. 
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importance in mind, let us return to the argument for the conclusion that sensory 

experience plays a central role in grounding some justified modal beliefs.  In rough 

summary, that argument holds that discovering necessary a posteriori truths requires 

having certain sensory experiences, and thus, sensory experience plays a central role in 

grounding some modal beliefs. 

     Although this argument has some intuitive force, a standard account of the necessary a 

posteriori inspires a response.  Sidelle offers an expression of this account that is 

particularly relevant to present purposes.  Although Sidelle frames his account as an 

account of how language works, what follows frames it as an account of how concepts 

and beliefs work.  Accordingly, where Sidelle discusses predicates, the analytic, and the 

synthetic, what follows more often discusses concepts, the a priori, and the a posteriori.  

Nothing turns on this alteration.47 

     The existence of necessary a posteriori truths undermines traditional 

conventionalism, which holds “that all necessary truths are analytic and a priori” (xi).  

Traditional conventionalism, however, is not the only possible variety.  For, although 

conventionalism, by definition, holds that “necessity is grounded in our conventions”, it 

does not require that all necessary truths are entirely a priori (xi).  Accordingly, the 

conventionalist can accept the existence of necessary a posteriori truths provided that she 

can show how conventions give rise to them. 

     How can conventions give rise to necessary a posteriori truths?  Everyone agrees that 

facts that are true independent of our conventions play an important role in necessary a 

                                                
47 As a historical point, Coppock (1984) offers an account that resembles Sidelle’s. 
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posteriori truths; for, if these actual facts differ, so does what is necessary.  If XYZ 

actually composes water, for example, then water is not necessarily H2O.  Accordingly, it 

is reasonable to think that “[w]hat is claimed to be a necessary a posteriori attribute is so 

because it is the actual value of a parameter such that whatever takes that value is 

necessary” (32). 

     More specifically, we can abstract away from any specific necessary a posteriori 

statement to “a statement form with a blank and constraint upon how that blank is to be 

filled in . . . such that however it gets filled in, the resulting statement expresses a 

necessary truth” (32).  For example, we can abstract away from ‘Water is necessarily 

H2O’ to “‘Water is [necessarily] _____ (deep explanatory feature)’” (32).  The content of 

the parentheses offers the constraint that we use to decide how to fill in the blank.  This 

statement, then, directs us to fill in the blank with water’s deep explanatory feature, 

whatever that may be. 

     How do we discover such constraints?  We arrive at these constraints via something 

like the following method.  We first imagine various scenarios.48  We then imagine 

situations that are counterfactual on the supposition that each imagined scenario is actual.  

We then decide what we would say about these scenarios and situations.  What we would 

say reveals the constraint. 

                                                
48 To reiterate (chapter 1, §1.2), a scenario can be thought of as “a maximally specific epistemic 

possibility” (Chalmers, 2002b, 610).  Accordingly, even if water is necessarily H2O, since we 

cannot know this a priori, the thought ‘some other chemical composes water’ is epistemically 

possible, and thus, some scenario verifies this thought.  For more, see Chalmers (2002a, 2002b).  

Other relevant appeals to epistemic possibility include Kripke (1972) and Putnam (1975). 
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     An example clarifies this idea.  How do we choose ‘deep explanatory feature’ rather 

than ‘macro-functional properties’ as the constraint for water?  We imagine a scenario S, 

in which XYZ composes watery stuff.  We then suppose S to be the actual world.49  With 

this supposition in place, we consider situations that are counterfactual from S, such as a 

situation in which XYZ is black and tarry rather than clear, potable, and liquid.  We note 

that we would say that XYZ and only XYZ is water in both S and the situations that are 

counterfactual from S.  We conclude, therefore, that water has its macro-functional 

properties contingently but that it has its chemical structure necessarily.  More broadly, 

we conclude that the blank should be filled in with water’s actual deep explanatory 

feature, whatever that may be. 

     This method of identifying the constraint is entirely a priori.  It does not require 

looking at the world.  Of course, we look at the world to find water’s actual deep 

explanatory feature.  But we do so only after we have decided through a priori reasoning 

alone to fill in the blank with water’s deep explanatory feature rather than its macro-

functional properties. 

     We arrive at necessary a posteriori truths, then, in two steps.  First, we employ a 

priori reasoning to identify a statement from with a blank and a constraint, such as 

‘Water is necessarily _____ (deep explanatory feature)’.   Second, we look at the world to 

                                                
49 Advocates of the necessary a posteriori accept that this world is epistemically possible; they 

accept that “[f]or every necessary a posteriori truth, there will be epistemically possible situations 

in which, since the actual facts in those situations are different, what is necessary is different” 

(Sidelle, 32).  After all, “it is part and parcel of the necessary a posteriori that the negations of 

such truths be epistemically possible” (30). 
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discover what meets the constraint.  In this case, since water’s being composed of H2O 

explains its other properties, we conclude that H2O is water’s deep explanatory feature.  

We therefore fill in the blank with ‘H2O’, and thus, conclude that water is necessarily 

H2O. 

     What in this method moves us from the contingent to the necessary?  What in this 

method moves us from ‘H2O composes water’ to ‘water is necessarily H2O’?  The 

necessity is introduced based on our a priori assessment of scenarios and situations that 

are counterfactual from them.  If we were inclined to assess these worlds differently, we 

would introduce a different constraint or even no constraint at all.  If we were inclined to 

hold that, in any counterfactual situation, whatever is clear, potable, and drinkable is 

water, then we would conclude that ‘Water is necessarily _____ (macro-functional 

properties)’.  If there were no unity to what we were inclined to call ‘water’ in these 

counterfactual situations, then we would conclude that water has no necessary properties. 

     As suggested, this sort of account of necessary a posteriori truths is not peculiar to 

Sidelle.  Consider, for example, Bealer’s account of necessary a posterior truths 

involving natural kinds.  Bealer thinks that in virtue of possessing certain concepts, we 

know a priori conditionals.  For, example, in virtue of possessing natural kind concepts 

such as WATER, we know the following:  

(1) if all and only samples of [kind] S in our acquaintance are samples of some 

purely compositional stuff, then S is that purely compositional stuff; (2) if there is 

no purely compositional stuff and, instead, all and only instances of S in our 

acquaintance are instances of some too complicated impure compositional stuff 

(akin to the impure compositional stuff jade), then S is that impure compositional 
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stuff; (3) if there is no such pure or impure compositional stuff and if, instead, all 

and only instances of S in our acquaintance are instances of some not unwieldy 

macroscopic stuff, then S is that macroscopic stuff; and so forth. (109)     

 
For Bealer, these conditionals imbue a posteriori necessities with their necessity; 

empirical discoveries merely confirm one or another conditional’s antecedent. 

     Kripke seems to accept something like this picture when, for example, he notes that, 

even before the discovery of chemical theory, we were talking about that stuff (H2O) 

when we talked about water, or when he notes that, as a matter of fact, since our chemical 

theory might be mistaken, water might be XYZ, and thus, water might be necessarily 

XYZ.  More generally, any advocate of a strict modal epistemology must offer a 

relevantly similar explanation.  For, if she gives sensory experience too central a role, 

then her modal epistemology is no longer strict. 

     A priori assessment, then, puts the necessity in the necessary a posteriori, as it were.  

Accordingly, this necessity does not originate in sensory experience.  It is introduced, 

instead, through something like abstract principles that need not be discovered through 

sensory experience, principles that are discoverable a priori, principles that we discover 

by reflecting on the way we think, talk, and conceive.  This suggests that sensory 

experience does not play so central role in grounding beliefs in a posteriori necessities 

qua modal beliefs.  Accordingly, we can reject (1), the premise that sensory experience 

plays a central role in grounding some justified modal beliefs, and thus, some such beliefs 

are not grounded a priori.  Along with (1), we can reject the Kripke-inspired support for 

modal realism. 
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1.1 Objections 

One might object to Sidelle’s account of the necessary a posteriori by appealing to 

Quine’s (1951) famous arguments against the analytic/synthetic distinction.  Specifically, 

one might argue that Quine’s arguments reveal that all claims are synthetic and a 

posteriori, including claims like water is necessarily ______ (deep explanatory feature).  

I am inclined to respond that Quine’s arguments do not undermine the a priori/a 

posteriori distinction.  This issue, however, is too complex to address adequately here.  

We can address this objection, nevertheless, through two dialectical points. 

     First, most who accept that Quine’s arguments undermine the a priori/a posteriori 

distinction follow Quine (for roughly empiricist reasons) in denying the 

necessary/contingent distinction.  Accordingly, they will not be so concerned about these 

issues.  Second, plausibly, one who rejects the a priori/a posteriori distinction but retains 

the necessary/contingent distinction should be moved toward an abductive modal 

epistemology anyway. 

2. Taking Stock 

Chapter 4 concludes that, since modal realism fits poorly with a strict modal 

epistemology, one who wishes to retain modal realism—i.e. to satisfy (D1)—should 

consider an experiential or an abductive modal epistemology.  This chapter rejects 

experiential modal epistemologies, which require that we find modality in sensory 

experience.  Accordingly, given the desire to preserve modal realism, the alternative 

approach that chapter 3 suggests, abductive modal realism, merits serious consideration.  

The next chapter explores that approach. 
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ABDUCTION AND MODALITY 

 

 

  

 

  

The preceding chapters suggest that extant approaches to modality either abandon a 

desirably realist semantics and ontology or adopt an epistemology that sits uneasily with 

such realisms.  Accordingly, alternative approaches merit consideration.  Chapter 3 

briefly introduces an alternative, abductive modal realism.  This approach combines a 

realist modal semantics and ontology with an abductive modal epistemology, according 

to which abduction grounds some and any justified belief about mind-independent 

necessity or possibility.  Prima facie this approach seems to suit modal realism in a way 

that the most viable alternative, strict modal realism, do not. 

     This chapter explores abductive modal realism more carefully.  §1, which comprises 

the bulk of the chapter, focuses on the epistemology itself, suggesting that abduction 

allows us to choose among competing modal claims.  §2 then suggests that an abductive 

modal epistemology suits modal realism better than does a strict modal epistemology.  

Finally, §3 offers a brief conclusion. 
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1. Abductive Modal Epistemology 

One can make a case that an abductive modal epistemology allows us to choose among 

competing modal claims in various ways.  One way would offer a full demonstration, 

would actually decide among competing claims by performing a complete abduction.  

Chapter 7 takes this path.  Another way would show that some of the principles that 

underlie abduction, such as principles of ontological parsimony and explanatory 

comprehensiveness, favor some modal claims over others.  Since abduction is just a 

matter of balancing the dictates of these principles, one would thereby demonstrate that 

abduction also favors some modal claims over others—at least, provided that the 

principles can be balanced.  This chapter takes the second path, showing that some of the 

principles underlying abduction favor some modal claims over others. 

     Before pursuing this path, however, some general points about abduction and the 

nature of explanation require attention.  Accordingly, this section proceeds as follows.  

§1.1 reviews the nature of ordinary, non-modal cases of abduction.  §1.2 introduces 

abduction in modality, addressing some basic issues.  §1.3 then demonstrates that some 

of the principles underlying abduction favor some modal claims over others.  §1.4 

summarizes the preceding reasoning.  Finally, §1.5 responds to objections, in progress 

exploring a few examples, thereby further clarifying the nature of an abductive modal 

epistemology.  

1.1 Ordinary Abduction 

In caricature, any abduction can be thought of as consisting of four steps: first, identify 

some phenomenon that requires explanation; second, gather relevant evidence; third, 
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generate theories that would explain the phenomenon given that evidence; fourth, choose 

the theory that best explains the phenomenon.  Accordingly, we can think of abduction as 

involving four elements: (i) the phenomenon to be explained (i.e. the explanandum); (ii) 

the relevant evidence; (iii) the competing theories qua explanations (i.e. the explanans); 

(iv) the ranking of theories.  Although these elements are familiar enough, let us briefly 

review each before considering an ordinary example of abduction. 

     Explanandum.  The phenomenon to be explained, the explanandum, can be of 

different types.  One might use abduction to explain why a particular event occurred, to 

explain, for example, why the Big Bang occurred.  One might use abduction to explain 

why a process occurs, to explain, for example, why the universe is expanding.  One might 

use abduction to explain why certain events always follow others, to explain, for 

example, why stocks surge upwards after presidential transitions.  One might use 

abduction to explain why certain properties or objects occur (or never occur) together, to 

explain, for example, why the properties being devious and being president often co-

occur. 

     Evidence.  Relevant evidence includes any evidence that favors one explanation of the 

explanandum over another.  Evidence can favor a theory in several ways.  Most 

obviously, for any evidence e and theories T and T*, if only T* implies ¬e (perhaps in 

conjunction with other independently plausible claims), then e favors T.  Suppose, for 

example, that the stock market invariably surges after presidential elections.  An 

economist theorizes that the surge results from expectations of better economic policy.  A 

sociologist theorizes that the surge results from investing that was withheld in fear of a 
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failed transition.  Polls showing that people rarely believe that presidents affect economic 

policy would contradict the economist’s theory but cohere with the sociologist’s theory, 

and thus, would favor the latter. 

     Evidence also favors a theory that implies it.  That is, for any evidence e and theories 

T and T*, if only T implies e (perhaps in conjunction with other widely accepted claims), 

then e favors T over T*.  Suppose that an economic law holds that people invest more as 

soon as they expect future improvements in economic policy. Given this law, evidence 

that people invest more immediately after election—even before a successful presidential 

transition—would favor the economist’s theory over the sociologist’s.  For, only the 

economist’s theory (in conjunction with the economic law) implies this evidence.  

Although evidence can bear on a theory in other ways, this sort of consistency and 

implication will be our focus. 

     Explanans.  A theory is a set of claims (i.e. assertoric statements).  Quite roughly, 

claims explain a phenomenon by showing why that phenomenon is as it is.  A theory can 

explain why an event occurs, for example, by subsuming it under a law.  Accordingly, a 

doctor can explain why Lindsay catches a cold by theorizing that she was exposed to a 

virus and that such exposure yields a high probability of catching a cold.  One can see 

that the doctor’s theory explains the phenomenon in an intuitive sense of ‘explain’ by 

noting that the theory should satisfy a parent who asks, “Why did my daughter catch a 

cold?”  (Of course, the theory is only satisfactory for parents who understand the claims 

that comprise the theory—i.e. the explanans.) 
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     Putnam (1973) explains why mental and functional states co-occur in a different way.  

He theorizes that mental and functional states co-occur because they are identical.  One 

can see that this theory explains the phenomenon (i.e. the co-occurrence) in an intuitive 

sense of ‘explains’ by noting that the theory should satisfy a questioner who asks why a 

certain mental and functional state co-occur—that is, the theory should satisfy a 

questioner who accepts the identity.  Accordingly, one who accepts the identity should 

not pursue her question further.  She should not say, “I understand that pain and this 

functional state are one, but why do they co-occur?” We will see below that modal claims 

explain phenomena in a similar way.50 

     The ranking.  Several factors determine the ranking of the theories.  One factor should 

be clear already: explanations that imply or cohere with more relevant evidence are 

better.  Harman (1965) suggests that explanations are also better to the extent that they 

are simpler, more intuitively plausible, and less ad hoc (1965, 89).  Although more will 

be said about each principle, the basic idea is simple.  A simpler, intuitively plausible, 

less ad hoc, more comprehensive explanation of a phenomenon is better than a more 

complex, intuitively implausible, ad hoc, narrower explanation of the same phenomenon. 

     An example further elucidates the elements of abduction.  Detectives often use 

abduction when solving crimes.  A detective first identifies some phenomenon that 

requires explanation, such as money missing from a safe.  She then gathers relevant 

evidence, noting when the money was last seen, when it was discovered to be missing, 

                                                
50 Of course, one may wonder why we think of the states as distinct given that they are not.  But 

this is not a demand for explanation of the co-occurrence. 
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that some fabric is stuck on a screw on the safe, that those who had access to the safe 

have this or that demeanor, and so on.  The detective then generates theories that would 

explain the missing money given other evidence.  The competing theories might be that 

the manager, the teller, or the guard stole the money.  The detective then endorses 

whichever theory best explains the missing money given the relevant evidence.  Perhaps 

the manager was out of town and the security guard was with friends between when the 

money was last seen and discovered missing.  Perhaps the teller’s alibi is shaky, the 

fabric on the screw matched his torn sweater, and he acted exceedingly nervous when 

interrogated.  So, the detective concludes that the teller stole the money. 

     We can think of this abduction as follows.  The missing money is the primary 

explanandum.  This explanandum counts as primary because the detective’s primary goal 

is to explain it.  Had the inquiry begun with the teller’s wife wondering why his sweater 

was torn, the sweater’s being torn would have provided the primary explanandum—and, 

has she followed that inquiry to the limit, it may have led her to conclude that her 

husband committed murder.  The relevant bits of evidence provide secondary 

explananda.  This evidence counts as explananda because it loosely constrains and 

guides the detective’s explanation of the missing money.  After all, an explanation of the 

missing money that entirely ignored the torn sweater, the fabric on the safe, the alibis, 

and the interviews would be dubious.  These explananda count as secondary, 

nevertheless, because, although they are relevant, the detective’s primary goal is not 

explaining them.  Accordingly, the detective seeks to explain the primary explanandum in 

a way that respects the secondary explananda, all while abiding the principles that 
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underlie abduction (e.g. simplicity, intuitive plausibility, etc.).  When the detective 

concludes that the teller stole the money, she explains the primary explanandum, the 

missing money, while respecting the secondary explananda, such as the fabric.  Her 

explanation achieves these goals without violating other inductive principles.  She does 

not appeal, for example, to an elaborate set-up by the manager and his secret twin brother 

who created his alibi by traveling as his twin, which would violate inter alia a principle 

of ontological parsimony. 

     Of course, matters are often more complex.  The manager may have the sweater with 

the missing fabric but have a better alibi than the teller.  The guard may act most guilty 

when interrogated but have been out of town when the money went missing.  In such 

cases, the detective does the best she can.  She may count the fabric as implicating the 

manager but weigh it lightly since she often interacts with the safe while wearing that 

sweater.  The detective may count the manager’s alibi as evidence that he is innocent but 

entertain the extraordinary hypothesis that he has a twin brother . . . And so on.   

     With this rough characterization of abduction in place, let us turn to its use in modal 

inquiry. 

1.2 Introduction to Abduction and Modality 

Any modal inquiry begins with a modal question, a question that asks whether such-and-

such is necessary, merely contingent, or neither.  Philosophy abounds with such 

questions.  Is pleasure necessarily good?  Are objects necessarily perceived?  Am I 

necessarily my body?  A modal epistemology explains how we should go about 

answering modal questions such that our answers are justified. 
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     A strict modal epistemology holds that we should answer modal questions by 

employing an a priori rule, such as a conceivability⇒possibility rule.  If one can 

conceive (in a suitably restricted way) of surviving her body, for example, then she 

should conclude that she is, at best, contingently her body.  An experiential modal 

epistemology holds that sensory experience reveals relevant answers.  If one can find 

pleasure without goodness in sensory experience, for example, then she should conclude 

that pleasure is not even contingently good.  An abductive modal epistemology differs 

radically, holding that we should prefer whichever theory best explains some central 

phenomenon. 

     We can understand this epistemology better if we think of each modal question as 

identifying a phenomenon that requires explanation, a primary explanandum, and each 

responsive theory as providing an explanation, the explanans.  The question “Am I 

necessarily my body?” identifies the invariant co-occurrence of one and her body as 

primary explanandum.  The theory that a person and her body are metaphysically linked 

seeks to explain this co-occurrence, as does the theory that a person and her body are 

merely contingently connected.  (How these theories explain this phenomenon will be 

addressed below.)  According to an abductive modal epistemology, one should endorse 

whichever theory best explains the co-occurrence. 

     An example develops this sketch.  A philosopher begins with a phenomenon that 

requires explanation, such as the repeated co-occurrence of (what appear to be) two 

properties, say being water and being H2O.  Because she begins with this phenomenon, it 

is the primary explanandum in this case.  She then gathers evidence that is relevant to this 
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phenomenon, such as those properties of water and H2O that might be rendered more or 

less difficult to explain depending on which modal thesis she endorses.  Because this 

evidence is thought to be relevant because it relates to the primary explananda, it is 

secondary in this case.51  For water, such properties might include melting and boiling 

points, expanding when frozen, solvency, and heat capacity.  For H2O, they might include 

being a dipole.  Armed with the primary explanandum (the co-occurrence) and the 

secondary explananda (the significant properties of water and H2O), the philosopher 

generates theories.  These include, (i) being H2O metaphysically necessitates being water 

and (ii) being H2O merely nomologically necessitates being water.  The philosopher then 

chooses the theory that best explains the evidence.52 

                                                
51 Had the philosopher began with a different question, the primary explanandum given this 

question would have been secondary and one of the secondary explanandum given this question 

would have been central.  One who begins her inquiry by asking why ice melts above 0˚ Celsius, 

for example, would begin with a different primary explanandum and would take the invariant co-

occurrence of water and H2O as, at best, a secondary explanandum.  Of course, she may arrive at 

the same modal conclusion nevertheless.  But she may not.  One might worry, then, that we will 

reach different modal conclusions depending on which modal question initiates the inquiry.  Even 

if this is right, it does not threaten an abductive modal epistemology.  It simply suggests that we 

must weight each explanandum appropriately, whichever question initiates our inquiry.  Put 

another way, it suggests that questions with modal answers should be answered together, with 

conflicts resolved through abduction.  The primary/secondary distinction therefore may break 

down in the limit—recall that the detective’s inquiry into the murder may converge with the 

teller’s wife’s inquiry into her husband’s torn sweater.  The distinction, nevertheless, has practical 

advantage. 
52 In keeping with previous chapters, this discussion focuses on modal properties, as opposed to 

the modal status of claims (assertoric sentences or propositions).  This exploration, nevertheless, 

should reveal how one would decide whether a given claim is necessary or contingent. 
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     Let us momentarily suppose that each theory explains the primary explanandum taken 

alone.  We therefore should consider the secondary explananda.  If water has the property 

being dipolar, then one would expect it to melt and boil as it does, to expand when 

frozen, and so on.  Accordingly, a theory that allows water to (as it were) inherit being 

dipolar from H2O would explain much of the relevant evidence.  A theory that does not 

allow this inheritance likely would explain less.  So, if the mere-nomological-

necessitation theory does not allow this inheritance but the metaphysical-necessitation 

theory does, then we have reason to prefer the latter.  So, just as the detective accuses the 

teller on the ground that given other relevant evidence the teller’s guilt best explains the 

missing money, the philosopher may endorse the metaphysical-necessitation theory on 

the ground that given the secondary explananda that theory best explains the co-

occurrence of being H2O and being water. 

     This example supposes that each theory explains the primary explanandum.  In what 

sense of ‘explain’ does appealing to nomological or metaphysical necessitation explain 

anything?  Each explains the co-occurrence of being H2O and being water in roughly the 

Putnamian way.  To reiterate, Putnam holds that positing an identity explains properties’ 

co-occurrence by removing any need for further exploration of the source of the co-

occurrence, which clearly would be fruitless given that the properties are identical.  

Accordingly, for any properties p and q, once one accepts that p just is q, she should not 

ask why they co-occur. 

     The same holds for both nomological and metaphysical necessitation.  Consider 

nomological necessitation.  For any properties p and q, if p merely nomologically 
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necessitates q, then a law of nature ensures that p necessitates q.  One who acknowledges 

this law of nature should not continue asking why p and q co-occur.  Such persistence 

would be a mistake, would reveal a misunderstanding of laws of nature.  (Of course, one 

can ask why a law of nature obtains.  This query, however, would ask why properties co-

occur in the way that they do, rather than simply why they co-occur.)  The same holds, 

mutatis mutandis, for metaphysical necessitation. 

     To see this point, note that appealing to a law of nature or metaphysical necessitation 

is not refusing to explain.  When asked why physical and phenomenal properties co-

occur, McGinn (1989) responds that we cannot know.  Chalmers (1996) responds, 

instead, by describing a law of nature that binds consciousness to underlying functional 

states.  These responses differ importantly: Chalmers explains where McGinn refuses.  If 

this is right, if McGinn and Chalmers responses are explanatorily different, then 

appealing to nomological or metaphysical necessitation explains why properties co-occur. 

     With this sketch in place, the next section develops the suggestion that abduction 

allows us to choose among competing modal claims. 

1.3 The Underlying Principles 

Modal claims compete when one holds that thus-and-such is necessary and the other 

holds that thus-and-such is contingent.  Accordingly, the claim that property p 

metaphysically necessitates property q competes with the claim that p merely 

nomologically necessitates q.  Quite often, when deciding between these claims, one also 

considers the stronger theory that p and q are identical.  This theory is stronger because it 

implies not only that p necessitates q but also that q necessitates p (cf. Kripke, 1972).  
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Accordingly, once we set aside the possibility that p and q actually deviate, when 

considering the modal relation between (what appear to be) two properties (or objects), 

three theories are generally on offer: 

(i) p is identical with q. 

(ii) p merely metaphysically necessitates q.  

(iii) p merely nomologically necessitates q.53 

     These theses appear, for example, in discussions of the mind-body problem.  Identity 

physicalism, a version of (i), holds that phenomenal properties are identical with certain 

physical properties.  Supervenience physicalism, a version of (ii), holds that certain 

physical properties metaphysically necessitate phenomenal properties but not vice versa.  

Naturalistic dualism, a version of (iii), holds that those physical properties merely 

nomologically necessitate phenomenal properties. 

     One can generate parallel theses, moreover, when discussing any pair of properties or 

objects.  Consider, for example, water and H2O.  The relevant theses would hold that 

water just is H2O, that H2O merely metaphysically necessitates water, and that H2O 

merely nomologically necessitates water.  Consider also the well-worn example of 

cordates (i.e. creatures with a heart) and renates (i.e. creatures with a kidney).  The 

relevant theses would hold that cordates just are renates, that one merely metaphysically 

necessitates the other, and that the two are merely bound by a law of nature. 

                                                
53 One property merely metaphysically necessitates another if that property metaphysically 

necessitates but is not identical with the other.  One property merely nomologically necessitates 

the other if that that property nomologically but not metaphysically necessitates the other.  
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     How does abduction allow us to choose among such claims?  Chapter 3 (§3.1) noted 

that Harman thinks of abduction as a conglomeration of more basic inductive principles, 

where ‘inductive’ is construed broadly to include any legitimate form of non-

demonstrative reasoning.  Although we now are thinking of abduction as a reasoning 

process, this process consists of balancing these principles’ dictates.  Accordingly, 

provided that at least some of these principles favor certain modal claims over others (and 

that nothing peculiar to modality prohibits the balancing), abduction allows us to choose 

among competing modal claims. 

     The following subsections suggest that at least two such principles, principles of 

ontological parsimony and explanatory comprehensiveness, favor some modal claims 

over others. 

1.3.1 Parsimony 

In order to discover which theory a principle of parsimony favors, we must choose a 

principle of parsimony.  Quite roughly, parsimony holds that ceteris paribus entities 

should not multiplied beyond necessity, that ceteris paribus we should accept the 

existence of only as many objects and properties (i.e. things) as we must in order to 

account for all that needs accounting.  It is standard practice to formulate these claims as 

a principle by which one chooses between theories.  This principle holds that ceteris 

paribus we should prefer parsimonious theories.  This rough statement requires two 

specifications. 

     First, the normativity (‘we should prefer parsimonious theories’) could be epistemic or 

methodological, suggesting that we should prefer parsimonious theories either because 
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they are more likely to be true or because they have pragmatic advantages.  We are 

interested in what one can learn about mind-independent necessities and possibilities as 

such, not merely which ways of theorizing are most useful.  Accordingly, we are 

employing the epistemic reading.  Given this epistemic reading, the principle can be put 

as follows: ceteris paribus if theory T differs from theory T* only in that T is more 

parsimonious than T*, then we are more justified in believing T. 

     Second, it is not clear what it means for one theory to be more parsimonious than 

another.  Our first statement holds that to be parsimonious is to avoid “multiplying 

entities beyond necessity”.  In order to clarify this statement, we must identify the 

relevant sorts of entities and offer a rough account of what is it to accept an entity’s 

existence. 

     Distinguishing quantitative from qualitative parsimony helps us to identify the 

relevant sorts of entities.  On the one hand, to be quantitatively parsimonious is to appeal 

to fewer individual things.  For example, one is being quantitatively parsimonious if she 

insists that ceteris paribus she should prefer solipsism to commonsense realism on the 

ground that solipsism appeals to only one individual (i.e. herself) whereas commonsense 

realism appeals to many individuals (e.g. many people).  On the other hand, to be 

qualitatively parsimonious is to appeal to fewer kinds of things.  For example, one is 

being qualitatively parsimonious if she insists that ceteris paribus she should prefer string 

theory to the standard model (i.e. standard particle physics) on the ground that string 

theory appeals to only two kinds (i.e. strings and their vibrations) whereas the standard 

model appeals to fifteen kinds (i.e. quarks, leptons, gluons, etc.). 
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     As is standard, we will adopt a principle of qualitative parsimony.  Accordingly, we 

can restate parsimony as follows: ceteris paribus if theory T differs from theory T* only 

in that T appeals to fewer kinds of things than T*, then we are more justified in believing 

T. 

     What is it to accept the existence of a kind of entity?  As Baker (2004) notes, this 

notion is “standardly cashed out in terms of Quine’s concept of ontological commitment”, 

according to which a “theory, T, is ontologically committed to Fs if and only if T entails 

that Fs exist”.54  But even this standard statement requires refinement.  Let us suppose 

that the kind water is identical with the kind H2O.  So, any theory that entails that H2O 

exists trivially entails that water exists.  Surely, nevertheless, a theory that entails that 

water exists in this trivial way is more ontologically parsimonious than a theory that non-

trivially entails that water exists; for, the latter theory appeals to two independent kinds 

where the former theory appeals to one.  Our principle of parsimony should reflect this 

difference. 

     Accounting for these considerations, we reach the following statement of parsimony: 

Parsimony: for any theories T and T*, ceteris paribus if T differs from T* only in 

that T* (non-trivially) entails that Fs exist but T does not, then we are more 

justified in believing T. 

     Given that Parsimony governs ontological commitments, it is clearly a principle of 

ontological parsimony rather than a principle of theoretical parsimony—where the latter 

                                                
54 Baker’s article does not have page numbers; so page numbers are not given with quotations.  
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governs the elegance of theories and can be cashed out in terms of syntactic simplicity.  

We can proceed with this fairly standard specification of the principle of parsimony. 

     Does Parsimony favor any of (i)-(iii) over another?  Consider the following instances 

of (i)-(iii): 

(i*) Being H2O is identical with being water. 

(ii*) Being H2O merely metaphysically necessitates being water. 

(iii*) Being H2O merely nomologically necessitates being water. 

     The first theory holds that being H2O and being water are identical.  The third theory 

holds that these properties are wholly distinct.  So, where the third appeals to two kinds 

of properties, the first appeals to one.  Intuitively, then, the first is more parsimonious.  

Parsimony captures this intuitive difference: Parsimony holds that if T differs from T* 

only in that T* (non-trivially) entails that Fs exist but T does not, then we are more 

justified in believing T; accordingly, since (i*) only trivially entails that being water 

exists but (iii*) non-trivially entails the same, Parsimony favors (i*) over (iii*). 

     What about (ii*), the theory that being H2O merely metaphysically necessitates being 

water?  Prima facie one might think that (ii*) is no more parsimonious than (iii*).  For, 

one might think, each holds that being H2O and being water are distinct.  However, 

whereas (iii*) implies that these properties are wholly distinct, (ii*) does not.  For, only 

(ii*) holds that being water is made up from being H2O.  Put another way, if being H2O 

does not metaphysically necessitate being water, then being water is something more 

than being H2O, in some deep and important sense of ‘something more than’, but if being 

H2O metaphysically necessitates being water, then being water is nothing more than 
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being H2O, in a complimentary sense of ‘nothing more than’.  Accordingly, the mere-

natural-necessitation theory adds more to the universe, and thus, is less parsimonious. 

     What are these deep and important senses of ‘something more than’ and ‘nothing 

more than’?  In what sense of ‘nothing more than’ is being water nothing more than 

being H2O if the latter merely metaphysically necessitates the former?  We can get a 

sense of the idea that this phrase expresses by considering an example.  Chris’ Toyota 

and Keri’s Honda realize the property being a car differently.  Accordingly, the property 

being a car cannot be identified with any (non-disjunctive) physical state type.  Clearly, 

however, in some deep and important sense of ‘nothing more than’, being a car is 

nothing more than certain physical properties.  To insist that the instantiation of being a 

car adds important, deep mystery to the world would be odd. 

     Lewis’ specification of metaphysical supervenience reinforces this way of thinking. 

Metaphysical supervenience and metaphysical necessitation are intimately linked: 

property p metaphysically supervenes on property q just in case q metaphysically 

necessitates p.  Accordingly, claims about supervenience transfer readily to necessitation.  

He writes: 

A dot-matrix picture has global properties—it is symmetrical, it is cluttered, and 

whatnot—and yet all there is to the picture is dots and non-dots at each point of 

the matrix. The global properties are nothing but patterns in the dots. They 

supervene: no two pictures could differ in their global properties without 

differing, somewhere, in whether there is or there isn’t a dot (1986, p. 14). 

 
     Lewis claims that supervenient properties are nothing but subvenient properties.  The 

locution “nothing but”, like his locution “all there is”, evokes ‘nothing more than’, 
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suggesting that Lewis thinks of supervenient properties as made up from relevant 

subvenient properties, as not wholly distinct from those subvenient properties.  

Intuitively, for any properties p and q, holding that p is nothing but q, that p is made up 

from q, that p is not wholly distinct from q, is more parsimonious than holding that p is 

something more than q, that p is not made up from q, that p is wholly distinct from q.  

Accordingly, given Lewis’ way of thinking about metaphysical necessitation, holding 

that one property metaphysically necessitates another is more parsimonious than holding 

that one property merely nomologically necessitates the other.  Given Lewis’ way of 

thinking, then, a plausible principle of parsimony favors the claim that being H2O 

metaphysically necessitates being water over the claim that being H2O merely 

nomologically necessitates being water—i.e. favors (ii*) over (iii*).55 

     A principle of parsimony should reflect the sense of ‘nothing more than’, of ‘nothing 

but’, in which metaphysically necessitated properties are nothing more than, are nothing 

but, are made up from, the objects or properties that necessitate them.  One can read 

Parsimony as doing as much if she thinks that, where metaphysical necessitation is 

involved, subvenient properties trivially entail supervenient properties.  Since 

necessitated properties are nothing but subvenient properties (i.e. their base), this reading 

has some intuitive appeal. 

     Some, however, may wish to reserve the label ‘trivial’ for identity or, at least, for 

conceptually grounded entailments.  Let us accept this reservation.  We therefore should 

supplement Parsimony to capture the above concerns.  The following supplementation is 

                                                
55 Chapter 7 (§2) considers objections to this way of thinking.   
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adequate for our purposes.  Suppose that theories T and T* both imply that Fs and Gs 

exist—where Fs ≠ Gs.  The theories differ, however, as follows: whereas T* includes 

both Fs and Gs as basic postulates, T includes Fs as a basic postulate but holds that Fs 

metaphysically necessitate Gs.  Accordingly, T holds that Fs are nothing more than Gs 

but T* does not.  Given this difference, T is more parsimonious than T*.  Accordingly, 

one could formulate the principle of parsimony to hold that: 

Parsimony’: for any theories T and T*, ceteris paribus if T differs from T* only in 

that (a) T* (non-trivially) entails that Fs exist but T does not or (b) T* includes Fs 

as basic postulates but T does not, then we are more justified in believing T. 

     Although one can raise various objections to Parsimony’, the above considerations 

suggest that some reasonable principle of parsimony will favor theories maintaining that 

Fs are nothing but Gs to theories maintaining that Fs are something more than Gs.  

Accordingly, however one specifies such a principle, it will provide reason to prefer 

metaphysical to mere nomological necessitation—i.e. to prefer instances of (ii) to 

instances of (iii).  Some such principle, then, provides reason to conclude, among much 

else, that water is necessarily H2O, cordates are necessarily renates (provided that every 

cordate is actually a renate), and bachelors are necessarily unmarried males. 

     More generally, we can conclude that some reasonable principle of parsimony favors 

some modal claims over others, and thus, abduction favors some modal claims over 

others.  Even if one worries about the details of the above example or worries that 

parsimony will lead to too many misguided modal claims, provided that she accepts this 

more general conclusion, this subsection has accomplished its goal. 
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     Before turning to explanatory comprehensiveness, however, let me say a few words 

about phrases like ‘nothing more than’ and ‘nothing but’.  One might find the idea that 

one property is nothing but (yet not identical with) another to be mysterious.  I do not.  

Nor, it seems, did Lewis.  Although one can attempt to cash out these phrases by 

appealing to inter alia part-whole relations and constitution, a fairly fundamental divide 

may separate those who find such phrases to be mysterious from those who find them to 

be intuitively appealing.  Accordingly, persuading one person that these phrases mark a 

real phenomenon may be as difficult as persuading another that they do not. 

     An independent consideration, nevertheless, tentatively suggests that these phrases 

mark something real.  Chapter 3 (§1.1) provides reasons to accept ontological modal 

realism, according to which mind-independent reality has the resources to make modal 

claims true (or false).  Metaphysical necessitation, then, is a real, mind-independent 

phenomenon.  Let us suppose that the same holds for nomological necessitation.  We can 

ask, then, what makes metaphysical necessitation different from mere nomological 

necessitation? 

     One might respond that a metaphysical necessitation is any nomological necessitation 

that can be known a priori.  Even if we can distinguish these types of necessitation in this 

way, however, this difference in knowability cannot be the ultimate difference between 

them.  Why not?  Since metaphysical and nomological necessitation are mind-

independent phenomena, what distinguishes them is something about the world itself, not 

merely something about how we think about the world.  What can be known a priori is 

an epistemic matter.  The ultimate difference between metaphysical and nomological 
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necessitation, then, cannot be that only one is knowable a priori; for, the ultimate 

difference would then be epistemic, not metaphysical, would be a difference on the side 

of the mind, not a difference on the side of the mind-independent world. 

     A quite different account of what makes metaphysical necessitation different from 

nomological necessitation appeals to the phrases ‘nothing more than’ and ‘nothing but’, 

holding that metaphysical necessitations involve a more intimate relation between the 

related properties.  We can express this intimacy by holding that metaphysically 

necessitated properties are made up from their base, that they are composed of their base, 

that they are nothing more than their base, that they are nothing but their base.  Merely 

nomologically necessitated properties, contrariwise, are wholly distinct from their base.   

     One who rejects this answer adopts a burden.  She must characterize metaphysical 

necessitation in a way that avoids conflating it with nomological necessitation, retains its 

mind-independence, and yet avoids phrases akin to ‘nothing more than’.  In order to 

undermine the present subsection’s broader point, moreover, the alternative 

characterization of metaphysical necessity must be such that, given that characterization, 

no plausible principle of parsimony would favor instances of (ii) over instances of (iii). I 

suspect that previous paragraph’s answer will be more compelling than any such 

alternative. 

1.3.2 Comprehensiveness and Modal Claims 

In order to discover which theory a principle of explanatory comprehensiveness favors, 

we must choose a principle.  Quite roughly, the more a theory explains and coheres with, 

the more comprehensive the theory.  This rough statement suggests two principles: 
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Comprehensiveness-imply: ceteris paribus, for any theories T and T*, if T differs 

from T* only in that T  (perhaps in conjunction with other independently plausible 

claims) implies more apparent facts than T*, then we are more justified in 

believing T. 

Comprehensiveness-cohere: ceteris paribus, for any theories T and T*, if T differs 

from T* only in that T (even in conjunction with other independently plausible 

claims) coheres with more apparent facts than T*, then we are more justified in 

believing T.56 

     Does either principle favor some modal claims over others?  Let us consider the 

former, Comprehensiveness-imply and its bearing on (i*)-(iii*), which, to reiterate, hold 

that (i*) being H2O is identical with being water, that (ii*) being H2O merely 

metaphysically necessitates being water, and that (iii*) being H2O merely nomologically 

necessitates being water.  Does Comprehensiveness-imply favor any of these theories over 

another? 

     Answering this question requires identifying relevant apparent facts, requires 

identifying the secondary explananda.  While introducing this example, §1.2 noted 

several properties of water and H2O that would be relevant to an explanation of their co-

occurrence.  For water, these included melting and boiling points, expanding when 

frozen, solvency, and heat capacity.  For H2O, these included being a dipole.  We can 

                                                
56 Of course, the apparent facts may be weighted.  Perhaps apparent facts receive weight in 

proportion to their relevance and our credence in them.  An adequate principle, then, may, deal in 

weighted sums of apparent facts.  Because this complication does not bear on whether some such 

principle favors some modal claims over others, it will be ignored.  
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think of these properties as indicating apparent facts.  Accordingly, the relevant apparent 

facts include the following: that water melts when above 0° Celsius; that water boils 

when above 100° Celsius; that water expands when frozen; that water is an excellent 

solvent; that water has a very high heat capacity; that H2O is dipolar.  

     Do any of (i*)-(iii*) imply these apparent facts, these secondary explananda?  (iii*), 

the theory that being H2O merely nomologically necessitates being water, does not.  This 

theory holds that being water and being H2O are wholly distinct properties.  Accordingly, 

H2O’s being dipolar, in and of itself, tells us nothing about water. 

     The other theories, however, imply the secondary explananda.  §1.2’s brief discussion 

of this example suggested that, if water inherits being dipolar from H2O, then one would 

except water to melt and boil as it does, to expand when frozen, to be a good solvent, and 

to have an unusually high heat capacity.  That section also suggested that, if being H2O 

metaphysically necessitates being water, then water inherits being dipolar from H2O.   

So, if these considerations are right, then being H2O’s metaphysically necessitating being 

water implies the relevant apparent facts.  The identity and mere-metaphysical 

necessitation theories—(i*) and (ii*)—each insist that being H2O metaphysically 

necessities being water.  So, if the above considerations are right, (i*) and (ii*) each 

imply the relevant apparent facts (i.e. the secondary explananda). 

     Are the above considerations right?  Does water inherit being dipolar in virtue of 

being metaphysically necessitated by being H2O?  For identity, the idea is traditional.  

Just as superman has all of Clark’s properties because he just is Clark, water has all of 

H2O’s properties if water just is H2O.  For metaphysical necessitation, the case is 
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intuitively similar.  If being H2O metaphysically necessitates being water, then water is 

nothing more than, is nothing but, H2O.  Accordingly, if H2O has the property being 

dipolar, so does water.  So, if being H2O metaphysically necessitates being water, then 

any water that is composed of H2O has the property being dipolar. 

     Since (i*) and (ii*) imply the secondary explananda but (iii*) does not, ceteris paribus 

Comprehensiveness-imply favors (i*) and (ii*) over (iii*).  Accordingly, this principle 

favors some modal claims over others. 

1.4 Summary 

The previous subsections do not intend to demonstrate conclusively that abduction favors 

(i*) or (ii*) over (iii*).  For, discovering what abduction favors may require considering 

other underlying principles and then balancing their (perhaps competing) dictates.  The 

previous subsections, instead, seek to show that abduction, in principle, can favor some 

modal claims over others.  Accordingly, although the treatment may be a bit crude, those 

subsections should accomplish their goal, should show that an abductive modal 

epistemology is viable in that it allows us to answer at least some modal questions. 

     We can accentuate this viability by recalling Chapter 2’s (§ 1.2) emphasis on the 

importance of distinguishing metaphysical necessity from mere nomological invariance 

(and metaphysical impossibility from mere non-actualized possibility).  Chapter 2 

suggested that an adequate modal epistemology allows us to distinguish metaphysical 

necessity from mere nomological invariance and, more strongly, that we can characterize 

a modal epistemology by considering how it allows us to do the same.  More strongly 

still, if a modal epistemology allows us to distinguish metaphysical necessity from mere 
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nomological invariance, then that epistemology is viable in that it does what a modal 

epistemology should do.  After all, by distinguishing metaphysical necessity from mere 

nomological invariance, one distinguishes the necessary from the contingent.  Since the 

above discussion reveals that abduction allows us to distinguish metaphysical necessity 

from mere nomological invariance, it shows that an abductive modal epistemology is, 

indeed, viable. 

     Of course, one might want to know more about exactly how one uses abduction to 

draw modal conclusions.  One might want to know, among other things, how different 

inductive principles are weighted and how we choose and weight various secondary 

explananda.  Insofar as these are desires to know more about abduction in general, this 

project need not satisfy them.  For, this project presupposes that abduction works: it 

simply hopes to show that abduction can work as well in modal inquiry as in other 

domains.  Chapter 7, nevertheless, addresses these concerns by using abduction to decide 

between physicalism and dualism.  The next section, moreover, addresses these concerns 

while considering an objection. 

1.5 Objection 

One might object that, although abduction allows us to choose among competing modal 

claims, it leads us to choose poorly.  A simple consideration undermines this objection.  

The objection presupposes an independent standard for assessing our choice of modal 

theories.  The objection, therefore, presupposes some independent way of drawing modal 

conclusions.  All extant alternatives have been rejected.  So, the objection is inherently 

unstable. 
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     This response should satisfy those who are largely sympathetic with the considerations 

that were offered in Chapter 3.  Those who are less sympathetic (and perhaps those who 

are sympathetic but have unshakable modal intuitions), nevertheless, may resist accepting 

any modal epistemology that violates too many modal intuitions.  Even those who are 

largely sympathetic, moreover, may be interested to see which modal questions abduction 

can answer and how it answers them.  Accordingly, this objection, although unstable, 

merits attention for dialectical reasons. 

     A related objection holds that abduction is too often silent, that it suggests no answer 

to too many modal questions.  Given the presentation thus far, one could develop this 

objection as follows.  Abduction accounts, at most, for necessities between co-occurring 

properties.  Many modal questions, however, do not ask about co-occurring properties, at 

least not in any obvious way.  One might wonder, for example, whether light always 

travels at the same speed because of a metaphysical or mere nomological necessity.  This 

modal question does not take property co-occurrence as its primary explanandum.  Since 

abduction does not provide a way to answer such modal questions, it is wildly 

incomplete. 

     Contrary to this objection, given the troubles with extant approaches to modality, any 

silence of abduction does not provide reason to abandon an abductive modal 

epistemology, but rather, provides reason to accept its limitations, perhaps adopting a 

limited modal skepticism, holding that we can form justified modal beliefs only where 

abduction can guide us, which may not include everywhere that we would like to go.  

Again, although adequate, this response may leave the less sympathetic cold and even the 
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sympathetic may want to see where abduction can lead them, and thus, this objection, 

although unstable, merits attention for dialectical reasons.57 

     Exploring an example of each objection suggests that abduction may provide more 

answers and may track intuitions better than one might initially expect.  After exploring 

the examples, a more general discussion suggests that abduction does all the work that a 

modal epistemology should do, including revealing the way in which the speed of light is 

necessary. 

1.5.1 Exclusion Relations 

The following argument exemplifies the objection that abduction is too often silent: 

(1) Some exclusion relations, such as that between being square and being 

circular, are metaphysically necessary. 

(2) Abduction fails to identify some of these relations as such. 
________ 

(3) Abduction is, at best, an incomplete guide to modality. 

     The first premise has great intuitive force.  The claim that nothing is both square and 

circular, for example, captures an exclusion relation that we are inclined to think of as 

metaphysically necessary.  Given only what has been said about abduction so far, the 
                                                
57 An alternative response to these objections supports a mixed approach to modality.  That 

approach mixes abductive modal realism with strict modal mentalism.  The mixture would hold 

that some modal claims are made true by mind-independent modal properties but others are made 

true by the ways that we conceive of the world, and that we should rely on abduction when 

investigating the former but a strict modal epistemology when investigating the latter.  

Developing this response would require providing reasons to think that, in cases where abduction 

seems to be silent or to lead us astray, at least one of the properties identified by the relevant 

modal question is mind-dependent.  The following section briefly considers this option. 
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second premise is also forceful.  Certainly a principle of parsimony does not allow us to 

conclude that an exclusion relation is metaphysically necessary.  Why not?  Exclusion 

relations are relations between wholly distinct properties.  So, the theory that an 

exclusion relation is metaphysically necessary is no more parsimonious than the theory 

that the exclusion relation is merely nomologically necessary; for, each theory appeals to 

the same number of types.  Let us suppose that explanatory comprehensiveness is also 

silent. 

     Principles of parsimony and explanatory comprehensiveness, however, are not the 

only principles that underlie abduction.  Accordingly, the silence of these principles does 

not reveal the silence of abduction.  Rather, when these principles are silent, other 

principles get more weight. 

     Which other principles are relevant?  The objector prefers the metaphysical-

necessitation theory because it is more intuitively appealing than the mere-nomological-

necessitation theory.  Accordingly, she should accept that a principle of intuitive 

plausibility, however specified, favors the former over the latter.  So, since abduction 

includes a principle of intuitive plausibility, abduction may favor the metaphysical 

necessitation theory. 

     The objector might complain that this appeal to intuitive plausibility evokes a strict 

modal epistemology.  However, as §2 will suggest, appealing to any principle, even 

intuitive plausibility, as one among many principles, as a principle that provides only 

defeasible reasons, differs significantly from appealing to intuition as the ultimate and 
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indefeasible-reason-providing guide to modality.  Accordingly, the objections leveled 

against strict modal epistemologies do not threaten this limited appeal to intuition. 

     The objector might complain, instead, that one who rejects a strict modal 

epistemology has no right to appeal to intuitive plausibility because, unlike the rationalist, 

she cannot explain why intuition works.  There is, however, a rather simple explanation.  

Intuitions often stem from tacit information processing that would confer justification 

were it conscious.58  Suppose, for example, that the detective investigating the missing 

money did not consciously notice the torn fabric on the teller’s sweater.  Accordingly, 

this information is not available to her for conscious reasoning.  The information, 

nevertheless, may lead to a hunch that the teller stole the money.  The hunch is grounded, 

ultimately, in the (perhaps subconscious) sensory encounter with the torn sweater and the 

subsequent subconscious information processing, which resembles reasoning that would 

confer justification were it conscious.  Similarly, modal intuitions may stem from tacit 

abductions that would confer justification were they conscious.59 

                                                
58 This discussion also provides an explanation of why intuition, imagination, and conceivability 

do as well as they do, even though the rationalist explanation for their success has been rejected.  

Roughly, perhaps imagination does as well as it does because it is cognitively related to tacit 

abductions, which provide the best, albeit incomplete and imperfect, guide to modality. 
59 A common defeater for intuition explains the intuition as resulting from something that has 

little to do with the truth of the relevant theory.  Suppose, for example, that the detective hates the 

teller.  This hatred may account for her hunch, in which case that hunch gets less weight than it 

otherwise would.  The same holds for the modal case.  When we can explain effectively why we 

would have an intuition without appealing to modality, the intuition may receive little weight. 
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     The objector might accept that intuitions often stem from tacit abduction, but remain 

unsatisfied until the relevant tacit abduction has been made explicit.  For, the objector 

might suspect that something like intuition will be involved in the tacit abduction itself, 

in which case one cannot explain its role by appealing to tacit abduction. 

     Currently, my best response to this modified objection is fairly weak.  Sometimes 

making tacit processing explicit is exceedingly difficult.  The detective, no matter how 

hard she tries, may not learn why she believes that the teller is guilty.  She even may 

confabulate a less compelling rationale for this belief than her own tacit information 

processing would provide, were it made explicit.  Accordingly, even if we cannot, as a 

matter of fact, make the relevant tacit abduction explicit, we may have reason to rely on 

intuition on the ground that the relevant information processing would confer justification 

were it transformed into explicit reasoning.  This response, although weak, becomes 

stronger if abduction often matches modal intuition.  For, the claim that tacit abductions 

produce modal intuitions would explain this convergence.60   

     Although the connection between intuition and abduction receives little further 

attention, this is not a resting point for this issue.61  In particular, the claim that intuitions 

                                                
60 One might protest that we could explain a match between abduction and modal intuition by 

holding that modal intuitions produce relevant abductions.  The content of modal intuitions, 

however, is typically a simple claim, like <bachelors are necessarily unmarried> and, although 

such claims may influence how one reasons, they are too barren (in and of themselves) to produce 

abduction’s complexity.  After all, some elements of abduction may conflict with others even 

when modal intuitions are internally coherent. 
61 After all, appealing to this sort of connection between intuition and abduction may have other 

advantages and disadvantages.  One advantage is that this connection provides a fairly simple 
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stem from tacit abductions could be developed.  For the purposes of this project, 

however, one should simply note that modal intuitions (imaginability and conceivability) 

are relevant to abduction, at most, in two ways.  First, whenever we suspect that an 

intuition (imagining or conceiving) stems from tacit abduction, we have reason to use that 

intuition (imagining or conceiving) as a guide; otherwise, we do not.  Second, good 

theories should be able to at least explain away modal intuitions, to explain why we 

would have the intuition that we do given that it is misguided.  Since such explanations 

are fairly easy to come by, this requirement does not heavily burden an abductive modal 

epistemology. 

     Setting aside the example of exclusion relations, when confronted with an apparently 

silent abduction, one has four options.  First, she can appeal to intuition qua element of 

abduction.  Second, she can seek help.  Third, she can adopt a limited modal mentalism.  

Fourth, she can adopt a limited modal skepticism.  Each option merits elaboration. 

                                                                                                                                            
explanation of why many intuitions shift.  In some moods, for example, I intuit that I could have 

been born to different parents, could have grown from a different sperm and egg.  (After all, if my 

son has been fused from a different sperm and egg but was otherwise the very same little boy, 

should I say that it’s not really the same little boy?)  In other moods, I intuit that I could not have 

come from any but the very sperm and egg that made me.  After all, they made me!  I don’t think 

that relevant concepts are shifting from mood to mood, that my cognitive condition is impaired at 

some times and not others—or perhaps is always impaired.  Why, then, do my intuitions shift?  If 

my intuitions result from tacit abductions, then we can explain why they shift: quite simply, 

intuitions shift because different abductive considerations receive more weight in some contexts 

than others, especially when the abduction remains tacit, and thus, outside of one’s rational 

control. 
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     Abduction and intuition.  When confronted with an apparently silent abduction, one 

can draw a modal conclusion on the basis of her intuition qua element of abduction.  This 

appeal to intuition presupposes that a (perhaps permanently) tacit abduction produces the 

intuition.  Insofar as we either can make the relevant abduction explicit or have reason to 

accept an appropriate cognitive link between intuition and tacit abductions, this move is 

defensible.  Insofar as we cannot make the abduction explicit and lack such reason, it is 

not. 

     Seeking help.  Earlier we concluded that being H2O metaphysically necessitates being 

water.  In crude caricature, we reasoned (in part) as follows: water would behave in thus-

and-such a way if it were dipolar; water behaves that way; so, we have reason to believe 

that water is dipolar; if H2O is dipolar and being H2O metaphysically necessitates being 

water, then water is dipolar; H2O is dipolar; so, we have reason to believe that being H2O 

metaphysically necessitates being water. 

     This reasoning process would be closed to anyone who knows nothing of chemistry.  

After all, if one does not know that H2O is dipolar, she cannot accept the fourth premise 

(that H2O is dipolar); likewise, if she does not know what a dipole is, she cannot accept 

the second premise (that water would behave as it does if it were dipolar).  This example, 

therefore, suggests that performing abduction properly sometimes requires fairly detailed 

empirical knowledge of relevant phenomena.  Accordingly, even when abduction seems 

to be silent to one person, it may reveal answers to another. 

     Consider, for example, the modal question, “Could the gravitational constant have 

been different?”  That is, given that the gravitation constant has the value it does, could it 
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have been otherwise?  Perhaps I do not see how abduction answers this question—

although I will suggest below that it does.  Certainly, a principle of ontological parsimony 

is silent; after all, there are not multiple properties involved.  Except for our intuitions, 

moreover, each theory may seem to me to explain and predict exactly the same 

explananda as the other.  My knowledge of physics, however, is fairly limited.  This 

ignorance may prevent me from identifying secondary explananda that would be best 

explained by one (or another) modal theory, and thus, would suggest that the constant is 

(or is not) necessary.  To reiterate, just as my knowledge of dipoles allowed me to see 

something that one who knows no chemistry would miss, another’s knowledge of physics 

might allow her to see something that I miss. 

     Even if I know exactly what another knows, moreover, she may help me.  For, 

someone more facile with abduction might find answers where I do not.  When 

confronted with an apparently silent abduction, then, one can seek help. 

     Limited modal mentalism.  In cases where all signs suggest that abduction is silent 

(except insofar as it includes intuition), one can adopt a limited modal mentalism.  For 

any object or property p, modal mentalism about p holds that only minds have the 

resources to make modal claims about p true (or false)—that something about us (e.g. our 

ways of thinking, talking, or conceiving) makes modal claims about p true (or false).  

Once one adopts modal mentalism about p, she can revert to a domain-restricted strict 

modal epistemology when investigating p.  For, if one is mentalist about p, then reasons 

to doubt that a strict modal epistemology provides a guide to p’s modal nature evaporate.  

Accordingly, she can hold that we can have modal knowledge about p even where 
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abduction is silent—although she must hold that mentality ontologically grounds this 

modal knowledge. 

     Shifting to modal mentalism is more plausible for some phenomena than for others.  

Sometimes when we introduce a single term as shorthand for multiple terms, for 

example, we may have little reason to believe that the phenomenon that our novel term 

addresses is mind-independent, we may have little reason to believe that mind-

independent reality groups things in the way that the term does.  Accordingly, our ways 

of thinking, talking, or conceiving may determine the modal nature of that phenomenon.  

This description may apply to Goodman’s ‘grue’.  Provided that grue is not a natural 

kind, our minds may (ontologically) determine its modal nature, and thus, for all our 

worries about strict modal epistemologies qua-guide-to-mind-independent-reality, a strict 

modal epistemology may provide a guide to the modal nature of grue.  The term 

‘bachelor’ also may be of this sort.  Suppose both that we introduced this term as 

shorthand for ‘unmarried male’ and that unmarried males are not a natural grouping.  

Given these suppositions, bachelor is not a mind-independent kind, and thus, we can 

accept mentalism about bachelors, and thus, we can adopt a strict modal epistemology 

when investigating the modal nature of bachelors. 

     Limited modal skepticism.  In cases where all signs suggest that abduction is silent 

(except insofar as it includes intuition) and where one rejects mentalism about relevant 

phenomena, one can adopt a limited modal skepticism.  For any domain of mind-

independent phenomena, we should expect truth to outstrip ideal justification—not to say 

that it must; just that we should expect as much.  For any domain where truth outstrips 
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ideal justification, we should expect to remain ignorant of some truths in that domain.  

Accordingly, once one accepts that modality is a mind-independent phenomenon, she 

should expect that we, even at our best, cannot know certain modal truths.  Abduction’s 

silences, then, should not embarrass an abductive modal epistemology too much.  

Occasional silence, in fact, suggests its viability. 

     These options for proceeding when confronted with an apparently silent abduction 

divide into two groups.  The former two options (appealing to intuition qua element of 

abduction and appealing to experts) suggest that an apparent silence may be merely 

apparent—either because abduction includes intuition or because abductions that seem to 

be silent prima facie ultimately deliver answers.  One who takes these options for most 

apparent silences can debate the objector’s premise that abduction is often silent.  The 

latter two options (appealing to a limited modal mentalism or skepticism) accept 

abduction’s occasional (perhaps even frequent) silence but emphasize that silence is not 

damning.  One who takes these options for most apparent silences can accept the 

objector’s premise that abduction is often silent but reject her inference from this silence 

to the infeasibility of an abductive modal epistemology. 

     Let us review the dialectic.  The objector worries that abduction is silent for too many 

modal questions.  The most important response to this objection holds that an abductive 

modal epistemology is most viable, even if it leads to a limited modal skepticism (or a 

limited modal mentalism).  A further response holds that abduction may be less silent 

than one might suspect.  After all, abduction includes many principles, including intuitive 

plausibility, and thus, wherever we have intuitions, abduction may well have something 
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to say, as it were—although, of course, abduction and intuition-taken-alone may conflict.  

Moreover, as we work with this modal epistemology and invite expert help, we may 

discover that abduction can lead us to places where we initially thought it could not. 

     Before proceeding, let me offer an analogy that pushes the first line of response.  

Clearly, the blind should not abandon olfaction just because it cannot teach them 

everything that they would like to know about, say, color.  Nor should they rely on vision 

rather than olfaction just because, were they able to see, vision would teach them more 

about the world than olfaction does.  Similarly, we should not abandon abduction just 

because it cannot teach us everything that we would like to know about modality.  Nor 

should we adopt a strict modal epistemology just because, were it workable, it would 

teach us more than abduction can.  Objecting that we should abandon abduction (perhaps 

in favor of a strict modal epistemology) because abduction is too often silent is a bit like 

telling the blind to abandon olfaction (perhaps in favor of vision). 

1.5.2 Cordates and Renates 

A related objection worries that abduction too often gets matters wrong.  Consider, for 

example, the well-worn example of cordates and renates.  Intuition suggests that the 

properties being a cordate and being a renate relate merely contingently.  Any plausible 

principle of parsimony, however, suggests that these properties are not wholly distinct.  

So, intuition and parsimony starkly conflict.  So, unless we have some reason to weight 

intuition more heavily than parsimony, abduction delivers the wrong answer, holding that 

there is a metaphysical necessitation where there is not. 
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     A simple fact threatens this objection.  For at least a few moments, the heart can 

continue to function even after the kidney fails and vice versa.  One whose heart dies 

ceases to be a cordate and one whose kidney dies ceases to be a renate.  Accordingly, 

being a cordate and being a renate are actually separable, even if only briefly.  This 

separability implies that neither property nomologically necessitates the other, which 

implies that neither metaphysically necessitates the other.  Accordingly, the primary 

explanandum and the corresponding modal question disappear—i.e. we no longer have 

reason to ask, “Why do being a cordate and being a renate invariably co-occur?”62 

     The objector might insist, however, that we need not see a heart functioning without a 

kidney (or vice versa) in order to learn that being a cordate and being a renate are 

metaphysically separable.  In a certain way, this is right: we may be able to discover that 

hearts can function without kidneys (and vice versa) without slicing anyone open.  

Perhaps, for example, we can simply model a heart functioning without a kidney.  

Perhaps the model can be mental.  A simple model would include a heart but replace the 

kidney with multiple organs, each of which would perform one kidney-function.  (One 

replacement organ would stimulate red blood cell production.  Another would regulate 

blood pressure.  Another would ensure that blood has the right concentration of acids and 

bases.  And so on.)  The rest of the creature would resemble some extant creature as 

closely as possible.  Assembling this model would produce a cordate that was not a 

                                                
62 One could object that hearts disconnected from living kidneys are not really hearts.  Once one 

raises this objection, however, the claim that the properties being a cordate and being a renate are 

metaphysically separable becomes far less plausible. 
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renate.63  Simply mentally generating this model, moreover, demonstrates that cordates 

need not have been (and need not be) renates—at least, provided that we have reason to 

believe that the mental model could be built into a real creature.  What gives us reason to 

believe that a given model could be built?  Presumably, we would use the ordinary 

methods of modelers, which surely are closer to abduction than to what a strict modal 

epistemology has to offer. 

     The objector might insist, however, that even mental modeling is unnecessary, that 

intuition, unguided by abduction, forces the conclusion that cordates need not have been 

renates.  The response here should be predictable: intuitions do not ground modal beliefs 

qua beliefs about mind-independent necessities and possibilities; so, if intuition confers 

justification here, then either the properties in question are mind-dependent or intuition 

confers justification only qua element of abduction (perhaps via a tie to tacit abduction). 

     Consider a second example, the relation between knowledge and justified true belief.  

Appealing to this example, one might object to an abductive modal epistemology as 

follows.  Intuition reveals that the property being justified true belief does not necessitate 

the property being knowledge.  Once we strip abduction of intuition, however, abduction 

will suggest the opposite.  So, intuition and abduction-sans-intuition starkly conflict.  So, 

                                                
63 One might respond that the spatially separated organs would constitute a single organ, the 

kidney.  Suppose, however, that each of these bits of tissue performs multiple functions, some 

ordinarily performed by the kidney, some not.  Suppose, moreover, that how they perform these 

other functions is linked to how they perform their kidney-function.  Should we still insist that 

these spatially separated, complex organs constitute a single kidney?  If one insists as much, I 

suggest that she reconsider her intuition that hearts and kidneys are separable. 
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abduction delivers the wrong answer, holding that there is a metaphysical necessitation 

where there is not. 

     The response to this objection resembles the response to the cordate/renate case, 

denying the objector’s premise about what abduction suggests.  More specifically, the 

response proceeds as follows.  A careful abduction may well suggest that the properties 

in question do not even contingently co-occur.  If they do not even contingently co-occur, 

then neither metaphysically necessitates the other.  So, a careful abduction may well 

suggest that being justified true belief does not metaphysically necessitate being 

knowledge.  So, careful abduction may well agree with intuition. 64 

     How might abduction deny the co-occurrence of justified true belief and knowledge?  

Knowledge plays certain significant roles in rational discourse.  A known claim, for 

example, can be used as a premise in any argument.  When a modal question asks, “Is 

justified true belief necessarily knowledge?”, these roles become explananda.  Put 

another way, ceteris paribus, a theory of knowledge should explain roles that knowledge 

plays in rational discourse.  The theory that justified true belief nomologically 

necessitates knowledge cannot explain certain of these roles.  Accordingly, abduction 

may well suggest that we should reject that theory.  What follows elaborates on this 

suggestion. 

                                                
64 I say ‘abduction may well suggest . . .’ because what follows does not perform a complete 

abduction, and showing what abduction does suggest would require either performing a complete 

abduction (identifying all relevant explananda and considering each relevant inductive principle) 

or showing that the explanandum that is considered below trumps all competing considerations. 
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     Knowledge plays many important roles in rational discourse.  A simple claim captures 

one rather simple but important role: for any claim c and claim (or set of claims) d, when 

discussants accept that one knows c and that she justifiably infers c from d, then they 

should accept that she knows whatever else she justifiably infers from d.  We can call this 

claim ‘Know’.  Suppose, for example, that discussants accept that Josh knows that Ethan 

is hiding behind the curtain and that he justifiably infers this belief from his justified 

belief that the feet protruding from the curtain are Ethan’s.  Accordingly, Know requires 

that we accept that Josh knows that someone’s feet are protruding from the curtain, 

provided that he justifiably infers this belief from his belief about Ethan’s feet. 

     Some justified true beliefs do not satisfy Know.  That is, there is a justified true belief 

(that e) such that discussants rightly accept that one knows c but not e, even though she 

justifiably infers both c and e from d.  (A coming example clarifies this schematic 

presentation.)  Since some justified true beliefs need not satisfy Know, they need not play 

a key role that knowledge plays in rational discourse.  Accordingly, the theory that being 

a justified true belief necessitates knowledge (whether nomologically or metaphysically) 

fails to explain an important explanandum. 

     Considering a standard Gettier case reveals that justified true belief does not play the 

relevant role.  Suppose that Jones justifiably believes that Smith owns a Ford because he 

justifiably believes that (i) Smith left his home intending to purchase a Ford and that (ii) 

he saw Smith driving a tan Ford later that day.  It turns out that Jones saw Smith driving a 

loaner, which the dealership provided while they detail his new, neon-pink Ford.  Jones 
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infers from (i) and (ii), nevertheless, that Smith owns a Ford.  Clearly, his inference is 

justified.  His belief, moreover, is true, since Smith owns the neon-pink Ford. 

     While (i) and (ii) allow Jones to form the justified true belief that Smith owns a Ford, 

they also allow him to form various justified false beliefs.  For example, he can 

justifiably infer from (i) and (ii) that Smith owns a tan Ford and that Smith chose a 

conservative color for his new car.  Both of these beliefs would be false.  Clearly, then, 

they are not knowledge. 

     Accordingly, accepting that Jones knows that Smith owns a Ford would render us 

unable to explain an important role that knowledge plays in rational discourse—viz. that 

knowledge satisfies Know, that once we grant that one knows a claim c and that she 

inferred c justifiably from a claim (or set of claims) d, then we should grant that she 

knows whatever else she infers justifiably from d. 

     This example suggests an approach to Gettier cases that befits an abductive modal 

epistemology.  The standard approach assesses cases on intuitive grounds.  When 

intuition suggests that Jones does not know that Smith owns a Ford, one concludes that 

justified true belief need not be knowledge.  She then may seek a further condition (or set 

of conditions) that suffices for knowledge when added to justified true belief.  The 

present approach, contrariwise, begins with explananda that any account of the nature of 

knowledge should explain.  These explananda will include not only that knowledge 

invariably involves justified true belief but also other important features of knowledge.  

These other important features include knowledge’s roles in rational discourse, and may 

well include most of the further conditions that philosophers have proposed—e.g. that a 
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belief counts as knowledge only if the truthmakers for the known claim play a role in 

producing that belief.  A good theory of knowledge will provide the best explanation of 

all such explananda.  Armed with such a theory, one then assesses Gettier cases. 

     Exploring this example does not demonstrate conclusively that abduction favors the 

theory that justified true belief is not necessarily (nomologically or metaphysically) 

knowledge over the theory that it is.  Demonstrating which theory abduction favors 

would require collecting all relevant explananda and employing all relevant principles.  

Exploring this example, nevertheless, serves two purposes.  First, the exploration further 

clarifies how abduction works in modal inquiry.  Second, the exploration provides reason 

to think abduction may follow intuition more closely than the objector initially thinks. 

     Let us review the dialectic to this point.  The objector worries that abduction gives too 

many wrong answers.  The first and most important response emphasizes that this worry 

illicitly presupposes an independent modal epistemology.  The second response, offered 

more for dialectical reasons, holds that abduction may not deviate so far from intuition.  

In the cordate/renate case, for example, abduction seems to deliver the same answer as 

intuition, even though parsimony taken alone does not. 

     Before proceeding, let me revisit the analogy that supports the first line of response.  

Suppose that several blind people smell roses and therefore conclude that there are roses 

before them.  Another blind person comes along and insists that, although he too smells 

the roses, there are none there.  For, he notes, his vision suggests that there is nothing 

there at all.  Clearly, the blind would be foolish to follow this man, to trust his vision over 
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their olfaction.  Objecting that abduction delivers wrong answers on the basis that 

abduction and intuition deviate is like asking the blind to trust their vision over olfaction. 

     Although the objection that abduction delivers wrong answers fails, this discussion 

suggests two important points.  First, an abductive modal epistemology may lead to a 

collapse of nomological and metaphysical modalities.  The next subsection addresses this 

point.  Second, abduction is messy.  We can close this subsection by reiterating this point. 

     The principles that underlie abduction, such as principles of parsimony and intuitive 

plausibility, sometimes compete.  Principles of ontological parsimony and theoretical 

simplicity, for example, are often in tension.  When using abduction to decide between 

theories, then, one needs to balance the competing principles.  Although such balancing is 

difficult and messy, how it works will become somewhat clearer in Chapter 7, which 

performs a more complete abduction.  What matters here is this: any messiness is shared 

by abduction generally, is not specific to abduction in modal inquiry. 

1.5.3 Nomological and Metaphysical Necessity 

The previous subsection considered the objection that abduction delivers too many wrong 

answers.  The objector suggested, as examples, that abduction leads us to wrongly 

conclude that cordates are necessarily renates and that justified true beliefs are 

necessarily knowledge.  The response to the cordate/renate case proceeded as follows: 

some people’s hearts actually survive their kidneys’ death and we can model an actually 

build-able creature with a heart but no kidney; so, being a cordate and being a renate are 

actually separable; so, being a cordate and being a renate are metaphysically separable.  

The response to the justified-true-belief/knowledge case proceeded in much the same 
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way: some people actually (or at least may actually) have justified true beliefs that are not 

knowledge; so, being a justified true belief and being knowledge are actually separable; 

so, being a justified true belief and being knowledge are metaphysically separable. 

     These responses discover metaphysical separability, then, only by identifying the 

corresponding actual separability—or, at least, a corresponding separability that could be 

actualized.  One might worry, then, that an abductive modal epistemology cannot identify 

a metaphysical possibility except by identifying the corresponding nomological 

possibility.  That is, one might worry that an abductive modal epistemology will lead us 

to conclude that every nomological necessity is a metaphysical necessity. 

     This worry generates an argument against an abductive modal epistemology.  We can 

call this argument ‘Collapse’: 

(1) For any nomological necessity n, employing an abductive modal epistemology 

will lead us to conclude that n is metaphysically necessary.65 

(2) Any modal epistemology that leads us to conclude that every nomological 

necessity is metaphysically necessary collapses the nomological and 

metaphysical modalities. 

(3) The nomological and metaphysical modalities are distinct. 
 _________ 

(4) Any abductive modal epistemology fails. 

     What follows presents a general response to the worry that inspires Collapse.  In form, 

the response is simple: setting aside labels like ‘nomological necessity’ and 

                                                
65Likewise, for any metaphysical possibility m, employing an abductive modal epistemology will 

lead us to conclude that m is nomologically possible. 
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‘metaphysical necessity’, an abductive modal epistemology allows us to make every 

relevant, important distinction.  Specifically, an abductive modal epistemology allows us 

to make two important distinctions.  On the one hand, an abductive modal epistemology 

allows us to distinguish invariance resulting from constitution (in an intuitive, non-

technical sense of the term) from invariance resulting from laws of nature.  On the other 

hand, an abductive modal epistemology allows us to distinguish laws of nature from mere 

actual invariance.  Since an abductive modal epistemology allows us to make the 

important distinctions, it is viable, however one may choose to apply labels like 

‘nomological necessity’ and ‘metaphysical necessity’. 

     Everyone should grant that abduction distinguishes nomological necessity from mere 

actual invariance.  Lewis (1973), for example, explains how abduction can do so when 

suggesting, quite roughly, that any true system that best combines the theoretical virtues 

of strength and simplicity includes the laws of nature.  Accordingly, the following 

focuses on why the constitution/law-of-nature distinction is important and how abduction 

allows us to draw that distinction. 

     What reason do we have to posit a nomological modality that is distinct from a 

metaphysical modality?  Our best reason, in my estimation, is that claims about certain 

necessities are clearly stronger than claims about others.  Specifically, the claim that 

property p is nothing more than property q suggests a stronger connection between p and 

q than does the claim that p merely materially implies q, even if the implication holds 

counterfactually.  We mark this apparent difference by calling the former necessitations 

‘metaphysical’ and the latter ‘merely nomological’.  Since this difference motivates the 
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distinction between metaphysical and nomological necessity, rather than insisting that a 

good modal epistemology will distinguish nomological from metaphysical necessity, one 

should insist only that a good modal epistemology will distinguish the relevant 

phenomena, will distinguish what we might call ‘nothing-but necessities’ from what we 

might call ‘law necessities’ (or ‘constitution-necessities’ from ‘non-constitution 

necessities’, or, perhaps, ‘metaphysical necessities’ from ‘nomological necessities’).  

Again, whatever labels we attach to this difference, what matters should be that our 

epistemology allows us to detect it. 

     Contrasting examples reveals that abduction allows us to detect this difference 

between nothing-but necessities and law necessities.  The contrast suggests that abduction 

allows us to identify both nothing-but necessities and non-nothing-but necessities that 

befit the label ‘law necessity’.  Accordingly, abduction allows us to do what it should. 

     Nothing-but necessities.  §1.2 and §1.3 suggest that abduction leads us to conclude 

that water is necessarily H2O in that water is nothing more than H2O, is nothing but H2O, 

is made up from H2O, is not wholly distinct from H2O.  Roughly, a principle of 

parsimony favors the relevant metaphysical-necessitation theory over the corresponding 

mere-nomological-necessitation theory because a world where water is nothing-but H2O 

would be more ontologically parsimonious than a world where water is wholly distinct 

from H2O.  Roughly, a principle of explanatory comprehensiveness favors the same 

theory because that theory better explains why water has many of the same properties and 

causal powers as H2O.  For similar reasons, abduction favors appealing to a nothing-but 

necessity over appealing to a law necessity when explaining the relations between 
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bachelors and unmarried males, between cars and relevant subvenient physical properties, 

and so on. 

     Law necessities.  Similar considerations do not suggest that the gravitational constant, 

for example, involves a nothing-but necessity.  A principle of ontological parsimony can 

be applied when assessing modal theories only if the relevant modal question asks 

whether one object or property is nothing more than another.  Asking whether the 

gravitational constant is necessary, however, is not asking whether the constant is nothing 

more than something else.  Similarly, considerations about the gravitational constant 

having the same properties or causal powers as something else are irrelevant because 

there is not a relevant something else; that is, there just is nothing relevant for the 

constant to be nothing more than.  Likewise, asking whether a causal connection is 

necessary is not asking whether the effect is nothing more than the cause, and asking 

whether the speed of light is necessary is not asking whether the speed of light is 

anything more than something else, and so on.  Accordingly, asking whether these 

phenomena are necessary is not asking about the presence of absence of a nothing-but 

necessity.  So, to reiterate, our reasons for holding that one phenomenon is nothing but 

another are irrelevant when assessing the gravitational constant, causal connections, and 

the speed of light. 

     Although questioning whether the gravitational constant, causal connections, and 

speed of light are necessary is not asking about the presence of absence of nothing-but 

necessities, such questioning is asking something important.  Such questioning asks, 

minimally, whether these phenomena involve mere actual invariance or something 
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stronger.  We can think of such questioning, then, as asking whether these phenomena are 

lawfully necessary.  Plausibly, abduction suggests that they are.  Accordingly, abduction 

allows us to identify mere law necessities. 

     Abduction, then, allows us to identify both nothing-but necessities and law necessities.  

For, in rough summary, the considerations that suggest the presence of a nothing-but 

necessity do not apply to all cases in which abduction suggests a necessity.  If one wants 

to mark the distinction between nothing-but necessities and mere law necessities by 

calling the former ‘metaphysical necessities’ and the latter ‘nomological necessities’, she 

should be free to do so.  What matters here is just that abduction allows us to make the 

important distinction.66 

     Let us review the current dialectic.  The objector worries that an abductive modal 

epistemology will lead us to conflate nomological and metaphysical necessity.  To 

assuage this worry, we noted that abduction allows us to distinguish between, on the one 

hand, nothing-but necessities and law necessities, and, on the other hand, law necessities 

and mere actual invariance.  These, I contend, are the important distinctions, whatever 

labels we give them.  So, an abductive modal epistemology allows us to draw the 

important distinctions, the sort of distinctions that the labels ‘nomological necessity’ and 

‘metaphysical necessity’ should track. 

     If forced to retain existing labels, I would be inclined to call nothing-but necessities 

(i.e. necessities of constitution) ‘metaphysical necessities’ and call law necessities (i.e. 
                                                
66 What sort of explanandum would the theory that the gravitational constant is necessary (in one 

way or another) explain?  It would explain why, for example, bodies invariably attract one 

another in the way that they do. 
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necessities of laws of nature) ‘mere nomological necessities’.  Given these labels, 

abduction would allow that some nomological necessities correspond to metaphysical 

possibilities.  Abduction would suggest, for example, that the gravitational constant is 

necessary even though altering the constant is metaphysically possible because it can be 

altered without violating any constitutional connections.  Appealing to metaphysical 

possibility, therefore, could explain inter alia why certain properties that co-occur (like 

causes and effects) have different causal powers despite their co-occurrence. 

     Many necessities fit intuitively into one of these groups.  A few, however, may not.  

Exclusion relations, for example, may seem to be stronger than laws of nature even 

though they are not nothing-but necessities in any obvious way.  Similarly, mathematical 

necessities may not count as nothing-but necessities but seem to be stronger than mere 

law necessities.  Similarly again, the fact that electrons invariably repel one another may 

not involve a constitutive connections among electrons but seems to involve more than a 

mere law of nature.   

     I do not want to rule out the possibility that abduction provides a modal category that 

does not include laws of nature but does include nothing-but necessities, exclusion 

relations, mathematical necessities, etc.  If abduction provides such a category, surely it 

will merit the label ‘metaphysical necessity’.  One should note, nevertheless, the options 

that are available if abduction provides no such category.   

     Three options merit mentioning.  First, one can accept that exclusion relations and the 

like are mere laws of nature, perhaps insisting that only intuition suggests otherwise.  

Second, one can hold that abduction rightly collapses the nomological and metaphysical 
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modalities into a single, metaphysical modality, and thus, exclusion relations, 

mathematical necessities, and even the laws of nature join nothing-but necessities as 

metaphysical necessities.  Third, one can adopt a limited modal mentalism when 

assessing phenomena that seem to be neither nothing-but necessities nor mere laws of 

nature.  One can pursue different options for different phenomena.  For example, one 

might accept that exclusions relations are mere laws of nature but accept modal 

mentalism about mathematical necessities. 

1.5.4 Summary 

The initial presentation of an abductive modal epistemology (§1-1.4) might lead one to 

object both that abduction is too often silent and that it too often yields false conclusions.  

This subsection (§1.5) responds to these objections in two ways.  First, it emphasizes that 

these objections illicitly presuppose an independent modal epistemology.  Second, it 

suggests that abduction tracks intuitions more closely and may deliver answers more 

often than one might suspect prima facie.  Neither objection, then, undermines our 

conclusion that abduction allows us to choose among competing modal claims.  

Accordingly, an abductive modal epistemology remains viable.  We therefore should 

consider its fit with modal realism. 

     Before turning to that fit, however, one point merits emphasis.  Although an abductive 

modal epistemology is viable, readers may want to see what it suggests about this or that 

modal claim.  Does it suggest that pleasure is necessarily good?  Does it suggest that 

objects are necessarily perceived?  Does it suggest that I am necessarily my body?  Does 

it suggest that Margaret Truman rose from some particular sperm and egg?   
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     The desire to see what abduction says in particular cases is reasonable.  Unfortunately, 

an abductive modal epistemology makes answering modal questions quite complicated.  

One must gather relevant explananda, which may be many and various.  She then must 

assess competing theories in light of these explananda and relevant inductive principles.  

Answering any given question, then, requires a fairly significant project. 

     Consider, for example, the following modal question.  Can a being have experiences 

that are phenomenally like ours in the absence of an external world?  That is, does our 

phenomenology necessitate an external world?  Three theses can be thought of as 

answering this question.  First, the metaphysical-necessitation theory holds that our 

phenomenology metaphysically necessitates an external world.  Second, the mere-

nomological-necessitation theory holds that our phenomenology merely nomologically 

necessitates an external world.  Third, the no-necessitation theory holds that our 

phenomenologically neither metaphysically nor nomologically necessitates an external 

world, and thus, there could be free-floating phenomenology, as it were. 

     Choosing among these theories requires gathering relevant explananda and then 

assessing each theory in light of those explananda, while abiding principles of inductive 

reasoning.  Occasionally, one theory is easy to eliminate because we are stuck by the 

importance of some explanandum that that theory clearly cannot explain.67  More often, 

                                                
67 In this case, for example, an important explanandum may eliminate the no-necessitation theory 

from contention.  We can manipulate phenomenal properties by manipulating the external world.  

We can generate certain visual and olfactory phenomenology by holding a rose a few inches from 

one’s nose, for example.  Similarly, we can generate certain tactile and pain phenomenology by 

jabbing the thorns into her nose.  These external manipulations produce characteristic effects on 
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however, matters are far more complicated.  Plausibly, only the metaphysical-

necessitation explains why we can justifiably believe that there is an external world—

presuming that we can.  But that explanation may well be entirely ad hoc vis-à-vis that 

explanandum.  Plausibly, the no-necessitation and mere-nomological-necessitation 

theories better explain the apparent spatial and temporal separability of phenomenology 

from the external world.  But matters may change if physicalism is true, which suggests 

that we may need to either decide about physicalism before addressing this question or 

answer the question twice, once supposing that physicalism is false and once supposing 

that it is true.  And these are only a few of many relevant considerations.  

     This difficulty contrasts starkly with a strict modal epistemology.  Once one adopts a 

strict modal epistemology, she can answer modal questions by simply consulting intuition 

(or imagination or conceivability)—although, of course, we can disagree about what can 

be intuited (or imagined or conceived).  This ease of employment is an advantage of strict 

modal epistemologies.  In the present context, however, this advantage does not provide 

reason to adopt a strict modal epistemology.  For, we should not prefer an epistemology 

that is easier to use for that reason unless we have reason to believe that it is the right 

epistemology. 

     Revisiting an analogy makes this clear.  Suppose that a blind man stands in the middle 

of a room that is filled with various foods.  A brail tablet lists the room’s contents and 

                                                                                                                                            
phenomenology, effects that are similar within individuals from one time to another and similar 

from one person to another.  This connection provides sufficient reason to hold that either a law 

of nature or constitutive connection binds the external world and phenomenology.  Depending on 

how we spell out that law of nature, it may rule out the no-necessitation theory. 
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their locations.  The man would be foolish to insist that he should rely on vision to tell 

him which foods are where because he finds reading the brail to be too difficult and he 

often cannot determine, even with great difficulty, what the brail says.  Provided that he 

can gather the location of some food from the brail, reading the brail is his best bet.  

Since we have no reason to accept intuition (conceivability or imaginability) as a ground 

for modal beliefs and abduction seems to be workable at least some of the time, 

preferring intuition to abduction because the former is easier to use is like this blind man 

preferring vision to brail. 

     Of course, one might argue that intuition is not blind, as it were.  That argument, 

however, takes issue with considerations from previous chapters.  The present section 

intends to show only that an abductive modal epistemology sometimes allows us to 

choose among competing modal claims, that abduction has something to say, as it were, 

when confronted with some modal questions.  This section has accomplished that goal. 

2. Abduction and Modal Realism 

A strict modal epistemology holds that an a priori rule grounds some and any justified 

modal belief.  Previous chapters have argued that this modal epistemology is ill-suited to 

modal realism (e.g. chapters 3, §1.2-1.3, chapter 4).  Chapter 3 suggests that an abductive 

modal epistemology is a better fit.  This section provides two simple considerations that 

support this suggestion.  First, abduction is self-consciously imperfect.  Second, 

abduction gives the world a larger role in grounding modal beliefs. 
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2.1 Perfection as Vice 

A strict modal epistemology holds that some single a priori principle provides a perfect 

guide to modality.  The guide is allegedly perfect in that one who employs the principle 

properly is ensured true conclusions.  For example, according to Chalmers (e.g. 2002c), if 

one ideally conceives of zombies, then zombies are possible, no if ands or buts.  

Similarly, according to Bealer (2002), if one rationally intuits that zombies are possible in 

suitable cognitive conditions, then zombies are possible, full stop. 

     An abductive modal epistemology is not so strict.  Even when one performs abduction 

as well as anyone can (even as well as an idealized cognizer could), she can be mistaken.  

Suppose that one uses abduction to conclude that no un-sensible, causally inert alien 

dances on her shoulder.  Even if she weighs all inductive principles properly and 

considers all relevant evidence, her conclusion that no such alien exists could be wrong.  

Her reasoning, however careful, even idealized, does not guarantee truth. 

     This difference is intuitively significant.  Suppose that Josh enters a gymnasium where 

he sees a basketball player, Lindsay, shooting baskets.  Lindsay makes many of her shots, 

even some difficult ones.  Josh should not be inclined to think that anything spectacular is 

happening.  He should think, instead, that Lindsay is skilled and practiced.  Suppose, 

however, that Lindsay is making every shot, no matter how difficult.  Josh, presumably, 

should conclude that either there is some sort of trick that he is missing or the world is 

more magical than he had thought.  By analogy, the mere fact that abduction only 

purports to get things right some of the time makes it less mysterious (qua guide to mind-

independent reality) than a strict modal epistemology. 
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     A more philosophical consideration supports this intuition.  It is common to think of a 

phenomenon as mind-dependent if ideal justification for any claim c about that 

phenomenon ensures the truth of c.  Although this is not the conception of mind-

independence that is being employed in this project (see chapter 1, §3 for the relevant 

conception), a link between ideal justification and truth certainly suggests that the 

relevant phenomenon is mind-dependent.  So, since strict modal epistemologies link ideal 

justification and truth, they fit less easily with modal realism than does an abductive 

modal epistemology, which rejects such a link. 

2.2 Listening to the World 

An abductive modal epistemology, moreover, gives the world a bigger role in modal 

inquiry.  Strict modal epistemologies are purely a priori.  Accordingly, they are immune 

to what the world has to say, as it were.  For example, according to Chalmers’ strict 

modal epistemology, since zombies are conceivable, they are possible.  Both the 

conceivability of zombies and the conceivability⇒possibility principle, moreover, are 

discoverable a priori, independently of what the word has to say.  The discovery that 

physical and phenomenal properties correlate perfectly is entirely irrelevant.  The 

discoveries that phenomenal properties seem to affect physical properties and that the 

physical world seems to be causally closed are entirely irrelevant.  Whatever the world 

may reveal is irrelevant because a priori reasoning trumps all. 

     An abductive modal epistemology, contrariwise, takes these and any other relevant 

discoveries as explananda.  More generally, for an abductive modal epistemology, 

empirical discoveries play a central role in our choosing among competing modal claims.  
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Accordingly, even if the principles that comprise abduction themselves are a priori, an 

abductive modal epistemology is less a prioristic than any strict modal epistemology can 

hope to be.  An abductive modal epistemology, unlike a strict modal epistemology, 

listens to whatever the world has to say.  Accordingly, we should be less surprised if it 

tells us about the world. 

3. Conclusion 

This chapter provides considerations that favor two claims.  First, an abductive modal 

epistemology is viable; that is, abduction can help us choose among competing modal 

claims.  Second, an abductive modal epistemology befits modal realism in ways that a 

strict modal epistemology does not.  Part II of this project (Chapters 7-10) develops this 

idea by pursuing another example.  Specifically, Part II uses abduction to rank competing 

modal claims about the relation between physical and phenomenal properties. 
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INTRODUCTION 

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

States of phenomenal consciousness (i.e. phenomenal states) include conscious 

experiences of the ocean’s blue, chocolate’s taste, orgasm’s rush, depression’s malaise, 

and discovery’s joy.  More generally, a phenomenal state is any mental state that is 

conscious such that there is something it is like for its bearer to experience it (cf. Nagel, 

1974).  Nagel points to this phenomenon with a simple example.  Just as humans have 

different types of experiences when we see than when we hear, bats probably have yet 

another type of experience when they echolocate.  Even the best zoologist, it seems, will 

be forever blind to this special aspect of echolocation—just as even the best blind vision-

scientist will never know what it is like to see color.  Phenomenal consciousness is that 

which the otherwise omniscient zoologist will never know about echolocation.  

Phenomenal properties are those properties whose instances comprise states of 

phenomenal consciousness. 

     Nagel’s illustration of phenomenal properties already suggests that they are somehow 

special.  Since learning the physics, chemistry, and biology of bats does not reveal the 
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nature of their phenomenal states, one might think that phenomenal properties are not 

physical, chemical, or biological.  Since learning the physics, chemistry, and biology of 

bats seemingly teaches everything else about bats, one might think that all other aspects 

of bats are physical, chemical, or biological.  Elaborating on similar considerations, 

several eminent contemporary philosophers conclude that phenomenal properties 

uniquely stand outside the physical order (e.g. Kripke, 1972, Jackson, 1982; Chalmers, 

1996). 

     Jackson (1982, 1986) elaborates such considerations in a famous thought experiment.  

He imagines Mary, a brilliant scientist, born and raised in a monochromatic room, 

wherein she has come to know everything that monochromatic television and books can 

teach about color.  She knows, for example, that the wavelength of indigo is closer to the 

wavelength of violet than to the wavelength of red.  She knows that many flowers are 

violet and that the sea is sometimes indigo.  She knows that, in most people, seeing 

indigo induces a more pleasant feeling than seeing red, which induces anger, or, coupled 

with brown, hunger.  She knows any relevant biology, optics, neuroscience, and even 

poetry inside out.  Stuck in her monochromatic room, however, Mary has never seen red. 

     After describing this case, Jackson asks whether Mary knows what it is like to see red, 

whether she knows that episode of phenomenal consciousness.  Importantly, his question 

is not whether she could know.  Learning that Mary knows what it is like to see red as the 

result of chance firings in her visual cortex would not satisfy Jackson (cf. Jackson, 1986).  

Jackson’s question, instead, is whether, qua rational being in possession of all relevant 

physical information, Mary must know what it is like to see red, whether she knows what 
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it is like to see red in virtue of knowing all about color vision.  His question, as he frames 

it, is whether the physical information entails the phenomenal information. 

     Jackson insists that Mary, however carefully she reasons, need not know what its like 

to see red.  He concludes, therefore, that the physical information does not entail the 

phenomenal information, which suggests that the phenomenal information is not 

physical, which suggests that phenomenal consciousness, that most central aspect of our 

minds, is not physical, which implies that phenomenal properties are not physical.  

Intuitively, Jackson’s claim that Mary need not know what it is like to see red is right.  

Accordingly, his argument is forceful. 

     Chalmers (1996, 2002a) develops considerations suggesting that phenomenal 

consciousness is special by appealing to zombies.  He first asks us to conceive of a world 

that is a particle-for-particle duplicate of our world, a world that duplicates all and only 

our world’s physical stuff.  In virtue of being a particle-for-particle duplicate, the 

duplicate world is an atom-for-atom duplicate.  In virtue of being am atom-for-atom, the 

duplicate world is a molecule-for-molecule duplicate.  In virtue of being a molecule-for-

molecule . . . the duplicate world is body-for-body duplicate.  After all, we cannot even 

conceive of a world duplicating our world’s precise distribution of electrons, protons, 

neutrons, and forces without duplicating its distribution of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, 

nitrogen, etc, and we cannot even conceive of a world duplicating these without 

duplicating our world’s molecules, and we cannot even conceive of a world duplicating 

our world’s molecules but not our world’s bodies.  For, atoms are nothing but the 
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particles that comprise them, they are built from particles, no further ingredients required; 

molecules are nothing but atoms, and bodies are nothing but molecules. 

     Once we see that this duplicate world would be very much like our own world, 

Chalmers asks whether its inhabitants would be phenomenally conscious, whether there 

would be anything it is like to be them.  He thinks not.  For, whereas we cannot even 

conceive of the duplicate world lacking atoms, molecules, and bodies, we can conceive of 

it lacking phenomenal consciousness. 

     To see why, consider a more familiar case.  If one sees appropriately arranged 

hydrogen and oxygen, she sees water.  One who accepts that she sees a group of H2O 

molecules before her but insists that she cannot see the water suffers from conceptual 

confusion, much like one who claims to see the trees but not the forest, or the unmarried 

male but not the bachelor.  Phenomenal consciousness is not like this.  Suppose that 

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) activity underlies feelings of pain.  One can coherently 

claim to see ACC activity but not pain.  She can coherently say, “Although the subject 

exhibits ACC activity, he might not be in pain.  In fact, whatever I see in his brain, he 

might not be conscious at all.”  Similarly, one can coherently say, “Although he screamed 

and ran away, he might not have been hurt.”  Of course, we take ACC activity, 

screaming, and running to be evidence that someone is in pain.  We can coherently 

suppose, nonetheless, that she is not.  One who sees ACC activity or aversion behavior 

but refuses to attribute pain may be misguided, but she is not conceptually confused. 

     Chalmers names our phenomenally unconsciousness physical duplicates ‘zombies’.  

Zombies’ bodies and brains are built from the same type of stuff as ours.  They behave 
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and function just as we do.  They are physically the same as us.  But they are different.  

There is nothing it is like to be them.  They are not phenomenally conscious.   

     Chalmers appeals to zombies in building an argument for the conclusion that 

consciousness is not physical. 

(1) Zombies are conceivable. 

(2) If zombies are conceivable, then zombies are possible. 

(3) If zombies are possible, then consciousness is nonphysical. 
________  

(4) Consciousness is nonphysical.68 

     Jackson’s and Chalmers’ arguments share something important.  Each moves from a 

failure of a priori deducibility to an ontological conclusion.  Because Mary cannot 

deduce phenomenal information from physical information, Jackson concludes that 

phenomenal consciousness is not physical.  Because we cannot infer a priori that our 

physical duplicates are phenomenal duplicates, Chalmers concludes that phenomenal 

consciousness is not physical.  Accordingly, Jackson and Chalmers seem to employ a 

strict modal epistemology, according to which we can deductively infer claims about 

necessity and possibility. 

     Abductive modal realism, then, inspires a simple response to their arguments.  

Abductive modal realism rejects strict modal epistemologies, at least qua ground for 

beliefs about mind-independent necessities and possibilities.  The necessity in question is 

mind-independent.  For, in addressing the mind-body problem, we are asking how mind 

                                                
68 This follows Chalmers (2002a), p. 249. 
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and body really relate, not how we conceive of each or conceive of the relation between 

them  (cf. Chapter 3, §1.1).  So, reasons to favor abductive modal realism are reasons to 

reject Jackson’s and Chalmers’ arguments.  Specifically, one who advocates abductive 

modal realism should reject Jackson’s inference from his premises to the conclusion that 

what it is like to see red is not physical, and should reject Chalmers second premise, that 

if zombies are conceivable, then they are possible. 

     The next few chapters develop this idea by introducing a new version of physicalism, 

the thesis that everything is physical.  More specifically, physicalism holds that our world 

includes only physical objects and properties, and thus, any minimal physical duplicate of 

our world would be a complete duplicate.  Qua physical duplicate, the duplicate world 

duplicates all of our world’s physical stuff.  Qua minimal duplicate, the duplicate world 

duplicates only our world’s physical stuff.  Qua complete duplicate, the duplicate world 

duplicates everything in our world.  Framing physicalism and dualism in this way, as 

modal theses, is commonplace (see, among others, Horgan, 1982; Lewis, 1983; Jackson, 

1994; Chalmers, 1996, 2002a).69 

     Jackson’s Mary and Chalmers’ zombies threaten physicalism by suggesting that 

phenomenal properties, an undeniable part of our world, are not physical, and thus, a 

minimal physical duplicate of our world would lack something that our world has.  By 

appealing to abductive modal realism, one can respond to Jackson and Chalmers’ 

challenge as follows.  We should rely on abduction in modal inquiry.  Abduction suggests 
                                                
69 This framing presupposes some restriction on what counts as physical.  This issue will not be 

considered here.  For discussion see Chomsky (2000), Montero (1999), Jackson (1997), Chalmers 

(1996), Melnyk (1997), and Hempel (1969). 
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that phenomenal properties are physical.  So, contrary to Jackson and Chalmers’ 

conclusions, we should accept physicalism—at least about phenomenal properties.  We 

can call this new physicalism ‘abductive physicalism’. 

     More specifically, the next few chapters proceed as follows.  Chapter 7 suggests that 

abduction favors physicalism, and thus, one who adopts abductive modal realism should 

adopt physicalism.  Chapter 8 reviews the most closely related extant version of 

physicalism, standard a posteriori physicalism.  Chapter 9 develops abductive 

physicalism by contrast to standard a posteriori physicalism.  Specifically, Chapter 9 

suggests that abductive physicalism avoids objections that undermine standard a 

posteriori physicalism. 
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7 

________________________________________________________ 

ABDUCTION AND PHYSICALISM 

 

 

 

 

 

Whether one ultimately adopts physicalism or dualism, many begin thinking about the 

mind-body problem by noticing the striking correlation between physical and 

phenomenal properties.  Neuroscientists seem to find anterior cingulate cortex activity 

wherever subjects report feeling pain.  They seem to find V-4 activity wherever subjects 

report experiencing colors.  Such empirical results lead many to speculate that the 

correlation between physical and phenomenal properties is perfect, is such that one will 

find some physical properties or other wherever she finds a phenomenal property and she 

will find a certain phenomenal property wherever she finds certain physical properties.  

Thus, as McLaughlin emphasizes, “the following thesis is fairly widely believed”: 

Correlation Thesis.  For every type of sensation state, S, there is a type of 

physical or functional state, P/F, such that it is nomologically necessary that for 

any being, x, x is in S if and only if x is in P/F (2001, 319). 

 
     Even most dualists accept this thesis.  Chalmers (1996), for example, denies that 

physical properties metaphysically necessitate phenomenal properties, but accepts 
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something like the Correlation Thesis when he accepts that physical properties 

nomologically necessitate phenomenal properties.  He thereby takes the nomological 

supervenience of phenomenal properties on physical properties as an explanandum, 

offering inter alia his Principle of Structural Coherence as explanans. 

     We can think of this striking correlation between physical and phenomenal properties 

as the central explanandum for theories that purport to solve the mind-body problem.  

Three such theories are particularly prominent70: 

• Identity physicalism holds that the correlation results from a full-blown identity 

between phenomenal and physical properties. 

• Supervenience physicalism holds that the correlation results from mere 

metaphysical supervenience of phenomenal on physical properties. 

• Naturalistic dualism holds that the correlation results from mere nomological 

supervenience of phenomenal on physical properties.71 

     Can abduction, the method of modal inquiry advocated in Part I, help us to choose 

among these theories?  The idea that abduction favors physicalism is nothing new.  Smart 

(1959) concludes that mind and body are identical “because of Occam’s razor” (61).72  

                                                
70 We have ruled out eliminativism by accepting phenomenal properties as real.  Neutral monism 

also merits consideration.  Future work should review that position in this context. 
71 The label ‘naturalistic dualism’ comes from Chalmers (1996).  Here, however, the label 

designates any theory holding that the correlation between physical and phenomenal properties 

results from mere nomological necessitation.  This label, then, does not designate all and only 

aspects of Chalmers’ theory.  Moreover, Chalmers ultimately may prefer neutral monism.  
72 Although Smart thought of this identity as contingent, this thought may have resulted only from 

his pre-Kripkean conflation of necessity and a priority.  
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McLaughlin and Hill maintain identity physicalism because it “would offer the best 

explanation of” the correlation between mind and body (his italics, 1999, 319).  More 

specifically, they “maintain, on grounds of overall coherence and theoretical simplicity, 

that the explanation of the [mind-body correlation that identity physicalism] offers is 

superior to explanations offered by other theories of mind” (319-320).  Block and 

Stalnaker claim of certain identities, including that between physical and phenomenal 

properties, that “we are justified by the principle of inference to the best explanation in 

inferring that these identities are true” (1999, 24). 

     The claim that abduction favors physicalism, moreover, may not be terribly 

controversial.  The published literature finds no relevant objection.73  Of course, dualists 

reject the physicalist conclusion.  They do not explicitly deny, however, that abduction 

favors physicalism.  They insist, instead, that we should not rely on abduction when 

assessing modal claims, and thus, abduction’s dictates are irrelevant. 

     The claim that abduction favors physicalism, nevertheless, requires a more subtle 

exploration than the lack of controversy suggests.  This chapter, accordingly, defends this 

claim.  More specifically, §1 provides the defense.  §2 addresses concerns about the 

conclusion.  §3 then situates this claim in the context of Part I.  (Roughly, Part I 

concludes that we should rely on abduction in modal inquiry; this chapter suggests that 

abduction favors physicalism; so, we can conclude, physicalism is true.) 

 

 

                                                
73 Pautz (unpublished), however, objects.  His ideas are considered below. 
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1. The Central Explanandum 

The correlation between physical and phenomenal properties demands explanation.  

Specifically, a good theory of the mind-body (or phenomenal-physical) relation will 

explain why “For every type of sensation state, S, there is a type of physical or functional 

state, P/F, such that it is nomologically necessary that for any being, x, x is in S if and 

only if x is in P/F” (McLaughlin, 2001, 319). 

     How do the three prominent theories explain this correlation?  Identity physicalism 

holds that physical and phenomenal properties correlate perfectly because they are one 

and the same.  Supervenience physicalism holds that these properties correlate perfectly 

(even though they are not identical) because physical properties metaphysically 

necessitate phenomenal properties.  Naturalistic dualism holds that these properties 

correlate perfectly (even though neither metaphysically necessitates the other) because 

physical properties nomologically necessitate phenomenal properties.  Chapter 6 suggests 

that appeals to identity, metaphysical, and nomological necessitation each explain the co-

occurrence of properties.  Accordingly, each theory explains the correlation of physical 

and phenomenal properties.  The question, then, is which explanation is best. 

     The remainder of this section suggests that physicalism, in either form, provides a 

better explanation than naturalistic dualism.  More specifically, §1.1 suggests that 

parsimony favors physicalism.  §1.2 suggests that explanatory comprehensiveness favors 

physicalism.  §1.3 suggests that intuitive plausibility favors dualism.  §1.4 suggests that, 

all things considered, abduction favors physicalism over dualism. 
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1.1 Parsimony 

A plausible principle of ontology parsimony favors certain modal claims over others (cf. 

Chapter 6).  That principle, Parsimony’, holds that, for any theories T and T*, ceteris 

paribus if T differs from T* only in that (a) T* (non-trivially) entails that Fs exist but T 

does not or (b) T* includes Fs as basic postulates but T does not, then we are more 

justified in believing T. 

     Identity physicalism meets condition (a).  Supervenience physicalism meets condition 

(b).  Naturalistic dualism meets neither.  So, this principle suggests that ceteris paribus 

we are more justified in believing either physicalism than in believing naturalistic 

dualism.  Chapter 6 already defends this reasoning.  Chapter 6 introduces three theories 

as common explanations for properties’ co-occurrence: where ‘p’ and ‘q’ name 

properties, (i) p is identical with q; (ii) p merely metaphysically necessitates q; (iii) p 

merely nomologically necessitates q.  Chapter 6 then suggests that Parsimony’ favors 

instances of (i) and (ii) over instances of (iii).  Identity physicalism is an instance of (i).  

Supervenience physicalism is an instance of (ii).  Naturalistic dualism is an instance of 

(iii).  So, Parsimony’ favors either version of physicalism over naturalistic dualism. 

1.2 Explanatory Comprehensiveness 

A plausible principle of explanatory comprehensiveness can help us to choose among 

competing modal claims (cf. Chapter 6).  Quite roughly, one theory is more explanatorily 

comprehensive than another to the extent that it explains more than the other explains or 

coheres with more than the other coheres.  More specifically, 
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Comprehensiveness-imply: ceteris paribus, for any theories T and T*, if T differs 

from T* only in that T  (perhaps in conjunction with other independently plausible 

claims) implies more apparent facts than T*, then we are more justified in 

believing T. 

Comprehensiveness-cohere: ceteris paribus, for any theories T and T*, if T differs 

from T* only in that T (even in conjunction with other independently plausible 

claims) coheres with more apparent facts than T*, then we are more justified in 

believing T. 

     Do these principles favor identity physicalism, supervenience physicalism, or 

naturalistic dualism over the others?  We have seen that each theory explains the 

correlation between physical and phenomenal properties.  Accordingly, these principles 

favor whichever theory fares best vis-à-vis the tertiary explananda. 

     What are the tertiary explananda?  Theories that address the mind-body problem often 

are asked to explain the following features of phenomenal properties: their causal 

efficacy, our justified beliefs about them, their multiple-realizability, and our ability to 

think of them as distinct from physical properties.  What follows considers how each 

theory fairs vis-à-vis these four tertiary explananda. 

1.2.1 Causal Efficacy 

When one deliberately scratches an itch or avoids a difficult confrontation, the feel of the 

itch or the anxiety surrounding the confrontation seems to play an important role in her 

scratching or avoidance.  Apparently, she scratches because of the itch and avoids 

confrontation because of the anxiety, where the ‘because’ suggests a significant causal 
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role.  Apparently, then, these feels, these phenomenal states (which are comprised of 

phenomenal properties), affect behavior.  Accordingly, a theory would do well to imply 

or at least cohere with this apparent fact.74 

     Identity physicalism allows that phenomenal properties affect physical properties.  

For, according to identity physicalism, phenomenal properties just are physical 

properties, and thus, to hold that phenomenal properties affect physical properties is just 

to hold that some physical properties affect others, which is quite plasuible.  So, identity 

physicalism coheres with this apparent fact. 

     More strongly, identity physicalism, conjoined with other widely accepted claims, 

implies that phenomenal properties affect behavior.  The thesis that phenomenal 

properties just are physical properties implies that phenomenal properties cause whatever 

relevant physical properties cause.  It is widely accepted that the physical properties that 

underlie phenomenal properties cause relevant behaviors.75  So, identity physicalism, 

conjoined with this claim, implies that phenomenal properties cause behavior, implies 

this apparent fact. 

                                                
74 This discussion ignores fussy concerns about whether properties, their instances, the objects 

that instantiate them, or the events that include them are the proper relata of causal relations.  
75 This discussion ignores empirical support for epiphenomenalism (e.g. Goodale and Milner, 

1992; summarized in Gray, 2004).  For, this evidence does not suggest that the physical 

properties that underlie phenomenal states do not affect behavior at all.  It simply suggests that 

these underlying properties do not directly affect online behavior.  This evidence provides some 

reason, nevertheless, to doubt our intuition that phenomenal properties affect behavior if that 

intuition holds even for relevant rapid, online behaviors. 
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     Naturalistic dualism, contrariwise, does not imply that phenomenal properties affect 

behavior.76  Naturalistic dualism holds that physical properties merely nomologically 

necessitate phenomenal properties, which are wholly distinct properties.  Nothing in this 

thesis suggests that phenomenal properties affect behaviors. 

     Worse yet, naturalistic dualism, conjoined with other widely accepted claims, implies 

that phenomenal properties do not affect behavior.  There are well-rehearsed reasons to 

accept causal closure, to accept that non-physical properties do not affect physical 

properties (e.g. Davidson, 1980; Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson, 1996, chapter 1).  

Naturalistic dualism holds that phenomenal properties are wholly distinct form physical 

properties, and thus, are non-physical.  Accordingly, given causal closure, naturalistic 

dualism implies that phenomenal properties do not affect behavior.  This implication 

starkly contradicts the apparent fact that phenomenal properties cause behaviors. 

     Of course, these considerations do not eliminate dualism from contention.  We are not 

supposing, as Davidson (1980) seems to, that the phenomenal clearly affects the physical 

and that this entails physicalism.77  Accordingly, the dualist can deny causal closure or 

can explain why phenomenal properties appear to affect physical properties even though 

they do not.  She can explain, for example, that we mistakenly conclude that the 

phenomenal affects behavior because phenomenal properties correlate perfectly with 

                                                
76 To reiterate fn. 71, the label ‘naturalistic dualism’ is used to designate any theory holding that 

phenomenal properties merely nomologically supervene on physical properties.  
77 Others argue in a related fashion that everyone should accept causal closure and that this counts 

heavily against dualism (e.g. Horgan, 1987; Seager, 1991). 
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physical properties, and thus, since we are more directly acquainted with phenomenal 

properties, we take them to be the genuine causes. 

     The present point, rather, is the contrast between identity physicalism and naturalistic 

dualism.  While naturalistic dualism does not imply the apparent fact that phenomenal 

states affect behavior, identical physicalism does.  Moreover, conjoined with other widely 

accepted claims, naturalistic dualism contradicts but identity physicalism implies this 

apparent fact.  Ceteris paribus, then, each principle of explanatory comprehensiveness 

favors identity physicalism over naturalistic dualism. 

     What of supervenience physicalism?  Arguably, supervenience physicalism, like 

identity physicalism, both allows and implies that phenomenal states affect behavior.  

For, it holds that phenomenal properties are nothing more than physical properties, and 

thus, to hold that phenomenal states affect behavior is just to hold that some physical 

properties affect others and that phenomenal properties inherit the causal efficacy of their 

base.  If this is right, then ceteris paribus each principle of explanatory 

comprehensiveness favors supervenience physicalism over naturalistic dualism. 

   Some worry, however, that supervenience physicalism fares no better than dualism on 

this score.  Kim (1989, 1993, 2003), for example, argues roughly as follows.  Anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC) activity underlies feeling of pain.  Uncontroversially, ACC 

activity can affect other brain activity, including various motor areas that lead to 

behavior.  ACC activity, then, is among the most natural candidate causes of relevant 

behavior.  Supervenience physicalism insists that feelings of pain are not identical with 

ACC activity.  Supervenience physicalism, then, suggests that these feelings are not the 
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same as the causes of behavior.  This, in very rough summary, is Kim’s causal exclusion 

argument. 

     Not everyone, however, accepts this argument.  Yablo (1992) and Bennett (2003), for 

example, provide reasons to think that supervenient properties inherit the causal powers 

of relevant subvenient properties, and thus, even merely supervenient phenomenal 

properties can cause behavior.  Chapter 6’s assertion that phenomenal properties are 

nothing but their base supports this suggestion. 

     Rather than insist that Kim is mistaken, however, let us simply note that, vis-à-vis this 

tertiary explananda, those who accept causal exclusion arguments will rank the three 

competing theories differently than those who do not.  Accordingly, vis-à-vis the apparent 

fact that phenomenal states affect behaviors: if Kim’s causal exclusion arguments are 

unsound, then both physicalisms are superior to naturalistic dualism; if Kim’s causal 

exclusion arguments are sound, then identity physicalism is superior to both 

supervenience physicalism and naturalistic dualism, which fare equally poorly. 

1.2.2 Justification 

A related apparent fact involves knowledge of phenomenal properties.  When Chris 

returns from the dentist, he winces as he tells Meredith that he feels pain.  Meredith infers 

from his wince and words that Chris instantiates those phenomenal properties that 

comprise a phenomenal state of pain.  She may then infer that Chris wants an aspirin to 

alleviate his pain, his Novocain has worn off, and so on. 

     If phenomenal properties “leave no traces” in the physical world, it is hard to see how 

Meredith’s beliefs are justified (cf. Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson, 1996, 7).  For, if 
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phenomenal properties leave no traces in the physical world, then reports about them (“I 

feel pain”) and other physical expressions of them (a wince) are coincidentally 

trustworthy at best.  The coincidental, one might suppose, typically does not play a 

justificatory role.  Accordingly, if phenomenal properties leave no traces in the physical 

world, then our beliefs about others’ phenomenal states are unjustified.  Clearly, 

Meredith’s belief that Chris feels pain is justified.  So, phenomenal properties leave 

traces in the physical world.  A theory would do well to imply or at least cohere with this 

apparent fact. 

     On the one hand, both identity and supervenience physicalism imply (and a fortiori 

allow) that phenomenal properties leave justification-conferring traces in the physical 

world.  Identity physicalism holds that phenomenal properties just are physical 

properties, and thus, implies that phenomenal properties leave both themselves and 

whatever they cause as traces in the physical world.  For example, Chris’ ACC activity 

counts as a trace of his pain because that activity just is his pain, and his wince and words 

count as traces of his pain because his pain causes them.  Supervenience physicalism 

holds that phenomenal properties are nothing more than physical properties, and thus, 

they leave both their base and whatever their base causes as traces in the physical world.  

For example, Chris’ ACC activity counts as a trace of his pain because his pain is nothing 

but that activity, and his wince and words count as traces of his pain because his pain is 

nothing more than the brain activity that causes them. 
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     Naturalistic dualism, on the other hand, does not imply the apparent fact that we can 

form justified beliefs about phenomenal properties.  Ceteris paribus, then, 

Comprehensiveness-imply favors either version of physicalism over naturalistic dualism. 

     Naturalistic dualism’s best alternative explanation of our knowledge of others’ 

phenomenal states, furthermore, is dubious.  We are supposing that the dualist cannot 

plausibly deny causal closure.  Accordingly, she must hold that phenomenal properties 

leave traces by being caused by physical properties.  It is not at all clear, however, how 

being caused by something amounts to leaving a trace in that thing.  If a rock causes a 

window to shatter, should we expect the window’s shattering to leave a trace in the rock?  

It is certainly not clear that we should—especially if we suppose, to press the analogy, 

that the window in no way affects the rock.  We may be able to build some explanation 

that leads from the shattered window to claims about a rock and its nature.  The 

analogous explanation of how phenomenal properties leave traces in the physical world, 

however, is sure to be less desirable (e.g. far more complex, etc.) than the simple 

explanation provided by either sort of physicalism. 

1.2.3 Multiple-Realizability 

Putnam (1973) suggests that a single mental state type can be realized in diverse physical 

systems (see also Fodor, 1974).  After all, humans and squids can feel pain without 

sharing relevant physical states.  Accordingly, pain (and by hypothesis many phenomenal 
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states) is multiply realizable. A theory would do well to imply or at least cohere with this 

apparent fact.78 

     Identity physicalism contradicts multiple-realizability.  For, as Putnam suggests, 

identity physicalism implies that there is a single physical-chemical state such that all and 

only creatures capable of entering any given mental state can enter that physical-chemical 

state.  Advocates of identity physicalism typically respond by claiming that mental states 

are quite fine-grained, and thus, there is no real mental state type that humans and squids 

share.  Identity physicalism, then, not only fails to imply but also contradicts this 

apparent fact.79 

     Supervenience physicalism and naturalistic dualism, however, cohere with this 

apparent fact: each allows that mental states are multiply-realizable.  Supervenience 

physicalism even implies this apparent fact—albeit trivially, by stipulating that 

phenomenal properties merely supervene on physical properties.  Ceteris paribus, then, 

                                                
78 Putnam replaces identity theory with functionalism, according to which different creatures 

share a common mental state (pain) in virtue of sharing a common functional state.  Some (e.g. 

Rosenberg, 2004; Gray, 2004) think that phenomenal state types can be realized by diverse 

functional state types as well.  If this is right, it suggests another tertiary explanandum. 
79 Kim (1992) addresses concerns about multiple-realizability more subtly with his Structure-

Restricted Correlation Thesis, which holds that if x instantiates mental state M at time t, then 

there exists a physical structure type T and physical property P such that all systems of type T 

instantiate M at t just in case they instantiate P at t.  Since humans and squids have (or are) 

different physical structure types, they both can instantiate pain.  Depending on how one 

elaborates on this thesis, it either shifts away from identity physicalism toward supervenience 

physicalism or denies that creatures with different physical constitutions can instantiate the very 

same (fine-grained) phenomenal property.  Either way, the present discussion can proceed 

unaffected.  
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Comprehensiveness-cohere favors either alternative over identity physicalism.  Technically, 

moreover, Comprehensiveness-imply favors supervenience physicalism over either 

alternative.  We should not credit supervenience physicalism in this regard, however, 

because the implication is entirely ad hoc. 

1.2.4 Intuition 

We seem to be able to imagine (conceive of, intuit) Jackson’s Mary (1982).  We seem to 

be able to imagine (conceive of, intuit) Chalmers’ zombies (1996).  A theory would do 

well to imply or at least cohere with this apparent fact. 

     Neither identity physicalism nor supervenience physicalism imply that we can or that 

we cannot imagine Mary or zombies.  Of course, in conjunction with a strict modal 

epistemology, each implies that we cannot.  Since we have adopted an abductive modal 

epistemology, however, this is not a concern. 

     Prima facie one might suppose that naturalistic dualism implies that we can imagine 

Mary and Zombies.  Once we reject a strict modal epistemology, however, naturalistic 

dualism no longer implies this apparent fact.  For, once we reject a strict modal 

epistemology, the actual and epistemic distinctness of properties become separate issues. 

     Ceteris paribus, then, comprehensiveness is indifferent among these theories. 

1.2.5 Summing Explananda 

Each theory has been assessed in light of four tertiary explananda, the apparent facts that 

phenomenal properties cause behaviors, that we can form justified beliefs about them, 

that creatures with quite different physical constitutions can instantiate them, and that 

they are separable from physical properties in thought.  Crudely, we can think of a view 
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as gaining one point for each explananda that it implies (in conjunction with other 

independently plausible claims), as losing one point for each explananda that it 

contradicts (in conjunction with such claims), and as receiving no points for each 

explananda with which it merely coheres (i.e. that it neither implies nor contradicts). 

     Given the above assessment, then, identity physicalism would receive one point for 

implying the apparent fact that phenomenal states affect behaviors, one point for 

implying the apparent fact that we can form justified beliefs about others’ phenomenal 

states, would lose one point for contradicting the apparent fact that phenomenal 

properties are multiply-realizable, and would receive no other score; thus, identity 

physicalism would receive a total score of one.  Supervenience physicalism either would 

lose or would gain a point for implying that phenomenal properties affect behavior, 

depending on whether exclusion arguments are sound or unsound.  Supervenience 

physicalism also would receive a point for implying that we can form justified beliefs 

about others’ phenomenal states but would receive no other score.  Accordingly, 

supervenience physicalism would receive a total score of either zero or two, depending 

on the status of causal exclusion arguments.  Naturalistic dualism would receive no score 

except to lose a point for contradicting the apparent fact that phenomenal properties 

affect behaviors—although some might wish to subtract a point for the implausibility of 

its most plausible explanation for our ability to form justified beliefs about others 

phenomenal states.   

     Figure 3 depicts this comparison.  Since no theory receives a score for explaining our 

imaginative abilities, that explanandum has been omitted.    
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Identity 

Physicalism
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Comprehensiveness and Mind -Body Theories

Total Score -10                     21

00-1

011

-1-1                       1                      1

Accept CE* Reject CE

Accept CE Reject CE

 
 
Figure 3 ('CE' = causal exclusion) 

So, assuming that these are the only tertiary explananda, each physicalism is more 

explanatorily comprehensive than naturalistic dualism. 

     Of course, this review is naïve.  The explananda may not be so easily summed and 

may not be so easily identified.  One might wish, for example, to weight certain facts 

more heavily than others—perhaps such that the more credence and relevance we give an 

apparent fact, the more weight it receives.  Similarly, one might wish to include 

additional tertiary explananda. 

     Unless one insists that only multiple-realizability should count as a tertiary 

explanandum, however, every weighting favors some version of physicalism.  I see no 

further tertiary explanandum, moreover, that receives significant attention in the 
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literature.  Any naivety, then, does not impact the central claim that our principles of 

explanatory comprehensiveness favor some version of physicalism over naturalistic 

dualism. 

     More generally, complications in this abduction can be ignored when, however the 

complications are likely to get worked out, we would reach the same conclusion.  This is 

a virtue of the abductive method.  For, if all of the details mattered every time, drawing 

conclusions would be far more difficult. 

1.3 Intuitive Plausibility 

Intuitive plausibility can be thought of in two basic ways.  First, one theory can be more 

intuitively plausible than another in the deeply philosophical sense that our modal 

intuitions favor that theory.  Second, one theory can be more intuitively plausible than 

another in the more ordinary sense that that theory strikes us as more likely to be true.  

Given the first sort of intuitive plausibility, dualism is clearly more intuitively plausible 

than physicalism; for, modal intuition suggests that phenomenal and physical properties 

are wholly distinct.  Given the second sort of intuitive plausibility, however, matters are 

less clear.  Many who have failed to find a flaw in Chalmers’ anti-physicalist arguments 

insist on physicalism nevertheless.  They seem to think that at the end of the day 

physicalism wins because they are struck by physicalism’s overall appeal. 

     Rather than pursue this issue, let us grant to the dualist that naturalistic dualism offers 

a more intuitively plausible explanation of the correlation between physical and 

phenomenal properties than does either physicalism. 

1.4 Summary 
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Principles of parsimony and comprehensiveness favor either version of physicalism over 

naturalistic dualism.  Only a principle of intuitive plausibility favors naturalistic dualism.  

Accordingly, abduction favors naturalistic dualism only if we have reason to weight the 

dictates of intuitive plausibility quite heavily or if other relevant principles favor dualism.  

Since we have rejected a strict modal epistemology, I see no reason to weight intuitive 

plausibility heavily.  Any further principles, moreover, either favor physicalism or remain 

silent.  Consider, for example, principles that would capture enumerative induction, 

predictive power, and ad hoc–ness.  Since every other apparently non-physical 

phenomenon has turned out to be physical (most famously life), any principle capturing 

enumerative induction would favor physicalism.  Since each of the three competing 

theories has the same empirical consequences, any principle capturing predictive power 

would be irrelevant.  Since none of the theories is ad hoc in a way that another is not, any 

principle capturing ad hoc–ness would be irrelevant.  Accordingly, however we refine 

this somewhat crude abduction, however subtle it becomes, abduction ultimately favors 

some version of physicalism over naturalistic dualism. 

2. Objection 

§1.1 suggests that physicalism is more parsimonious than dualism and that physicalism 

implies that phenomenal states affect behavior.  Pautz (unpublished) disagrees.  He 

claims that neither form of physicalism is more parsimonious than dualism.  He also 

claims that supervenience physicalism and perhaps even identity physicalism fares no 

better than dualism vis-à-vis mental causation.  If he is right, then it is no longer clear that 

abduction favors physicalism.  Accordingly, Pautz’ concerns merit attention. 
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     Although Pautz segments his discussions of supervenience and identity physicalism, 

his concerns can be addressed together.  For, Pautz most often argues against identity 

physicalism by showing that it “succombs [sic.] to the same problems earlier raised 

against [supervenience physicalism]” (38).  So, by solving these problems for 

supervenience physicalism, we can show that both supervenience and identity 

physicalism overcome Pautz’ concerns. 

2.1 On Supervenience Physicalism 

Pautz claims that supervenience physicalism, which he calls ‘Dualistic Physicalism’, is 

no more “economic” than dualism (24).  For, supervenience physicalism, like ordinary 

dualism, insists that phenomenal properties are “wholly distinct from” physical 

properties; are not “made up from” physical properties (24).   Accordingly, supervenience 

physicalism “says that the world is one with two levels”, and thus, it “needs brute bridge 

principles between the levels” (24).  These brute bridge principles, according to Pautz, 

“are the analogue [sic.] of Dualism’s nomological danglers” (24).  So, just as ordinary 

dualism has its danglers, supervenience physicalism has its own “modal danglers” (24).  

Since supervenience physicalism “will require many such brute modal principles”, 

moreover, “far from having the virtue of simplicity [i.e. ontological parsimony], 

supervenience physicalism commits the sin of profligacy” (24). 

     Pautz’ begins by claiming that, according to supervenience physicalism, phenomenal 

properties are “wholly distinct from” and not “made up from” physical properties.  Of 

course, merely supervenient properties are not identical with their base, and thus, in some 

sense, are distinct form those properties.  As Chapter 6’s discussion of metaphysical 
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supervenience suggests, nevertheless, the claims that supervenient properties are wholly 

distinct from and not made up from their base counter ordinary thinking about 

supervenience.  Consider again Lewis’ simple specification of supervenience: 

A dot-matrix picture has global properties—it is symmetrical, it is cluttered, and 

whatnot—and yet all there is to the picture is dots and non-dots at each point of 

the matrix. The global properties are nothing but patterns in the dots. They 

supervene: no two pictures could differ in their global properties without 

differing, somewhere, in whether there is or there isn’t a dot (1986, p. 14). 

 
Again, Lewis’ locutions “all there is” and “nothing but” suggest both that he does not 

think of supervenient properties as wholly distinct from their base and that he thinks of 

these properties as, in some deep sense, made up from their base.  Lewis’ view is quite 

natural.  Accordingly, some plausible principle of ontological parsimony (perhaps 

Parsimony’) favors supervenience physicalism over dualism.  (For more on this issue, see 

Chapter 6, §1.3.1. 

     Pautz proceeds by claiming that supervenience physicalism requires modal danglers.  

Suppose that he is right, that supervenience physicalism requires brute bridge principles, 

which establish the supervenience of phenomenal on physical properties.  Pautz thinks of 

these brute bridge principles as analogous to the danglers that dualism requires, and thus, 

he thinks that supervenience physicalism is no more parsimonious than dualism.   

    Pautz’ final inference is fallacious.  Dualism requires both brute natural laws and 

phenomenal properties that are wholly distinct from physical properties.  Supervenience 

physicalism may require brute bridge principles, which are most analogous to naturalistic 

dualism’s brute laws, but does not require wholly distinct phenomenal properties.  So, 
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dualism is left with an extra dangler, its wholly distinct phenomenal properties.  

Accordingly, supervenience physicalism is more ontologically parsimonious than 

dualism. 

     Perhaps, however, Pautz’ complaint is better structured as follows.  Everyone should 

accept that there are mere natural laws.  So, both dualists’ and the supervenience 

physicalists’ ontologies include these.  Dualism appeals to wholly distinct phenomenal 

properties, where supervenience physicalism does not. Supervenience physicalism 

appeals to metaphysical necessitation where dualism does not.  Each theory, then, appeals 

to one entity that the other eschews, and thus, they are equally parsimonious. 

     This complaint only gets grip for dualists who reject metaphysical necessitation 

everywhere.  For, if the dualist accepts that there is any metaphysical necessitation, then 

he admits metaphysical necessitation into his ontology in the same way that the 

supervenience physicalist admits natural laws into her own.  Since we are accepting 

modal realism, we cannot reject metaphysical necessitation entirely.  Accordingly, this 

objection gets no grip.80 

     Pautz also objects to the commonplace claim that supervenience physicalism fares 

better than dualism vis-à-vis mental causation.  He claims that supervenience physicalism 

cannot “secure for macro properties . . . the ‘causal efficacy’ that we pretheoretically take 
                                                
80 One might object that we have reason to think that supervenient properties are nothing but their 

base if and only if claims about supervenient properties can be analyzed into appropriate claims 

about their base.  So, since we are granting that claims about phenomenal properties cannot be 

analyzed into claims about physical properties, we have no reason to think that the former are 

nothing but the latter.  This objection presupposes a strict modal epistemology, which has been 

rejected for the modal realist, and thus, can be set aside. 
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them to have.”  (24)  Pautz first invokes the causal exclusion argument, but insists that we 

do not “need any contentious argument . . .  to see that the picture [which gives 

supervenient properties causal efficacy] is wrong.”  He proceeds:  

Inasmuch as we have any intuitive grip on the notion of ‘causal efficacy’ at all, 

we see that merely from the fact that F is causally efficacious with respect to B 

and somehow brings with it as a matter of metaphysical necessity the distinct 

property G, it doesn’t follow that G is causally efficacious with respect to B as 

well. Clearly, from the fact that F is causally efficacious with respect to B and 

somehow brings with it as a matter of nomological necessity the distinct property 

G, it doesn’t follow that F is causally efficacious with respect to B. It might, 

consistently with this, be a mere epiphenomenon. It seems that strengthening the 

modality to metaphysical necessity adds nothing. (25) 

 
     Intuitively, however, strengthening the modality does add something.  Fodor (1974), 

among many others, seems to share this intuition, which is why he finds the claim that 

supervenient properties figure into both natural laws and causal explanations to be so 

compelling. 

     We can begin to cash out this intuition by noticing an important difference between 

the nomological and metaphysical modalities.  The nomological modality addresses how 

things happen to be.  The metaphysical modality addresses what things really are.  If G 

metaphysically supervenes on F, then G amounts to nothing more than F.  If G merely 

nomologically supervenes on F, contrariwise, then G amounts to something more than F.  

Plausibly, if G amounts to nothing more than F, then G can inherit F’s causal efficacy, 

but if G amounts to something more than F, then it cannot.  So, strengthening the 

modality from mere nomological to metaphysical supervenience adds enough to allow 
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causal inheritance. 

2.2 The Nature of the Response 

These responses to Pautz’s assessment are far from counter-arguments.  Pautz, however, 

does not offer arguments for his position, nor does he purport to.  Instead, he states 

matters in a way that emphasizes the distinctness of supervenient and subvenient 

properties, which renders the claims that physicalism is more parsimonious and that the 

supervenient properties inherit causal powers from their base odd-sounding.  The present 

response simply states matters in a way that emphasizes the intimacy of supervenient and 

subvenient properties, which makes the claims that physicalism is more parsimonious 

than dualism and that supervenient properties inherit causal powers from their base 

natural-sounding.  Where Pautz uses phrases like ‘wholly distinct’, I prefer Lewis’ 

‘nothing but’ and my own ‘nothing more than’.  Many seem to prefer this way of talking 

about supervenience.  Moreover, since many seem to think of physicalism, even 

supervenience physicalism, as more parsimonious than dualism, dialectically such 

responses should suffice. 

3. Conclusion 

This chapter suggests that abduction favors physicalism.  Specifically, abduction favors 

physicalism because principles of ontological parsimony and explanatory 

comprehensiveness favor physicalism.  Although a principle of intuitive plausibility 

favors naturalistic dualism, we have no reason to weight this principle particularly 

heavily. 

     This conclusion becomes significant given the main conclusion of Part I.  Part I 
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concludes that we should adopt abductive modal realism, and thus, should rely on 

abduction in modal inquiry.  Accordingly, since abduction favors physicalism, we should 

adopt physicalism.  Let us now turn to the nature of the physicalism that we should adopt. 
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________________________________________________________ 

STANDARD A POSTERIORI PHYSICALISM 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 concludes that abductive modal realism favors physicalism.  This chapter 

classifies the resulting physicalism among its competitors.  Quite roughly, physicalist 

positions divide into the a priori and the a posteriori.  A priori physicalism holds that we 

cannot think of physical and phenomenal properties as separated, and thus, they are not 

metaphysically separable.  A posteriori physicalism grants that we can think of these 

properties as separated but insists that they are metaphysically inseparable nevertheless.  

Does abductive modal realism favor one type of physicalist position over the other?   

     A priori physicalism presupposes that what we cannot think entails what cannot be.  

Abductive modal realism maintains an abductive modal epistemology, which denies any 

such entailment.  Abductive modal realism, then, contradicts a priori physicalism.  One 

might suppose, then, that abductive modal realism favors a posteriori physicalism.  

Although this supposition is natural enough, abductive modal realism, in and of itself, 

does not entail a posteriori physicalism.  For, a posteriori physicalism holds that we can 
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think of physical and phenomenal properties as separated, but abductive modal realism is 

silent on this issue. 

     We will suppose, nevertheless, that we can think of physical and phenomenal 

properties as separated.  Given this supposition, abductive modal realism leads to a 

physicalism holding both that we can think of physical and phenomenal properties as 

separated and that these properties are metaphysically inseparable nevertheless.  Given 

this supposition, then, abductive modal realism favors a posteriori physicalism.  We can 

call the resulting version of a posteriori physicalism ‘abductive physicalism’.   

    This chapter explores extant versions of a posteriori physicalism with two goals in 

mind.  First, the exploration reveals the tradition into which abductive physicalism fits.  

Second, the exploration readies us for the next chapter, which contrasts abductive 

physicalism with standard versions of a posteriori physicalism. 

    More specifically, this chapter proceeds as follows.  §1 offers a partial history of a 

posteriori physicalism prior to its standard contemporary incarnation.  §2 specifies that 

contemporary incarnation.  §3 offers a brief conclusion.81 

 

 

 
                                                
81 Before proceeding, one should note that both a priori and a posteriori physicalism come in 

various forms.  A priori physicalists include both eliminativists such as Dennett (1988) and 

analytic functionalists such as Lewis (1972).  A posteriori physicalists include both those who 

think they can explain why physicalism is true despite it’s a posteriori status (e.g. Loar, 

1990/1997) and those who think that physicalism is true even though they cannot quite explain  

why (e.g. Levine, 1983, 2001).  
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1. Early A Posteriori Physicalism 

Understanding the historical context in which a posteriori physicalism was introduced 

can help us to understand it better.  Although the idea behind a posteriori physicalism 

may be ancient82, its modern versions begin with the contingent identity theorists of the 

1950s.83  These theorists, most famously Feigl (1967), Smart (1959), and Place (1956), 

held that phenomenal properties are identical with physical properties but only 

contingently so.84 

     About a decade later, Kripke (1972) provided a widely accepted objection to this 

view.  He argued that all identities between natural kinds are necessary.  For, natural kind 

terms designate the same properties in all possible worlds, and thus, whenever natural 

kind terms flank an identity symbol, the proposed identification holds in all possible 

worlds.  Clearly, an identity that holds in all possible worlds is necessary.  So, all 

identities between natural kinds are necessary.  Since phenomenal and physical properties 

are natural kinds, Kripke’s conclusion starkly contradicts the contingent identity 

theorist’s claim that the phenomenal-physical identity is contingent. 

     In almost the same breath, however, Kripke threw contingent identity theorists a rope.  

He argued that some necessary truths are only knowable a posteriori.  Contingent identity 

                                                
82 Plato’s position on the mind-body problem in the Timeus and the Laws suggests a posteriori 

physicalism. 
83 Although Boring (1933) offered a similar idea, his work is not as widely explored.  
84 For ease of presentation, I will follow most a posteriori physicalists in talking of a posteriori 

physicalism as an identity claim rather than a supervenience claim.  At the end of the day, 

however, I prefer supervenience.  One should note, therefore, that all points made here apply 

equally to the relevant supervenience claim. 
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theorists had held that the phenomenal-physical identity is contingent, one might 

suppose, only because they adopted the widely accepted thesis that the necessary and a 

priori coextend.  With this coextension presupposed, they reasoned as follows: one 

cannot know a priori that phenomenal properties are physical, and thus, phenomenal 

properties bear only a contingent relation to physical properties.  Armed with Kripke’s 

distinction between the a priori and the necessary, however, identity theorists could 

replace the claim that the phenomenal-physical identity is contingent with the claim that 

it is necessary but a posteriori.  With this insight, modern a posteriori physicalism was 

born.85 

     To his credit, Kripke immediately recognized a posteriori physicalism as a possibility, 

immediately recognized that he had thrown identity theorists a rope.  He argued, 

however, that this rope would hang them.  Kripke’s argument for the claim that a 

posteriori physicalism is not tenable plays an important role in the progression of the 

view.  His argument also remains central to the current debate, (loosely) inspiring the 

some of the most powerful objections to standard a posteriori physicalism.  Accordingly, 

it is worth considering his argument in detail.  After considering his argument, we can see 

how standard a posteriori physicalism tries to avoid it. 

1.1 Kripke On A Posteriori Necessities 

§3.3 of chapter 2 explored the nature of Kripke’s famous arguments that certain 

necessary truths are a posteriori.  Roughly, he asks what we would say about imagined 

cases and then concludes, based on what we would say, that such-and-such is necessary 

                                                
85 Horgan and Tienson (2001) reconstruct this history in a similar way. 
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despite being clearly a posteriori.  This conclusion flew in the face of tradition.  

Accordingly, Kripke felt obliged to explain why certain truths are necessary despite being 

a posteriori.  That is, since necessity had traditionally been thought of as coextensive (if 

not identical) with a priority, Kripke felt obliged to do more than show that some truths 

are both necessary and a posteriori; he felt obliged to explain why the necessary and a 

priori can separate. 

     His explanation comes in two forms.  First, he states, in a single sentence, a broad 

explanation.  Second, he explores, over several paragraphs, a special case of that broad 

explanation (a posteriori necessities involving rigid designators).  Although he does not 

explicitly claim that his explanation exhausts conditions under which the necessary and a 

priori separate, he suggests that those who try to find other conditions are likely to fail.  

He says, for example, that when one searches for additional conditions in which 

necessities will be a posteriori, he does “not think it likely that [she] will succeed in such 

an endeavor” (150).  Accordingly, we can think of the explanation that Kripke offers as 

providing a necessary condition for being an a posteriori necessity. 

     Let us follow Kripke in considering both the broad explanation and its special case.  

After each offering, we will note why Kripke thinks that his explanation cannot account 

for phenomenal-physical identities. 

1.1.1 Broad Explanation 

Kripke’s states his broad explanation as follows: for some necessary claims, “someone 

could, qualitatively speaking, be in the same epistemic situation as the original, and in 

such a situation a qualitatively analogous statement could be false”; thus, some necessary 
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claims will be a posteriori (his italics, 150).  Let us explore this statement by explicating 

its conjuncts independently. 

     The first conjunct holds that “someone could, qualitatively speaking, be in the same 

epistemic situation as the original”.  We can explicate this conjunct by contrasting the 

actual world (Earth) with a nearby world (Twin Earth).86  Earth is “the original” situation.  

Here H2O composes the clear, potable, liquid that fills oceans and lakes, falls from the 

sky, and so on.  Twin Earth is the nearest possible world in which XYZ, a chemical 

structure that differs significantly from H2O, composes the clear, potable liquid that fills 

oceans and lakes, falls from the sky, and so on.  Plausibly, a Twin Earthling who does not 

know chemical theory is “in the same epistemic situation”, “qualitatively speaking”, as 

her Earthling counterpart, who is in “the original” situation.  To see that she is in the 

same epistemic situation (qualitatively speaking), notice that she should make 

qualitatively analogous claims about the clear, potable liquid in her world.  She should 

claim, for example, that the clear, potable liquid is tasteless and odorless, good for 

swimming, expands when frozen, and so on. 

     The second conjunct holds that “in such a situation a qualitatively analogous statement 

could be false”.  The Twin Earthling is in “such a situation”.  So, Kripke thinks that the 

                                                
86 This is a variant of Putnam’s Twin Earth.  Putnam, of course, thinks of his Twin Earth case as a 

scenario in which Twin Earth is forever hidden from us by the sun and he thinks of ‘XYZ’ as 

shorthand for a longer chemical description.  Nothing turns on the present deviations.  The use of 

‘actual world’ and ‘nearest possible world’ are not meant to invoke Lewis’ account of possible 

worlds. 
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Twin Earthling could make a false statement that is qualitatively analogous to a true 

statement that an Earthling makes.  The following is an example of such a statement: 

(C) That stuff is water. 

Let us suppose that the Earthling and the Twin Earthling each assert (C) while 

demonstrating the clear, potable liquid of her world.  Let us also fix the language at 

Earth.  Accordingly, presuming that H2O actually composes water, and that water is 

therefore necessarily H2O, claims about water are claims about H2O.  So, to assert (C) is 

to claim that that stuff is H2O.  When the Earthling asserts (C), she demonstrates the 

clear, potable liquid in her environment, which is H2O.  When the Twin Earthling asserts 

(C), she demonstrates the clear, potable liquid in her environment, which is XYZ.  

Accordingly, the Earthling claims of H2O that it is H2O, but the Twin Earthling claims of 

XYZ that it is H2O.  So, (C) is true when made by the Earthling but false when made by 

the Twin Earthling.   

     Their statements, nevertheless, share something important.  Each person is ignorant of 

chemical theory.  Neither would recognize, then, any difference between her own 

statement and her counterpart’s.  In some sense, then, (C) as made by the Earthling and 

Twin Earthling, are “qualitatively analogous”; they could both be translated into the 

claim ‘the clear, potable liquid filling the lakes and oceans around me is water’.  

Accordingly, the Twin Earthling makes a statement that is both false and qualitatively 

analogous to a true statement that an Earthling makes. 

     With the meaning of the conjuncts clear, let us return to Kripke’s original claim: 

“someone could, qualitatively speaking, be in the same epistemic situation as the original, 
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and in such a situation a qualitatively analogous statement could be false”.  We can 

interpret this claim through our example.  This claim simply holds that a Twin Earthling 

who does not know chemical theory could be in the same epistemic situation as an 

Earthling who does not know chemical theory and in that situation (C) could be true 

when made by the Earthling but false when made by the Twin Earthling.   

     Since Kripke intimates that this is the only identifiable broad explanation for a truth 

being necessary despite being a posteriori, we can think of it as providing a necessary 

condition for a posteriori necessities.  That is, truths are necessary and a posteriori only 

if 

(i) two people could be in the same epistemic situation qualitatively speaking and  

(ii) a necessary truth uttered by one is qualitatively analogous to a false statement 

uttered by the other. 

     Kripke thinks that proposed phenomenal-physical identities do not meet this 

condition.  Suppose that an Earthling and Twin Earthling (both of whom are ignorant of 

neurology) each say ‘That is pain’ while demonstrating the feel of pain.  This supposition 

is akin to our previous supposition that each said ‘That is water’ while demonstrating the 

clear potable, liquid of her world.  If this case is like the previous (water and H2O)—that 

is, if this case meets (i) and (ii)—then the Earthling’s statement is true and the Twin 

Earthling’s is false.  Kripke argues, however, that the Twin Earthling’s statement is true 

because, when she demonstrates the feel of pain, she thereby demonstrates pain.  

Accordingly, this proposed phenomenal-physical identity (and by hypothesis all proposed 

phenomenal-physical identities) does not meet both (i) and (ii). 
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     To see why Kripke thinks that the Twin Earthling’s statement is true, let us simply 

reiterate the imagined counterfactual situation.  A Twin Earthling, Chris*, feels the same 

feel that we feel when we are in pain, even though he has no relevant neural activity.  He 

says, while demonstrating that feel, ‘That is pain’.  Would we say that Chris* speaks 

falsely?  When we describe a counterfactual situation in which XYZ composes the clear, 

potable liquid, we are inclined to say that it is a situation in which the clear, potable 

liquid is not water; accordingly, we are inclined to say that (C), as spoken by the Twin 

Earthling, is false.  Similarly, one might expect, we will be inclined to describe the 

present situation, in which something other than neural activity underlies the feel of pain, 

as a situation in which the feel of pain is not pain; accordingly, one might expect, we will 

be inclined to reject Chris*’s claim that his feel is pain.  But we are not so inclined.  To 

claim that Chris* lacks pain even though he has that feel, the feel that we have when in 

pain, seems (to most of us) to be unbearably geocentric/bio-centric.  After all, Chris* 

feels that!  Kripke’s point recalls Wittgenstein’s (1953/1991) remark that upon 

discovering that a friend’s head is filled with hay we would not conclude immediately 

that she, despite all appearances, lacks mentality.  So, whereas being a clear, potable 

liquid does not suffice for being water, feeling like pain suffices for being pain; whereas 

being a clear, potable liquid is not essential to water, feeling like pain is essential to pain.  

Accordingly, when Chris* says ‘That is pain’ while demonstrating the feel of pain, his 

claim is true. 

     This proposed phenomenal-physical identity (and by hypothesis all such proposed 

identities), then, does not meet the condition provided by (i) and (ii).  Accordingly, if 
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Kripke’s condition is exhaustive, as he seems to think, the proposed phenomenal-physical 

identity is not an a posteriori necessity. 

1.1.2 Special Case 

Although Kripke thinks that all a posteriori necessities meet this broad condition, he 

claims that we can more easily explain a posteriori necessities resulting from identities 

between rigid designators.  He proceeds to explain these necessities in some detail.  His 

explanation begins by asking us to “[c]onsider how the references of [rigid] designators 

are determined; if these [i.e. the determining factors and the determined] coincide only 

contingently, it is this fact which gives the original statement its illusion of contingency” 

(150).  That is, if the way in which a rigid designator finds its reference and the reference 

itself coincide only contingently, then certain necessary statements involving that 

designator will be a posteriori. 

     Let us first review the term ‘rigid designator’.  Rigid designators are terms that 

designate the same object in all possible worlds (Kripke, 1972, 48).  Nonrigid designators 

are terms that designate different objects in different possible worlds.  To borrow a 

(slightly altered) example from Kripke, the term ‘Bush’ is a rigid designator because it 

designates that man (the son of George and Barbara) in all possible worlds, whatever 

properties he may have.  The term ‘the US president in 2002’, however, is a nonrigid 

designator because it designates different people in different possible worlds.  In the 

actual world, this term designates Bush, but in a world where the Supreme Court ruled 

differently on Bush versus Gore, it designates Gore (at least, according to certain 

recounts).  Similarly, the term ‘water’ is a rigid designator because it designates H2O in 
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all possible worlds.  The term ‘clear, potable, liquid’ is a non-rigid designator because it 

designates different chemicals in different worlds.  And so on. 

     How do we determine the reference of a rigid designator?  Let us take, as examples, 

the rigid designators heat and water.  We determine the reference of ‘heat’, at least 

originally, as that which gives rise to sensations of heat.  Similarly, we determine the 

reference of water as that which is clear, potable, liquid, fills the oceans and lakes, falls 

from the sky, and so on.  The reference of ordinary terms, then, is determined by how we 

originally (and in many cases ordinarily continue to) identify the relevant phenomenon.87   

     We can think of the reference of such terms as being fixed by those properties (be they 

necessary or contingent) that allow us to identify the phenomenon qua phenomenon.  

Kaplan (1978) notices this reference-fixing role for ordinary, macroscopic 

descriptions/properties when he claims that we think of water as d-that (clear, potable, 

liquid, . . .).  The ‘d-that’ operator takes us, as it were, through the reference-fixing 

description/properties (which appear in the parentheses) to the phenomenon itself, 

whatever that may be. 

     Kaplan’s discussion, like Kripke’s, begs his audience not to confuse the reference-

fixing role of these descriptions/properties with the reference itself.  These 

                                                
87 Of course, we determine the reference of other rigid designators differently.  We introduce 

H2O, for example, stipulatively during scientific investigation.  ‘H’ is introduced to designate 

atoms with one electron, proton, and neutron.  ‘O’ is introduced to designate atoms with eight 

electrons, protons, and neutrons.  ‘H2O’ is then introduced to designate the bonded (i.e. electron 

sharing) triple <hydrogen, hydrogen, oxygen>.  We identify the reference of such scientific terms, 

then, by investigation and stipulation.  When we find H2O or molecular motion, we introduce a 

term stipulatively to designate the found phenomenon.  
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descriptions/properties are the way that we find the reference; they are not, however, the 

reference.  The term ‘water’, for example, refers to H2O, even though we identify water 

by its clarity, potability, liquidity, and so on. 

     Is it contingent that the way in which we find the references of heat and water 

coincide respectively with molecular motion and H2O?  Kripke thinks that it is.  He 

explains why by using the example of ‘heat’, which refers to molecular motion: 

When someone says, inaccurately, that heat might have turned out not to be 

molecular motion, what is true in what he says is that someone could have sensed 

a phenomenon in the same way that we sense heat, that is, feels it by means of its 

production of the sensation we call ‘the sensation of heat’ (call it ‘S’), even 

though that phenomenon was not molecular motion.  He means, additionally, that 

the planet might have been inhabited by creatures who did not get S when they 

were in the presence of molecular motion, though perhaps getting it in the 

presence of something else.  Such creatures would be, in some qualitative sense, 

in the same epistemic situation as we are, they could use a rigid designator for the 

phenomenon that causes sensation S in them (the rigid designator could even be 

‘heat’), yet it would not be molecular motion (and therefore not heat!), which was 

causing the sensation. (151) 

 
     In this passage, Kripke notes that we identify heat originally (and ordinarily) by its 

characteristic feel, by the sensation S.  Kripke then notes that it is contingent that S arises 

as the result of molecular motion.  Accordingly, it is contingent that the way in which we 

originally identify the reference of heat leads us to molecular motion.  There is a possible 

world, then, where the way in which we originally identify heat (via S) does not lead to 

molecular motion.  Of course, had molecular motion necessarily given rise to S, things 

would be different: our way of finding the reference of ‘heat’ (i.e. S) would bear a 
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necessary relation to that reference (i.e. molecular motion).  As things stand, however, it 

is contingent that the way in which we ordinarily identify heat (via a certain sensation) 

leads to molecular motion. 

     According to Kripke, it is this contingency—the contingency between the way that we 

identify the referent and the referent itself—that renders certain necessary statements 

involving rigid designators a posteriori.  We cannot know a priori that molecular motion 

produces S because S bears only a contingent relation to molecular motion, and thus, 

since we originally determine the reference of ‘heat’ through S, we cannot know a priori 

that ‘heat’ rigidly designates molecular motion.  ‘Heat’ rigidly designates molecular 

motion, nevertheless, because ‘heat’ is a rigid designator that actually designates 

molecular motion, even before we learn what molecules are. 

     Kripke’s discussion intimates that, where rigid designators are involved, this is the 

only explanation for necessary a posteriori truths.  Accordingly, unless a proposed a 

posteriori necessity between rigid designators meets this condition, that proposal is 

misguided.  That is, unless the reference of one of the designators is fixed by a contingent 

description or by our noticing the reference’s contingent properties, proposed identities 

involving those designators will not be a posteriori.  To put it another way, a truth that 

involves rigid designators is necessary and a posteriori only if the reference of one of the 

designators is fixed by a contingent description or by our noticing the reference’s 

contingent properties. 

     With this condition clearly stated, let us consider whether a proposed phenomenal-

physical identity meets it.  If the proposed identity between pain and certain neural 
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activity, say heightened activity in the anterior cingulate cortex, meets this condition, 

then the sensation by which we originally recognize pain, which is the feeling of pain, is 

a contingent property of pain.  According to Kripke, the feel of pain is not a contingent 

property of pain.  (Again, when we imagine someone experiencing that feel, we say that 

she is in pain, whatever her physical state.)  It is not contingent, then, that pain gives rise 

to the sensation by which we recognize pain.  The proposed phenomenal-physical 

identity, therefore, does not meet this condition.  Accordingly, one cannot appeal to 

Kripke’s account of a posteriori necessities between rigid designators in order to argue 

for a posteriori physicalism.88 

1.2 Conceptual Reframing 

Having explored Kripke’s explanation of a posteriori necessities, as he understands it, let 

us explore the same issues in a slightly different way.  Whereas Kripke focuses on the 

role of the relation between language and the world in determining the epistemic status of 

                                                
88 In principle, one could argue that this identity is necessary but a posteriori because the way in 

which we pick out the reference of ‘ACC activity’ bears a contingent relation to its referent, 

which is the feel of pain.  One who holds this would be insisting that ACC activity refers to the 

feel of pain.  In fact, however, we introduce ‘ACC activity’ stipulatively as a rigid designator for 

a specific type of neural activity.  Such activity, then, is the referent of ‘ACC activity’.  Of 

course, one could argue that ACC activity is identical with the feel of pain, and thus, ‘ACC 

activity’ refers to pain in virtue of its referring to ACC activity.  For one thinking of things in a 

roughly Kripkean way, this move has several shortcomings.  For example, Kripke explains the a 

posteriority of necessary a posteriori truths by noting some important contingency (e.g. the 

contingency between molecular motion and the sensation S by which we recognize molecular 

motion.)  The current proposal, however, does not include a relevant contingency unless one 

argues that it is contingent that pain is ACC activity.  But holding that these are contingent and 

identical violates Kripke’s principle that all necessities between natural kinds are necessary. 
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certain necessities, let us adjust his explanation by replacing his focus on language with a 

focus on concepts.  This conceptual reframing is in keeping with both Kripke’s main 

ideas and many who address Kripke’s argument. 

     Certainly most of us do not identify water by its chemical structure.  We do not test 

what comes from our faucets before drinking or showering.  We identify water, instead, 

by, among other macroscopic features, its clarity, potability, and liquidity.  We first 

identified water, moreover, without the help of modern chemistry.  Some ancient Greeks 

even held that water was a natural kind while insisting that it was entirely distinct from 

air.  One can identify water as a natural kind, then, without the aid of chemistry and even 

while denying the findings of chemistry. 

     As we have seen, Kripke argues that water has these reference-fixing properties 

contingently.  Let us suppose that he is right.  Accordingly, we first identify water by its 

contingent properties.  Plausibly, our concept of water acquired its most central contents 

from these early experiences with water.  That is, we formed our concept of water based 

on the properties that we originally and ordinarily use to identify water, and we retain this 

concept based on those same properties.  Of course, the term ‘water’ may be (and may 

have always been) a rigid designator for those properties, whatever they may be, that 

explain the properties by which we identify water.  Similarly, our concept of water may 

tell us that water has necessarily only those properties that explain the properties by 

which we identify it.  The content of the concept, nevertheless, is affected primarily by 

the identifying properties themselves. 
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     Searching the concept, then, cannot teach us that water is necessarily H2O because 

being H2O is not among the properties by which we originally (and ordinarily) identify 

water, and thus, is not among those properties that fix (or are most central to) the content 

of our concept of water.  Since the concept does not include water’s being H2O, we 

cannot discover a priori that water is H2O.  Since being H2O is water’s deep explanatory 

feature nevertheless, water is necessarily H2O nevertheless—at least, according to 

Kripke.  We can say, then, that our concept of water finds its referent by connoting 

contingent properties of water.  This contingency in connotation gives rise to the a 

posteriority of the necessary truth that water is H2O. 

     Our concept of pain, however, finds its referent by connoting necessary properties of 

pain.  For, our concept of pain connotes its feel, the feel by which we originally and 

ordinarily identify pain.  This feel is essential to pain.  Our concept of pain, then, finds its 

referent by connoting essential properties of pain.  Accordingly, one cannot appeal to our 

more conceptually oriented account of a posteriori necessities in order to defend a 

posteriori physicalism. 

     For these reasons, Kripke rejects a posteriori physicalism almost while introducing it.  

To reiterate, he rejects it by suggesting that all a posteriori identities meet a condition 

that the identities that a posteriori physicalism proposes do not meet. 

3. Standard A Posteriori Physicalism 

Kripke’s argument leaves a posteriori physicalists two options.  First, they can reject the 

claim that the feel of pain is essential to it.  This option is highly counterintuitive.  It 

requires allowing that one who feels that very feel might not have been in pain.  This 
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option, moreover, may violate a constraint that a posteriori physicalists accept, which is 

to address the phenomenal as such.  Second, a posteriori physicalists can reject the claim 

that all a posteriori necessities are Kripkean.  That is, they can search for what Kripke 

thinks they will not find: additional conditions that give rise to a posteriori necessities.  

Rejecting the first option but taking the second is, in part, definitive of standard a 

posteriori physicalism.  That is, standard a posteriori physicalism, by definition, accepts 

that the feel of pain is essential to pain but denies that Kripke identifies all conditions that 

give rise to a posteriori necessities. 

     Importantly, in claiming that Kripke fails to identify all conditions that give rise to a 

posteriori necessities, advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism do not reject the 

Kripkean picture outright.  They hold, instead, that our justification for believing modal 

claims divides into three categories, only two of which have been recognized by Kripke. 

• First, an a priori rule (e.g. conceivability⇒possibility) grounds some justified 

modal beliefs.  Presumably, claims like all bachelors are married and pain is 

essentially that feel belong to this category. 

• Second, an a priori rule that is supplemented with an empirical premise grounds 

some justified modal beliefs.  Presumably, claims like water is necessarily H2O 

and heat is molecular motion belong to this category. 

• Third, we are justified in believing other modal claims based on abduction.  

Claims identifying phenomenal with physical properties belong to this category. 

Since standard a posteriori physicalism accepts the first two Kripkean categories and 

accepts them as nearly exhaustive, we can think of standard a posteriori physicalism as 
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offering its third category as an exception to Kripke’s otherwise acceptable method of 

modal inquiry.   

     Let us explore this exceptional category, these exceptions to Kripke’s rules.  

Advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism describe these exceptions in general 

terms.  McLaughlin (2001) describes them as cases in which “the concepts expressed by 

the terms flanking the identity sign have radically different functional roles” (320).  Loar 

(1997) describes them similarly, as cases in which conceptually independent 

recognitional and physical concepts both pick out their referent by connoting an essential 

property of that referent. 

     In order to specify standard a posteriori physicalism, let us sketch Loar’s account in 

more detail.  Loar thinks that we possess certain recognitional concepts, which are type-

demonstratives that are perspectival (a la Nagel and Hill) and plausibly unanalyzable.  

These recognitional concepts contrast with our physical concepts, which are ordinary 

theoretical concepts.  Loar thinks that recognitional and physical concepts are generally a 

priori independent—perhaps because recognitional concepts cannot be analyzed and a 

fortiori cannot be analyzed into physical concepts.  Both types of concepts, nevertheless, 

can pick out their referent by connoting an essential property of it.  This set-up raises the 

possibility that conceptually independent concepts can pick out the same referent by 

connoting (apparently) different essential properties of it.89  So, quite roughly, a 

recognitional and a physical concept can be a priori independent (because the former is 

                                                
89 It may be better to say that each type of concept picks out the same referent by connoting the 

same essential property in different ways.  Nothing turns on this. 
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unanalyzable), and yet both can pick out the same referent (because their being 

perspectival accounts for their merely conceptual independence). 

     This account violates the Kripkean intimation, which Loar calls the hidden ‘semantic 

premise’, that an a posteriori property identity statement can be true only if one concept 

picks out its referent by connoting a contingent property of the identified property.  Loar 

insists, therefore, that Kripke’s account is not fully general because it ignores a certain 

category of a posteriori identities—viz. those involving one recognitional and one 

physical concept. 

     Of course, the mere fact that a proposed identity involves a recognitional and a 

physical concept does not show that the identity obtains.  The mere fact that our concept 

of pain is a recognitional concept and our concept of car is a physical concept does not 

show that an a posteriori identity holds between pains and cars.  Loar’s account, then, 

does not identify specific a posteriori identities.  His account, instead, provides a 

condition under which such identities can arise.  Accordingly, we decide whether a 

recognitional and a physical concept have the same referent based on some further 

reasoning. 

     Although Loar does not explore this further reasoning in detail, he can be read as 

agreeing with McLaughlin and Hill that the reasoning is abductive.  That is, once we 

realize that we can appeal to an a posteriori identity between phenomenal and physical 

properties—because we realize that Kripke’s semantic premise is false—we are right to 

do so because doing so best explains their correlation. 
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     Let us think of this move as partly definitive of standard a posteriori physicalism.  

That is, standard a posteriori physicalism holds, by definition, that this appeal to 

abduction provides an exception to Kripke’s otherwise acceptable method of modal 

inquiry.  Standard a posteriori physicalism, then, consists of the following claims: first, 

we can think of physical and phenomenal properties as separated even though they are 

metaphysically inseparable (more simply, zombies are imaginable but not possible); 

second, the feel of phenomenal properties is essential to certain mental states, such as 

pains; third, Kripke fails to identify all conditions that give rise to a posteriori 

necessities; fourth, Kripke’s method of modal inquiry is otherwise acceptable.90 

4. Conclusion 

For present purposes, the key element of standard a posteriori physicalism is this: it sees 

the failure of a strict modal epistemology to be domain specific.  Some think that this 

modal epistemology fails only when phenomenal and physical concepts are involved (e.g. 

McLaughlin and Hill, 1999).  Others think that it fails whenever macro and micro-level 

concepts are involved (e.g. Block and Stalnaker, 1999).  Either way, they see the need for 

an alternative method of modal inquiry, such as abduction, as quite limited.  This element 

                                                
90 As a point of exegesis, I should note that advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism are not 

so glowing about Kripke.  I attribute acceptance of Kripke to them, nevertheless, because the way 

that they present their positions becomes unnecessarily cumbersome once one rejects the 

Kripkean framework as thoroughly as abductive modal realism does.  Most obviously, once one 

abandons the Kripkean way of thinking, their elaborate accounts of phenomenal concepts become 

less central; for, they can simply note that we should rely on abduction in all modal inquiry and 

thus should rely on it here.  The accounts of phenomenal concepts, then, are just interesting 

psychological explanations of our ability to imagine the impossible. 
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of standard a posteriori physicalism is its key element, given present purposes, because it 

provides the important point of contrast between standard a posteriori physicalism and 

abductive physicalism, which sees abduction as the ground for all justified beliefs about 

mind-independent necessities ands possibilities.  This point of contrast is important 

because this difference allows abductive physicalism to escape objections that damn 

standard a posteriori physicalism.  Let us now consider why. 
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________________________________________________________ 

ABDUCTIVE PHYSICALISM 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 8 categorizes abductive physicalism as a version of a posteriori physicalism.  

Although abductive physicalism is a version of a posteriori physicalism, it differs 

importantly from standard versions.  Most importantly, whereas standard a posteriori 

physicalism presupposes something like a strict modal realism with exceptions, abductive 

physicalism presupposes abductive modal realism with its full blown abductive modal 

epistemology.  This simple difference allows abductive physicalism to escape objections 

that damn standard a posteriori physicalism.    

     This chapter explores this difference by considering how standard a posteriori 

physicalism and abductive physicalism fare against a few common objections to a 

posteriori physicalism.  §1 notes that only abductive physicalism escapes the charge of 

being ad hoc.  §2 suggests that abductive physicalism fares better than standard a 

posteriori physicalism against Horgan and Tienson’s (2001) Deconstructive Argument.  

§3 suggests that, unlike standard a posteriori physicalism, abductive physicalism 

provides principled reasons to accept the so-called ‘epistemically primitive necessities’ 
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that it requires.  §4 considers two further objections to abductive physicalism.  §5 then 

concludes that abductive physicalism is otherwise plausible. 

     Before proceeding, a debt and hope merit emphasis.  Abductive physicalism is deeply 

indebted to advocates and critics of standard a posteriori physicalism.  In some ways, 

abductive physicalism grows from their debate.  One hopes, then, that both advocates and 

critics of standard a posteriori physicalism will find abductive physicalism somewhat 

appealing.  This hope is not entirely overly optimistic.  Some advocates and critics of 

standard a posteriori physicalism seem to be unsatisfied with their stances.  McLaughlin 

(2001), writing on behalf of himself and Hill, titles his response to Horgan and Tienson’s 

(2001) objection to their a posteriori physicalism “A Hopeful Rejoinder”.  The qualifier 

“hopeful” seems to indicate concerns about their response—perhaps they think that their 

response has both a kernel of truth and serious flaws.  Some who object to a posteriori 

physicalism, moreover, seem to hope for effective responses to their objections; they 

seem to want to be physicalists, even though they cannot see how to do so.  Horgan 

(1993) and Levine (1983, 2001) certainly fall into this camp.  Even Chalmers (1996), 

today’s arch anti-physicalist, laments his inability to accept the “beautiful” theory that is 

physicalism.  Although abductive physicalism certainly will not satisfy all of these 

parties, one hopes that their influence is apparent. 

1. A Posteriori Physicalism is Ad Hoc 

The simplest, most obvious objection to standard a posteriori physicalism holds that it is 

ad hoc.  Advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism accept, for the most part, a strict 

modal epistemology.  They simply think that this epistemology has exceptions.  
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Accordingly, as chapter 8, §3 notes, they accept, for the most part, Kripke’s explanation 

of the conditions that give rise to a posteriori necessities.  Some (e.g. McLaughlin and 

Hill) even see phenomenal-physical identities as a lone exception.  Standard a posteriori 

physicalism, then, has the air of accepting a strict modal epistemology until that 

epistemology delivers an undesirable result, at which point, rather than abandoning the 

epistemology wholesale, it simply adds a new type of a posteriori necessity, which has 

no general effect.  This is ad hoc. 

     Abductive physicalism is not similarly ad hoc.  Abductive physicalism holds that the 

ground for the belief that phenomenal properties are identical with physical properties is 

of the same kind as the ground for all other beliefs about mind-independent necessities 

and possibilities.  For, abductive physicalism accepts abductive modal realism, which 

holds that abduction grounds all such modal beliefs, no exceptions.  Abductive 

physicalism adopts this modal epistemology, moreover, for fully general reasons, reasons 

that have little to do with phenomenal properties, reasons that stem, instead, from 

concerns about our access to modality qua mind-independent phenomenon.  So, 

abductive physicalism is in no way ad hoc. 

     Advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism might respond that being ad hoc is not 

so bad.  After all, many good explanations are ad hoc in many ways.  Standard a 

posteriori physicalism amends a strict modal epistemology in a very limited way, they 

might continue, because that epistemology fails only in a limited way.  Whatever the 

merits of this response, one should note that standard a posteriori physicalism is ad hoc 

in a way that abductive physicalism is not. 
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2. The Deconstructive Argument 

A second objection to standard a posteriori physicalism is more serious.  Standard a 

posteriori physicalism holds that phenomenal concepts are quite special.  According to 

McLaughlin and Hill (1999), phenomenal concepts play a radically different functional 

role from all other concepts.  According to Loar, phenomenal concepts are recognitional 

while most (perhaps all) others are theoretical.  Chalmers (2006) notes that nothing in 

standard a posteriori physicalism explains why our concepts of phenomenal properties 

are so special given that the phenomena themselves (phenomenal properties) are 

supposed to be banal.  That is, nothing in standard a posteriori physicalism explains why 

phenomenal concepts differ from all other concepts given that phenomenal properties are 

supposed to be as physical as all the rest.91  Horgan and Tienson (2001) express a similar 

worry rather effectively. 

     They think of standard a posteriori physicalism, which they call ‘new wave 

materialism’, as follows.  Advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism “locate the 

explanation for the a posteriori nature of mind-body identities, not on the side of the 

world, but on the side of the mind—in different ways of thinking about or imagining, or 

in different concepts” (307).  Standard a posteriori physicalism then claims that, since the 

proposed identities’ a posteriority can be explained by appealing to something epistemic 

or conceptual, without thereby appealing to a distinction in real-world properties, we can 

                                                
91 Chalmers (2006) develops this point into an argument.  Since it is entirely clear that that 

argument does not apply to abductive physicalism, it will not be considered. 
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accept that there is, in fact, one property where there appear to be two.  Horgan and 

Tienson note, however, that 

differences on the side of the mind of the sort that new wavers invoke imply 

different properties on the side of the world.  At any rate, the new wavers have not 

given us an account of the intentional connection by virtue of which a concept or 

way of conceiving is of one property rather than another.  Giving such an account 

in a way that avoids commitment to different properties is essential to their 

purposes. (308) 

 
     After noting this incompleteness of standard a posteriori physicalism, Horgan and 

Tienson argue that standard a posteriori physicalism cannot be satisfactorily completed; 

for, they argue, standard a posteriori physicalism cannot give an account of the 

intentional connection by virtue of which a concept is of one property rather than another 

in a way that avoids commitment to different properties.  The argument, which they call 

the ‘Deconstructive Argument’, proceeds as follows: 

(1) When a phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, this 

property is conceived otherwise than as a physical-functional property. 

(2) When a phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, this 

property is conceived directly, as it is in itself. 

(3) If (a) a property P is conceived under a concept C, otherwise than as a 

physical-functional property, and (b) P is conceived under C, as it is in itself,  

then P is not a physical-functional property. 
_________________ 
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(4) Phenomenal properties are not physical functional properties. (311)92 

     Horgan and Tienson note that advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism accept 

(1) when they accept that zombies are imaginable, and accept (2) when they claim that 

we “do not identify our conscious states by their contingent properties” because we 

identify conscious states “by being in them, and the nature or essence of a conscious state 

is what it is like to be in it” (309).  Horgan and Tienson then note that (3) “does not 

appear to be credibly deniable; on the contrary, it seems virtually tautologous” (311).  So, 

they conclude, advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism must accept (4), which 

undermines the central tenet of standard a posteriori physicalism—that physical and 

phenomenal properties are identical.93 

     In order to see why our new a posteriori physicalism avoids the Deconstructive 

Argument, let us consider why advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism accept (2).  

According to (2), when a phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, 

this property is conceived directly, as it is in itself.  Advocates of standard a posteriori 

physicalism accept that the feels of certain mental states, such as pains, are essential to 

them.  Accordingly, they accept that when we conceive these states under phenomenal 

concepts, and thus conceive them as feels, we thereby conceive them in their essence, 

directly, as they are in themselves. 

                                                
92 Each of (1)-(4) has been quoted directly.  The word hence has been omitted between (3) and 

(4). 
93 McLaughlin holds that standard a posteriori physicalism denies (3).  Although his denial of (3) 

is interesting, I do not accept it.  Accordingly, I will not explore it as a way to avoid (4). 
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     But why do advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism accept that the feels of 

certain mental states are essential to them?  Although it is not entirely clear, it seems that 

they do so for purely a priori reasons, via a strict modal epistemology.  They decide that 

pain has its feel essentially, for example, by noticing that we are inclined to say of every 

situation (actual or counterfactual) in which the feel is present that it is a situation in 

which pain is present, and we are inclined to say of every situation (actual or 

counterfactual) in which the feel is absent that it is a situation in which pain is absent.  

They then deduce from these inclinations-to-say that pain has its feel essentially. 

     Abductive physicalism rejects this method of reaching (2).94  We have argued already 

that we should rely on abduction when drawing modal conclusions.  Conclusions about 

essentialness, about when a property is conceived directly, as it is in itself, are modal 

conclusions.  Accordingly, we should draw such conclusions through abduction.  When 

we use abduction in this way, let us suppose, we decide that certain phenomenal 

properties are essential to pain.  Using abduction in this way, however, we also decide 

that phenomenal properties metaphysically supervene on physical properties (cf. Chapter 

7).  Accordingly, while concluding that pain has its feel essentially we thereby conclude 

that pain is essentially physical.  So, when we use abduction in this way, we conclude 

that those properties that comprise the feel of pain are identical with physical properties. 

     One might object that we can use abduction to decide that pain’s feel is essential to it 

without thereby using abduction to decide that its phenomenal and physical properties are 
                                                
94 One can think of what follows as providing the needed “account of the intentional connection 

by virtue of which a concept or way of conceiving is of one property rather than another . . . in a 

way that avoids commitment to different properties” (308). 
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the same.  This objection fails because questions of essentialness regarding a single 

phenomenon are best established jointly.  That is, in order to decide which modal 

property would best explain one apparent aspect of a phenomenon, one needs to make 

decisions about related aspects of that phenomenon and their modal properties.  Roughly, 

in order to decide whether pain’s feel is essential to it, for example, we need to decide 

whether holding that the feel is essential best explains relevant facts about pain (e.g. the 

correlation between the feel and ACC activity).  In order to decide whether holding that 

the feel is essential best explains such facts, we need to decide whether holding that the 

feel is essential comports with holding that relevant physical properties are essential.  In 

order to do so, we need to decide whether these physical and phenomenal properties are 

the same.  Accordingly, using abduction to decide whether to accept (2) requires deciding 

related modal issues. 

     Of course, this method for deciding the truth of (2), which is the method of abductive 

physicalism, leads to the same conclusion as the method of standard a posteriori 

physicalism.  That is, like standard a posteriori physicalism’s strict method, abduction 

leads us to accept (2), to accept that the feel of pain is essential to it.  Abductive 

physicalism’s method, however, begins to allow us to reject the Deconstructive 

Argument.  For, in arriving at (2) we have decided already that phenomenal properties 

are identical with physical properties.  So, in getting ourselves into a position to judge 

(2), we acquire reason to reject (4), the Deconstructive Argument’s conclusion that 

phenomenal properties are not physical-functional properties. 
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     This shows that there is something wrong with the Deconstructive Argument qua 

argument against abductive physicalism.  To reiterate, according to abductive 

physicalism, our only reason for accepting a premise of the Deconstructive Argument—

i.e. (2)—gives us reason to reject its conclusion—i.e. (4).  So, either the Deconstructive 

Argument is invalid or one of its premises is false.  This is a sort of reductio against the 

Deconstructive Argument. 

     One should note that this reductio is stronger than a much simpler one.  A simple 

reductio could hold that we have good reason to accept physicalism, and thus, we should 

hold that something is wrong with the Deconstructive Argument, even if we have no idea 

what.  The present, more complex reductio holds that our only reason to accept one of the 

Deconstructive Argument’s premises, gives us reason to reject its conclusion.  This more 

complex reductio thereby advances the dialectic by giving us some sense of what might 

be wrong with the Deconstructive Argument.  It even suggests that the argument’s flaw 

might reside in the overly a prioristic, strict method that it presupposes in establishing 

(2).  Although by no means conclusive, this advancement adds to our reasons to reject the 

Deconstructive Argument in favor of physicalism.  Accordingly, at this point in the 

dialectic, abductive physicalism is already an improvement on standard a posteriori 

physicalism. 

2.1 An Ambiguity 

Having noted this improvement, one might insist that it is not enough.  She might insist 

that one who rejects the Deconstructive Argument should be able to explain why one of 

its premises is false or its inference is fallacious.  Advocates of abductive physicalism, 
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then, should attempt to find the Deconstructive Argument’s flaw.95  What follows makes 

such an attempt.  The attempt counter-argues that the Deconstructive Argument trades on 

an ambiguity in the phrase ‘otherwise than as a physical-functional property’, which 

appears in (1) and (3).  (As a reminder, (1) holds that when a phenomenal property is 

conceived under a phenomenal concept, this property is conceived otherwise than as a 

physical-functional property, and (3) holds that if (a) a property P is conceived under a 

concept C, otherwise than as a physical-functional property, and (b) P is conceived under 

C, as it is in itself, then P is not a physical-functional property. 

     The counterargument proceeds as follows.  On one disambiguation of this phrase, (1) 

is true but (3) is false.  On another disambiguation, (1) is false but (3) is true.  So, 

however one disambiguates (1), the Deconstructive Argument is unsound.  Importantly, 

this ambiguity is not one that advocates and critics of the Deconstructive Argument 

should have noticed.  For, recognizing the ambiguity allows one to ground a response to 

the Deconstructive Argument only if she quite generally relies on abduction in modal 

inquiry. 

     Let us begin by noting the ambiguity.  At first glance, the phrase ‘otherwise than as a 

physical-functional property’ has two plausible interpretations.  It could be equivalent to 

‘as non-physical’ or ‘not as physical’.  Horgan and Tienson rule out this first 

interpretation in a footnote.  They ask readers to “[n]ote well that premise (1) does not 

say that phenomenal properties are conceived, under phenomenal concepts, as non-

                                                
95 McLaughlin (2001) responds to the Deconstructive Argument by rejecting (3).  There are ways 

to put pressure on (3), although the ways that McLaughlin offers, I think, are dubious.   
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physical-functional.  Conceiving a property otherwise than as a physical-functional 

property is different from, and weaker than, conceiving it as otherwise than a physical-

functional property” (317).  Presumably, then, (1) holds that when a phenomenal property 

is conceived under a phenomenal concept, it is not conceived of as a physical-functional 

property. 

     At first glance, this claim seems to be clear enough.  Closer examination, however, 

reveals an important ambiguity.  On the simplest interpretation, this claim implies that a 

phenomenal property that is conceived under a phenomenal concept is not conceived of 

as physical-functional in any way.  That is: 

(1*) When a phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, in 

no way is that property conceived as a physical-functional property. 

On another interpretation, this claim implies only that, among the ways that a 

phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, at least one is not as 

physical-functional.  That is: 

(1**) When a phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, in 

some way that property is not conceived as physical-functional. 

     Since the phrase ‘otherwise than as’ appears in premise (3) as well, the same 

ambiguity arises there.  The corresponding interpretations are: 

(3*) If (a) a property P is conceived under a concept C, and thus in no way is that 

property conceived as a physical-functional property, and (b) P is conceived 

under C, as it is in itself, then P is not a physical-functional property. 
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(3**) If (a) a property P is conceived under a concept C, and thus in some way 

that property is not conceived as a physical-functional property, and (b) P is 

conceived under C, as it is in itself, then P is not a physical-functional 

property. 

     What follows argues that the Deconstructive Argument trades on this ambiguity.  This 

counterargument proceeds roughly as follows.  (1*) and (3**) are each implausible.  

(Minimally, (3**) is much stronger than the intuitive version of (3) that “does not appear 

to be credibly deniable”, that “seems virtually tautologous”.)   If we interpret (1) as (1**), 

then we should interpret (3) as (3**).  So, we should reject either (1) or (3), and thus, we 

should reject the Deconstructive Argument.  What follows defends this counterargument. 

2.2 Rejecting (1*) 

This subsection argues that (1*) is false.  Again, (1*) holds that when a phenomenal 

property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, in no way is that property conceived 

as a physical-functional property.  At first glance, this claim seems to be plausible.  

Phenomenal concepts seem to be much as Loar (1997) describes them; they seem to be 

unanalyzable, type-demonstratives that demonstrate what it’s like to be in certain mental 

states.  Such concepts, it seems, do not appeal to the physical-functional.  In denying 

(1*), we need not deny this intuitive account.  Instead, we will deny that the mere fact 

that phenomenal concepts are as Loar describes them implies (1*). 

     In order to begin to see why, let us consider an analogy.  When Lois first conceives of 

Clark, she conceives of him as Clark but not as Superman.  Once she learns that he is 

Superman, however, she conceives of him as Superman, in some important sense, even 
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when she deploys her concept of Clark.  That is, once she learns that Clark is Superman, 

provided that she is aware of this identity when deploying her concept of Clark, she 

cannot help but conceive of him as Superman.  For, the very act of being aware that Clark 

is Superman requires both deploying, in some way, her concept of Superman and 

applying that concept, in some way, to Clark; thus, this act requires conceiving of Clark, 

in some way, as Superman.  Once again, when one is aware that Clark is Superman while 

deploying her concept of Clark, she also deploys her concept of Superman, in some way, 

and applies it to Clark, in some way, and thereby conceives of Clark as Superman, in 

some way. 

     Similarly, we can evaluate (1*) from two quite different epistemic perspectives.  First, 

we can evaluate (1*) independently of (2), the claim that pain has its feel essentially.  If 

we evaluate (1*) thusly, we may find that it seems to be true.  That is, we may find that in 

conceiving of pain we in no way conceive of it as physical/functional.  Second, we can 

evaluate (1*) given our decision about (2).  Making our decision about (2) requires 

concluding that phenomenal properties are physical properties.  Once we have concluded 

thusly, when we conceive of a phenomenal property we are, in some way, conceiving of 

it as physical—just as informed Lois conceives of Clark as Superman even when 

deploying her Clark concept.  So, for example, provided that one is aware of the physical-

phenomenal identity when deploying her phenomenal concept of pain, she cannot help 

but conceive of the property as physical; for, the very act of being aware that the 

phenomenal property is identical with the physical property requires thinking of the 

phenomenal property as in some way physical.  So, to reiterate, the very act of being 
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aware that the phenomenal property is physical requires conceiving of the phenomenon in 

question (pain) as physical.  So, when one is aware that phenomenal properties are 

physical while deploying her phenomenal concept of pain, she also deploys her physical 

concept of pain and applies it to the pain, and thereby, in some way, conceives of the pain 

as physical.  Accordingly, for one who has accepted (2), when a phenomenal property is 

conceived under a phenomenal concept, in some way that property is conceived as a 

physical-functional property.  That is, (1*) is false. 

     A few aspects of this rejection of (1*) merit emphasis.  First, the response does not 

imply that our phenomenal concepts mislead us.  Second, the response does not violate 

our acceptance of the claim that we can imagine zombies.  Third, the response is not open 

to advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism. 

     First, one might worry that this response implies that our phenomenal concepts 

mislead us.  The response suggests that, for anyone who has accepted (2), when she 

conceives of her pain under a phenomenal concept, she thereby conceives of it as 

physical.  Undeniably, one who conceives of her pain under a phenomenal concept 

conceives of it as phenomenal.  Accordingly, this response implies that, for anyone who 

is fully informed, when she conceives of her pain under a phenomenal concept, she 

conceives of it as both phenomenal and physical. 

     This conclusion, however unusual it may seem at first glance, does not imply that our 

phenomenal concepts mislead us.  Horgan and Tienson already note that conceiving of 

pain otherwise than as physical does not require conceiving of pain as non-physical.  

Similarly, conceiving of pain as phenomenal does not require conceiving of it as non-
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physical.  Accordingly, when one conceives of pain as both phenomenal (and hence 

otherwise than as physical) and physical, she need not be misled. 

     Second, one might worry that the rejection of (1*) implies that zombies are 

unimaginable, a claim that abductive physicalism accepts.  Abductive physicalism’s 

denial of (1*), however, allows that one can know both all physical facts and all facts that 

can be deduced from those facts, and still imagine zombies.  In some important sense, 

then, this denial of (1*) allows that zombies are imaginable.  In fact, abductive 

physicalism seems to accept that zombies are imaginable in precisely the sense that most 

philosophers do. 

     Abductive physicalism’s denial of (1*) insists, nevertheless, that once all questions of 

essentialness and identity are decided (through abduction), we should deny (1*)—for the 

reasons given above.  Similarly, abductive physicalism’s denial of (1*) insists that in 

moments when we are aware that physical and phenomenal properties are identical, 

zombies are, in some sense, unimaginable.  For, in such moments, in conceiving of 

physical properties (and being aware of the identity) we thereby deploy our concept of 

phenomenal properties; likewise, while Lois is aware that Superman is Clark, in 

deploying one concept (and being aware of the identity) she deploys the other, and thus, 

can no longer conceive of Superman not being Clark. 

     This discussion echoes a famous footnote from Nagel (1974) that appeals to advocates 

of standard a posteriori physicalism (e.g. McLaughlin and Hill, 1999).  Nagel claims that 

one can imagine situations from two perspectives, the first-person and the third-person.  

When imagining zombies, we engage in a two-step process that employs these different 
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imaginative perspectives independently.  We first imagine our physical duplicates, which 

we do from the third-person perspective, by imagining beings that are molecule-for-

molecule just like us.  We then imagine these duplicates as lacking phenomenology, 

which we do from the first-person perspective, by imagining them as lacking that (where 

the ‘that’ demonstrates some phenomenal properties).  Nagel claims that both of these 

imaginative acts succeed.  Accordingly, we can imagine zombies from each perspective 

taken independently.   

     Nagel worries, however, that the sort of imagination that tracks possibility requires 

fusing these perspectives.  Accordingly, he thinks that zombies are fully imaginable, 

imaginable in way that tracks possibility, just in case we can fuse these perspectives.  

Whether we have reason to believe that we can fully imagine zombies, then, depends on 

whether we have reason to believe that they are possible.  Since abductive physicalism 

maintains that zombies are not possible, it implies—for those who accept Nagel’s 

framework—that zombies are not fully imaginable, that our different imaginative 

perspectives cannot be fused. 

     Third, one might wonder why advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism have not 

objected to (1) in this way.  Advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism fail to see this 

way to reject (1*) because they have not completely escaped their commitment to a strict 

modal epistemology, their commitment to imagination, conceivability, or intuition as the 

final guide to modality.  That is, they seem to think that we can decide the truth of claims 

like (1*) and (2) a priori.  But if we can decide such claims a priori, then we must accept 

both; for, a priori reasoning alone favors both.  Abductive physicalism, however, can 
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escape this argument because abductive physicalism insists that, in coming to affirm (2), 

we activate conceptual connections that should lead us to deny (1*). 

     Abductive physicalism, then, rejects (1*) in a way that advocates of standard a 

posteriori physicalism cannot.  For, advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism accept 

too much of a strict modal epistemology, too much of the Kripkean method of modal 

inquiry, to make the present response.  In doing so, abductive physicalism provides an 

account of the intentional connection by which a concept comes to be about a property, 

the connection being importantly abductive, without thereby committing itself to holding 

that phenomenal concepts pick out non-physical properties.96 

2.3 Rejecting (3**) 

This subsection argues that (3**) is false.  Horgan and Tienson hold that (3) is 

undeniably credible and virtually tautologous.  If we interpret (3) as (3*), this claim 

seems to be plausible.  On this interpretation, (3) holds that if (a) a property P is 

conceived under a concept C, and thus in no way is that property conceived as a physical-

functional property, and (b) P is conceived under C, as it is in itself, then P is not a 

physical-functional property.  Since we are accepting that zombies are conceivable and 

granting, along with standard a posteriori physicalism, that the feel of certain mental 

states is essential to them, this conditional can be thought of as a plausible argument.  The 

first premise holds that when one conceives of P under C, she conceives of P as in no 

way being physical-functional.  The second premise holds that she thereby conceives of P 

                                                
96 Of course, abductive physicalism has not explained why phenomenal concepts are so special.  

In my estimation, extant versions of standard a posteriori physicalism do that quite well. 
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as it is itself, as it is essentially.  Given these two premises, one can conclude that P is not 

a physical-functional property.  So, if we interpret (3) as (3*), then we should accept (3). 

     Let us consider the parallel argument that results from adopting (3*) as our 

interpretation of (3).  On this interpretation, (3) holds that if (a) a property P is conceived 

under a concept C, and thus in some way that property is not conceived as a physical-

functional property, and (b) P is conceived under C, as it is in itself, then P is not a 

physical-functional property.  Thinking of this claim as an argument, the first premise 

now holds that when one conceives of P under C, in some way she does not conceive of P 

as being physical-functional.  The second premise still holds that she thereby conceives 

of P as it is itself, as it is essentially.  These premises do not allow us to conclude that P is 

not a physical-functional property.  Accordingly, (3**) is implausible.   

     We can accept, then, that certain properties are conceived under phenomenal concepts, 

and thus in some way they are conceived not as physical-functional properties, that these 

properties are conceived as they are in themselves when conceived under phenomenal 

concepts, and yet these properties are physical-functional properties.  For, when the fully 

informed conceive of these properties under phenomenal concepts, these properties are 

conceived in themselves not merely by being conceived under the phenomenal concept 

but also by being conceived under the physical concept—and we have antecedently 

concluded that the physical and phenomenal properties are the same. 

2.4 Rejecting the Deconstructive Argument 

To reiterate, the disambiguated premises hold that:  
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(1*) When a phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, in 

no way is that property conceived as a physical-functional property. 

(1**) When a phenomenal property is conceived under a phenomenal concept, in 

some way that property is not conceived as physical-functional. 

 (3*) If (a) a property P is conceived under a concept C, and thus in no way is that 

property conceived as a physical-functional property, and (b) P is conceived 

under C, as it is in itself, then P is not a physical-functional property. 

(3**) If (a) a property P is conceived under a concept C, and thus in some way 

that property is not conceived as a physical-functional property, and (b) P is 

conceived under C, as it is in itself, then P is not a physical-functional 

property. 

     If one adopts (1*), then she should adopt (3*), and if one adopts (1**), then she should 

adopt (3**).  (1*) and (3**) are implausible.  So, on pain of equivocation, we should 

reject either (1) or (3).  We therefore can reject the Deconstructive Argument. 

3. Epistemically Primitive Necessities 

Chalmers offers a different objection to standard a posteriori physicalism.  He claims that 

a posteriori necessities either include an important a priori component or are damningly 

epistemically primitive.  Since standard a posteriori physicalism proposes phenomenal-

physical identities that do not include the relevant a priori component, it requires 

damningly epistemically primitive necessities.  This objection recalls Kripke’s suggestion 

that a posteriori necessities arise in only quite limited ways, all of which involve 

something importantly a priori (cf. Chapter 8, §1.1.1-1.1.2).   
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    What follows suggests that Chalmers’ concerns about epistemically primitive 

necessities do not undermine abductive physicalism.  More specifically, we will proceed 

as follows.  §3.1 recounts Chalmers’ rationale for thinking that standard a posteriori 

physicalism is undermined by its appeal to epistemically primitive necessities.  §3.2 

defends abductive physicalism’s appeal to epistemically primitive necessities.  §3.3 

considers Chalmers’ more direct attack on epistemically primitive necessities.  §3.4 then 

questions the label ‘epistemically primitive’. 

3.1 The Standard and the Primitive 

A necessity is epistemically primitive if truths about it cannot be deduced from the 

complete set of physical truths.97  Standard a posteriori physicalism holds that one 

cannot deduce phenomenal truths from physical truths.  For, it holds that we learn that 

phenomenal properties are physical only through abduction.  So, standard a posteriori 

physicalism is committed to epistemically primitive necessities. 

     Does standard a posteriori physicalism contain reason to accept epistemically 

primitive necessities?  An advocate of standard a posteriori physicalism might argue as 

follows.  We should accept physicalism.  We cannot deduce phenomenal truths from 

physical truths.  So, we should accept epistemically primitive necessities.  Among other 

                                                
97 More carefully, it is primitive if it cannot be deduced from the complete set of physical and 

indexical truths and nothing more (cf. Jackson and Chalmers, 2002).  We will ignore the 

complications introduced by and the reasons for including indexicality in the supervenience-

base—apologies to those (e.g. Perry, 2001) who think that these issues are relevant. 
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shortcomings, since this rationale for epistemically primitive necessities presupposes 

physicalism, it is unacceptable when we are debating whether phenomenal properties are 

physical. 

     Alternatively, an advocate of standard a posteriori physicalism might appeal to her 

account of phenomenal concepts.  She then could argue as follows.  We cannot deduce 

phenomenal truths from physical truths because of the different nature of phenomenal 

and physical concepts.  Concepts may not reflect the metaphysical relations of the 

properties that they pick out.  Our inability to deduce phenomenal truths from physical 

truths, then, may result from the nature of our concepts, where these concepts do not 

reflect the nature of physical and phenomenal properties.  So, we should not take the 

inability to deduce phenomenal truths from physical truths to indicate that physical 

properties do not necessitate phenomenal properties.  Accordingly, since we have 

independent (abductive) reason to think that physical properties necessitate phenomenal 

properties, we have reason to accept epistemically primitive necessities. 

     This argument appeals to differences between phenomenal and physical concepts.  

Stoljar (2005) labels the attempt to defend physicalism by appealing to this difference the 

‘Phenomenal Concept Strategy.  Chalmers rejects this strategy rather effectively, arguing 

as follows.  Where ‘P’ denotes the complete physical truth about our universe and ‘C’ is 

the relevant story about phenomenal concepts: 

(1) If P & ~C is conceivable, then C is not physically explicable. 

(2) If P & ~C is not conceivable, then C cannot explain our epistemic situation. 
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__________________ 

(3) Either C is not physically explicable, or C cannot explain our epistemic 

situation. (quoted directly, 2006, 174) 

     Advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism grant that, because we can conceive of 

P holding without some phenomenal truth holding, phenomenal properties are not 

physically explicable.  Accordingly, they should grant that, if we can conceive of P & 

~C, then phenomenal concepts are not physically explicable.  That is, they should grant 

(1).  If P & ~C is not conceivable, however, then zombies satisfy C, even though they do 

not share our epistemic situation vis-à-vis phenomenal properties.  If such creatures do 

not share our epistemic situation, then C cannot explain our epistemic situation.  So, if P 

& ~C is not conceivable, then C cannot explain our epistemic situation.  That is, (2) is 

true.  So, the Phenomenal Concept Strategy fails.  Since this strategy plays a key role in 

the proposed argument for epistemically primitive necessities, that argument fails. 

     Standard a posteriori physicalism, then, does not contain any reason to think that 

there are epistemically primitive necessities. 

3.2 Accepting the Primitive 

Abductive physicalism, contrariwise, contains a principled reason to accept epistemically 

primitive necessities.  To reiterate, a necessity is epistemically primitive if it cannot be 

deduced from the complete set of physical truths.  Abductive modal realism holds that 

abduction grounds some and any justified modal belief about mind-independent 

necessities and possibilities.  If abduction grounds a belief, then it cannot be deduced from 
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the complete set of physical truths.  So, abductive modal realism implies that there are 

epistemically primitive necessities.  The advocate of abductive modal realism defends her 

approach on principled grounds—having to do with quite general concerns about 

integrating her modal ontology and epistemology.  Accordingly, she provides principled 

reasons to accept epistemically primitive necessities.  In fact, Part I’s defense of 

abductive modal realism can be thought of, in part, as an extended defense of 

epistemically primitive necessities.  Since abductive physicalism accepts abductive modal 

realism, abductive physicalism contains principled reasons to accept epistemically 

primitive necessities. 

3.3 Against the Primitive 

Chalmers (1999) provides a simple argument against epistemically primitive necessities.  

The argument proceeds roughly as follows: 

(1) If there are epistemically primitive necessities, then there are two modal 

primitives. 

(2) There is only one modal primitive.   
__________ 

(3) There are no epistemically primitive necessities. 

     Why does Chalmers accept (1)?  He thinks that the space of logically “possible worlds 

[with one world for every ideally conceivable scenario] is tremendously valuable in 

making sense of [rational entailment, conceivability, and consistency]” (489-490).  So, 

we need the space of logically possible worlds as a modal primitive.  Since logically 

possible worlds can be known a priori but epistemically primitive necessities cannot be 
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known a priori, epistemically primitive necessities fall outside this space.  So, (1) if there 

are epistemically primitive necessities, then there is a second modal primitive, a 

distinctive space of metaphysically possible worlds. 

     Why does Chalmers accept (2)?  Chalmers thinks that “we do not even have a distinct 

concept of metaphysical necessity to which the second primitive can answer” (491).  He 

thinks that we are deluded into thinking that we have such a concept only by misreading 

“the Kripkean distinction between epistemic and metaphysical modality” (491).  

Accordingly, “once we recognize that this distinction can be explained with one modal 

primitive, and that there are constitutive ties between the Kripkean modalities,” our 

delusion should subside (491).  We should realize that our “only concept of a 

“metaphysical possible world” . . . is that of a logically possible world” (491).  

Accordingly, it is not clear what work a second modal primitive would do.  So, 

There is no reason to believe in any more than one modal primitive, and there is 

no reason to postulate a second “metaphysical” primitive at all. The second 

primitive is an invention; nothing in our conceptual system requires it. In 

particular, we need it to account for none of our existing modal notions. So it is a 

primitive that answers to no-one and does no work. (490-491)  

 
“Once we get this far,” he thinks, “it is clear that something has gone wrong” (491).   

     Considerations from Part I provide a simple response to this attack on epistemically 

primitive necessities.  Chalmers preferred modal primitive, the space of logically possible 

worlds, is constituted either by minds or by mind-independent reality.  That is, the 

relevant modal ontology is either mentalist or realist.  Suppose, first, that it is mentalist.  

Reasons favoring modal realism, then, are reasons to think that, contrary to (2), there is a 
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second modal primitive.  Put another way, reasons favoring modal realism provide the 

work for the second modal primitive to do.  Suppose, next, that this modal ontology, this 

space of logically possible worlds, is realist.  Reasons favoring an abductive modal 

epistemology for modal realism, then, are reasons to think that abduction grounds any 

justified beliefs about logically possible worlds, and thus, that necessities obtaining in 

virtue of these worlds are epistemically primitive.  So, contrary to (1), if there is only one 

modal primitive, then there are epistemically primitive necessities.  So, either (1) or (2) is 

false, depending on whether we think of the space of logically possible worlds as non-

mentally or mentally constituted. 

     To recap, reasons favoring abductive modal realism are reasons to accept 

epistemically primitive necessities.  Part I provides reasons favoring abductive modal 

realism.  Part I thereby suggests that there are epistemically primitive necessities.  In fact, 

Part I can be thought of as an extended argument for epistemically primitive necessities.  

Accordingly, we either should accept two modal primitives or should accept the space of 

metaphysically possible worlds, not the Chalmers’ space of logically possible worlds, as 

the lone modal primitive.  In principle, abductive physicalism can go either way. 

     Before proceeding, let us briefly consider whether Chalmers thinks of his preferred 

modal primitive, the space of logically possible worlds, as mentalist or realist.  Chalmers 

thinks that we should accept this primitive because it is so useful in explaining the a 

priori, rational entailment, conceivability, and the like.  Prima facie these look like 

mental phenomena.  Accordingly, one might be tempted to think of Chalmers’ modal 

primitive as mentalist.  Chalmers claim that the space of logically possible worlds is “tied 
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constitutively to such rational notions as consistency, entailment, and ideal conceivability” 

reinforces this temptation (490).98  For, these rational notions, it seems, pick out mental 

phenomena—accordingly, Gendler and Hawthorne do not wonder whether conceiving is a 

mental phenomena, but rather, “what sort of underlying psychological kind (or cluster of 

kinds) the notion is meant to capture” (2002, 7), and they proceed to list various “mental 

activities” as candidate psychological kinds. 

     Plausibly, however, Chalmers thinks of the a priori, rational entailment, conceivability 

and the like as mind-independent phenomena.  For, plausibly, he thinks that these are fixed 

largely by conceptual relations and he thinks of concepts in the same way as Peacocke (see 

chapter 4, §2), as akin to Platonic Forms or Fregean senses, as mind-independent abstracta, 

as denizens of the third realm.  Accordingly, he can accept both modal realism and a 

constitutive—not mere epistemic—tie between conceivability/the a priori and his modal 

primitive.  This way of thinking, as suggested in the discussion of Peacocke, invites 

concerns about our access to concepts, and thus, to conceivability. 

     Although Chalmers seems to prefer something closer to the second, realist, way of 

thinking, whichever he prefers, we have reason to accept epistemically primitive 

necessities. 

 

 

                                                
98 This tie explains why conceivability entails possibility.  Roughly, since modality is constituted 
(at least in part) by what is and is not conceivable, one would expect conceivability to provide 
a guide to modality.  That is, conceivability (with a few whistles and bells) determines or is 
determined by possibility, and thus, what is conceivable is possible and what is inconceivable is 
impossible. 
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3.4 ‘Epistemically Primitive’ 

Given Chalmers’ definition of ‘epistemically primitive’, abductive modal realism—and 

thus abductive physicalism—requires epistemically primitive necessities.  Insofar as the 

label ‘epistemically primitive’ has pejorative force, however, it may be bets abandoned.    

     When abduction leads us to conclude that p is q, it does so because this appeal to 

identity best explains various phenomena.  We have seen (in chapter 7) that abduction 

leads us to conclude that phenomenal properties are identical with (or nothing more than) 

physical properties precisely because doing so best explains the correlation between 

them.  This appeal to identity (or supervenience), then, has explanatory force.  If the 

appeal had no such force, then abduction would not lead us to make it.  In some 

important sense, then, the appeal to identity (or supervenience) is not ‘epistemically 

primitive’. 

4. An Objection 

Two objections to abductive physicalism merit consideration.  First, one might object that 

conceivability, imagination, and intuition would not work as well as they do if abduction 

were the ultimate ground for modal beliefs.  Second, one might object that since 

conceivability, imagination, and intuition work so well, we should follow them wherever 

they may lead, including to the conclusion that phenomenal properties are not physical.  

What follows consider each objection in turn. 
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4.1 The Match 

Quite plausibly, conceivability, imagination, and intuition often give the same results as 

abduction.  Accordingly, a strict modal epistemology often delivers the same results as an 

abductive modal epistemology.  Since our conceivings, imaginings, and intuitions are 

among the explananda for any given abduction, one should expect some match.  One 

might protest, nevertheless, that the match is too good, given that we are rejecting a strict 

modal epistemology. 

     In order to develop this objection, the objector would need to demonstrate that the 

match is, indeed, very tight—i.e. that strict and abductive modal epistemologies nearly 

always deliver the same results.  Although that is not obvious, let us grant a near perfect 

match.  Can the advocate of an abductive modal epistemology explain the match?  Yes.  

She can hold, for example, that our conceivings, imaginings, and intuitions are often caused 

by our tacit abductions, much as visual experience is caused by elaborate subconscious 

processing of visual input.  Just as subconscious processing of visual input produces 

visual experiences as output, elaborate tacit abductions produce conceivings, imaginings 

and intuitions as output.  As a result of this causal connection, those conceivings, 

imaginings, and intuitions often match relevant abductions.  

4.2 The Mismatch 

One now might object that, given this causal connection, we should expect conceivability, 

imagination, and intuition to always get things right, and thus, should follow them 
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wherever they lead, including to the conclusion that phenomenal properties are not 

physical.  The arguments favoring abductive modal realism provide reason to doubt this 

objection. 

     The objector might proceed, nevertheless, as follows.  Abduction deviates from 

conceivability, imagination, and intuition only in the case of phenomenal and physical 

properties.  The very uniqueness of this deviation requires explanation.  Until one has 

explained this deviation, then, we should be wary of an abductive modal epistemology. 

     We can begin to explain the deviation by appealing to the unusual nature of 

phenomenal concepts.  As noted, advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism insist 

that phenomenal concepts are quite different from physical concepts.  Loar (1990/1997), 

for example, thinks that phenomenal concepts are unanalyzable type-demonstratives 

while physical concepts are ordinary theoretical (descriptive) concepts.  Roughly, 

whereas physical concepts pick out relevant properties by describing them, phenomenal 

concepts pick out relevant properties by nakedly pointing.  Although more detail is 

needed, it is prima facie plausible that we can appeal to the unusual nature of phenomenal 

concepts to explain the deviation of conceivability, imagination, and intuition from 

abduction much as advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism appeal to the unusual 

nature of phenomenal concepts in order to explain why we can conceive of zombies.  

     The present appeal to the unusual nature of phenomenal concepts, nevertheless, 

differs importantly from standard a posteriori physicalism’s corresponding appeal.  
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Advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism appeal to differences between physical 

and phenomenal concepts in order to ground their response to anti-physicalist arguments, 

in order to ground their shift away from an exception-free strict modal epistemology 

towards a strict modal epistemology with exceptions.  Opponents (e.g. Chalmers, 2006; 

Stoljar, 2005) provide reason to doubt that the difference between phenomenal and 

physical concepts can do this work.  One of these reasons is given above (§3.1).  

Roughly, since advocates of standard a posteriori physicalism have not provided 

principled reason to reject a strict modal epistemology, their inability to deduce truths 

about phenomenal concepts from truths about physical concepts itself threatens 

physicalism. 

     Unlike standard a posteriori physicalism, however, the present appeal to the unusual 

nature of phenomenal concepts is not intended to block a strict modal epistemology.  The 

defense of abductive modal realism does that.  The present appeal is made merely to 

explain why abductive and strict modal epistemologies deviate in this case.  Of course, 

this appeal requires development.  The intuition underlying this appeal, nevertheless, 

should be clear. 

5. Summary 

Standard a posteriori physicalism accepts a strict modal epistemology with exceptions.  It 

holds that we should appeal to abduction only in unusual circumstances, such as when 

concepts play radically different functional roles.  Abductive physicalism accepts an 
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abductive modal epistemology.  It holds that abduction grounds some and any justified 

belief about mind-independent necessity and possibility.  This difference protects 

abductive physicalism from damning objections to standard a posteriori physicalism.  

Specifically, unlike standard a posteriori physicalism, abductive physicalism is not ad 

hoc, can respond to the Deconstructive Argument, and explains why we should accept 

epistemically primitive necessities. 
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CONCLUSION 

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part I provides considerations favoring a new approach to modality, abductive modal 

realism.  Part II presupposes abductive modal realism in providing considerations 

favoring a new version of physicalism, abductive physicalism.  Although neither part 

purports to provide anything like knock-down arguments, two simple arguments 

summarize the considerations favoring abductive modal realism and abductive 

physicalism respectively.   

     The first argument recalls the desire to retain modal realism and find a befitting modal 

epistemology, the desiderata that were laid out in chapter 3.  The argument proceeds as 

follows: 

(1) We should retain modal realism in order to preserve (i) our intuitive modal 

semantics, (ii) real, mind-independent objects, properties, and kinds, and (iii) 

the mind-body problem. 

(2) An abductive modal epistemology best fits modal realism. 
______________ 
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(3) We should adopt abductive modal realism, which combines a realist modal 

semantics and ontology with an abductive modal epistemology. 

     The second argument presupposes the conclusion of the first and then invokes the 

standard reasons to think that abduction favors physicalism, the reasons that were laid out 

in chapters 6 and 7.  That argument proceeds as follows: 

(3) We should adopt abductive modal realism, which includes the claim that 

abduction grounds some and any justified belief about mind-independent 

necessity and possibility. 

(4) All things considered, abduction favors physicalism, which is a thesis about  

mind-independent necessity and possibility. 
___________ 

(5) We should adopt abductive physicalism, which is the physicalism that stems 

from abductive modal realism. 

     This project leaves certain claims under-explored.  The rationale for modal realism 

and the rejection of constructivism, which are relevant to the defense of (1), each require 

more attention.  The claim that no one adequately integrates a strict modal epistemology 

with modal realism, which is central to the defense of (2), also requires more attention.  

The claim that abduction favors physicalism, which is central to the defense of (4), also 

requires more attention.   

     This project, nevertheless, provides some reason to accept each premise and thereby 

accomplishes two important tasks.  First, this project puts a new, rather radical approach 

to modality on the table, and provides a rationale for that approach.  Second, this project 

suggests that the new approach to modality, abductive modal realism, saves physicalism. 
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